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Executive Summary

The ranokr"inn tititi"time is a rutque and ambitious venture that aims to do nod'ting less than
to demonstrate to the world that sustainable forest management can pay its way, and to help
develop the necessary tools, It comprises the Iwokrarna international Centre (:rrC), the
Twokrama Forest and parinerships with local and national stakeholder groups and the
broader international community, There are three core programmes, each with a primary
governmental donor in support - Sustainnble Forest Manngem6iLt (InO, with CmA funding
for ecotourism development), Conseroqtiott grid Use of Biodioersity (EC) and Sustainnble Human
Dez)eloping11t (DFTD) - and two cross-cutting programmes with multiple donors - Forestry
Rusenrch (UTO, DFID, EC) and Inform"tion grid Communications (DFTD, EC). Staff and
operations are supported by DFTD and CmA grants, Commonwealth and World Bank
salaries, and project financing. Uriallocated core funding is scarce and urgently needed.
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The inid-terni retirezo (MrR) aims to establish how far the Iwokrama initiative has got, and
where does it need to go in next 18 months and beyond. To do this, it focuses upon the
implementation of the Operatibnnl Plan 1998-2002 as a whole. The MTR report is organized
around assessments of the three core prograTrrrnes, each of which also contains links with the
two cross-cutting programTnes, followed by a discussion of issues related to sustainability. A
total of 36 recorrunendations are made (see below). The overall conclusion of the MTR is that
excenent progress has been made across a wide range of target areas, with the achievement
of institutional sustainability being the main challenge of coming years,
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Implement, Itfore sche, 1111e, implementation of the 1998-2002 Operationit! Plants runtimg about
a year behind schedule. Delays have been caused by factors largely beyond Twokrama's
control (e. g. delays with staff recruitment, disbursements, lack of suitable candidates for key
positions and lack of finance for key adihinistrati. ve support positions). Some programme
elements have been slow to start because Twokrama's participatory and inclusive approaches
take time and it can be unpredictable when consensus will be achieved on each issue,
However, the management team has been able to compensate adaptiveIy for these delays,
and programme purposes are likely to be largely achieved within amended deadhiies.

L. ,

Highlights DIProgress. impressive progress has been achieved since 1998 in the following
areas

.-.

. Understanding the 1000krnmn ecosystem. Iwokrama has been very effective in
documenting the diversity and natural history of wildlife and other forest
resources both directly and indirecrl. y. Ecological and economic tint<ages around
the forest have been clarified, including those among the forest, the North
Rupununi savannahs, the associated river systems, and the people who inhabit
and use the area.

. Managing information to support plaitftirrg. Twokrama has organized and used
sodal, economic, cultural and ecological information to classify and map forest
types and community lands in and around the forest. GPS and GIS have been
used to support participatory and technical resource management planting,
feeding into processes for the zoriirig of the forest into the Sustainable Use Area
(SUA) and Wilderness Preserve (WP).

. Human resource deoelopment rind coyncity bullding. Twokrama has achieved
significant impact by employing and training 13 Rangers (mostly local), 26
Community Environmental Workers (CEWs, all local), and 13 young Guyanese
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employed under the Young Professionals Programme (six Professional
Development Fellows or PDFs with post~graduate qualifications, and seven
Research Assistants or RAS with bachelors level qualifications or equivalent).
Rangers have been equipped for duties that include forest management,
errorcement, research support, visitor guiding and interpretation, and
community liaison, the last role linking to the CEWs, who participate in parts of
the Ranger syllabus. The PDFs are provided with two years' work e><penence in a
mentorirtg relationship with senior staff, and work in forest and protected area
management, community development, forest ecology, ecot011nsm, and GIS.
Competence and motivation among staff appears to be extremely high. in
selecting the RA's, preference was given to candidates with an interest in
progressing to graduate level studies. Their two-year fellowships are desigiied to
give the 1<A's practical experience working with experienced researchers to better
equip them for graduate-level studies and further professional development.

. Pubtic outre"ch. The UC manages a well-used public-access library and research
space, a well-designed web-site and a multimedia publications service. It also
runs series of informal seminars, formal public lectures, public forums, and
technical workshops.

. Congbor"tion with IOC@I communities. Twokrama has achieved much in working
with local coriumunities, especially by encouraging and enabhiig the emergence of
the North Rupununi District Development Board (NRDDB). This has a strategic
role in promoting dialogue, articulating local aspirations, and providing an
interface between local people and the outside world. Twokrama also helped to
establish the Makushi Research Unit (MRU), which has documented traditional
knowledge and language among local peoples. Participatory community
resource assessments (or pHRIAs) have given an initial basis for community
development PIaririing. Other initiatives include Ranger and CEW recruiinient
and training, establishnerLt of Wildlife Clubs in local communities, assistance
with the construction of a comintiriity training centre (the Bina Hill institute) and
founding of a coriumunity radio (Radio Patwomak). The net result is an intimate
and mutually supportive relationship betweenlwokrama and local coriumunities.

. International riftd Intelsector@! collaboration. Twokraina has developed an array of
collaborative formal and informal relationships with organisations nationally and
internationaUy, both to generate and to dt^seminnte research results and lessons
from forestry-related development e><penences. kit example mechariismis the
series of regional teclirtical workshops, drawing representatives from within
Guyana and other countries. Subjects have included reduced impact logging (and
its relationship to certification systems for sustainably produced timber), the
conservation and use of wildlife resources (highlighting research priorities and
potential improvements to policy and practices in the Guiana Shield countries)
and the development of business partnerships for forest conservation and
management, Workshops attract a wide range of stakeholders and are generaUy
designed through multi-stakeholder plan^g meetings, resulting in a content
that closely matches participants' interests.

o Building port7zershipsjo?' good gooeyn@?Ice. Iwokrarna is demonstrating how
inclusion and dialogue promote efficiency and sustainability, which is a major
influence in favour of good governance. TwokraTna has also contributed to a
number of important national-level thematic processes. They are reflected in
relationships established with national institutions such as the Guyana Forestry
Coriumisslon, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Guyana Broadcasting
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Corporation, the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Fisheries, Other Crops and
Livestock, and the University of Guyana.

. Influencing them@tic processes. A key attribute of Twokrarna is its sophisticated
understanding of the role of research within wider participatory processes of
policy, human resources and institutional development. Examples of areas in
which Twokrarna is making actual or potential policy-process interventions are:
(a) reduced-impact logging methods within efforts to improve forest management
standards for industrial-scale timber concessions; (b) development of national CIS
capacity, environmental education, equitable arrangements for bioprospecting,
and national wildlife management capacity; (c) restoration of Amerindian culture
and traditional forest-related knowledge; (d) non-timber forest products and their
downstream processing; and (e) locally-appropriate ecotourism
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PRrticip"troll '11/4 imp, ICts o11 st"keholders. Iwokrama works in local and national contexts
characterized by relatively low levels of economic activity and ecological productivity, so
opportunity costs are low and potential beneficiaries abundant. Likely benefits to
stakeholder groups are as follows:
o Amenndihits in gild ground the Iruokrnmaforest are receiving benefits from a

managed landscape that preserves physical and blotic elements that are
Important to them, and to participate equitably in benefit streams from a wide
array of economic activities that the Twokrama initiative is designed to stimulate,

. Amenndiqns in other grans of Guyana are expected to benefit indirectly from
replication of participatory planning mechanisms and benefit-sharing
arrangements, from improved management practices for wildlife, NTFFs, timber
and ecotourism, through the application of more appropriate national policies
and through the efforts of other agencies nation-wide (as these begin to
implement elements of the 'Twokrama model'), and from recognition of the value
of Amerindian culture and self-organization, leading to greater Amerindian
recognition and active participation in national life.

. Publi^, political groups and gooeynment agencies in Guynnn are benefitting from direct
training and collaboration, and from Twokrama's influence on policies and
processes, which validate and promote participation, dialogue, joint problem-
solving and accountable forums in many sectors and locations, Transparency,
inclusiveness and local participation are hallmarks of every Twokrama initiative,
thus promoting good governance in a country with a long history of excessive
centralization.

. The national find international scientific community are expected to benefit from the
preservation of an important biodiversity resource and a set of viable natural
ecosystems for future study, and provision of access and support to enable most
efficient use of research time. The scientific community will also benefit from
increased knowledge and understanding of the ecological, economic and social
processes that influence the sustainability of forest conservation and management
systems.

. The prtoate sector, in the form of national and international business partriers, is
expected to benefit from new business OPPorturiities in and around the Iwokrama
forest, taking advantage of Iwokrama's investment in orgariizirig intorination on
local resources, and the emergence of strong local communities with which
mutually-profitable partt'Ierships can be negotiated. The private sector will also
benefit from access to improved forest management and PIarirdrig technologies

I
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and improved understanding of the processes of sustainable forest management
and forest-based development.

. 1000krama stqjff are bonefitimg from their participation as employees and traitiees,
and as potential investors, shareholders and entrepreneurs, in all aspects of the
programme and spin-off economic activities. Staff receive considerable personal
satisfaction by being actively involved with the stewardship of a large natural
area and an internationally-SIgi'liftcant action-learning experiment in sustainable
conservation and development,

. Other beneficiary groups include: (a) local, national and international NGOs with an
interest in biodiversity conservation and Amertiidian weit-being; (b) the people of
Cityrinn who will benefit from improved governance and environmental literacy;
(c) international of 80elopment institutions which will have access to a new process
model for durable benefit-sharing, collaborative parinerships and forest resource
management arrangements; and (a) the world commitnity which will benefit from
the preservation of biodiversity, unique ecosystems, traditional forest-related
knowledge, and the use, option, bequest and existence values associated with
these resources.

Remaining weaknesses and scope for improvement. These are few but important, and
include:

. Lack of rin in-house resource economist, so that data and analyses to refine key
assumptions in the Business Plan are missing, the credibility of investment
prospects and cash-flow projections are undermined, and the basis for
international fund raising is weakened.

. Increasing needfoi, ingnagement information systems, to ensure full knowledge
management support to the Management Coinimttee in making decisions and for
managing staff, money, materials and information, and establish participatory
monitoring and evaluation systems to track inclusion and impact indicators
amongst local people and other stakeholders.

o Needfor local community representation on the Board of Tritstees, to ensure full
transparency and the responsive protection and advancement of local community
interests and to enhance the development and maintenance of effective
parttIerships for rain forest conservation and development at Iwokrarna, by
ensuring that the Board has direct access to the coriumuriities' detailed local
knowledge of the Twokrama Forest and surrounding environTnents and
conditions to intorin its dehberations.

o -Need to strengthen collaboration at quietie!s, to increase support for Iwokrama and
its programmes and to maximise stakeholder knowledge and application of the
lessons being learned. in 11ns, the Centre should take particular advantage of its
maturing programmes in forest management and plan^g to deepen
collaboration with national stakeholders, particularly in the Guyana Forestry
Commission and the forest sector

. Needfor' a clear strategyfor achieving institutional sustainability, including an
effective furid-raising system to meet the need for ariallocated core funding to
support essential but not directly project-related work (such as convening
meetings of the Board of Trustees), to capitalize a trust fund, to replace the
Director General when the incumbent leaves in inId-2001, and more generally to
ensure the continuity of staff and programmes through a potential funding crisis
in 2002 when most donor-funded projects conclude.
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Key recommend, Ittolls. A total of 36 recommendations arose from the MrR. They are
hyperlinked to references in the text (return navigation is by means of the 'back' arrow in the
web toolbar). They are sunninarized as follows:
. Forest 20ning, The proposed Malldia road is the major challenge to rational

zoriing of the Twokrama forest and should be addressed by careful assessment of
options in terms of Twokrama's long-term aims.

. Forest matingement. fit seeking commercial partners, Twokrama should make a
deeper exaltiinati. on of the OPPorturitties and constraints associated with different
approaches to timber management. in order to secure equitable outcomes,
Twokrama should review timber harvesting and timber marketing strategies from
the perspective of community-based management in order to ensure that local
stakeholders are not delivered relatively late and powerless into commercial
ventures. Engagement with the timber industry building on RIL experience
should also occur through partrierships outside the Iwokrama Forest. A study of
NTFP stock levels in Iwokrama and other forests should be done to clarify
potential harvest intensities, yields and harvesting cycles to permit prediction of
income per unit area. A technical workshop on NTFPs should be convened,
leading to a code of practice for their management

. Biodioersity trioentory and prospecting. Assessment should be made of information
management needs of the biodiversity programme, including a capacity to share
knowledge with other bioprospecting concerns to prevent biopiracy, while
development of ERR and benefit~sharing arrangements should address ways to
react to claims based on Amerindian ancestral domain.

o SIIstqinnble human linetihoods. More support should be provided by DFTD to the
SHO programme in the form of advisory visits to enable lessons to be learnt and
contribute to the further development of sustainable livelihood skills amongst
staff and local stakeholders.

. Mall"gement information system. Preceded by an analysis of institutional
knowledge management needs, an upgraded MIS should be developed to
support the Management Committee, linked to a locally~sited, open-access
knowledge bank and to participatory monitoring and evaluation that uses the
MRU and CEWs to track indicators of well-being among local stakeholders.

. Expanding cqp"tity building and collaboration. Twokrama should give priority to
maintaining and expanding its training and capacity-building programmes by
targeting training activities at key gaps in local and national capacity and
increasing OPPorturiities for collaboration with national and regional institutions
by providing secondment and sabbatical placement OPPortuntties at the Centre.

. Senior stofpresence in then81d. institutional capacity and local networks should be
further strengthened by basing a permanent Iwokrarna staff member at the Bina
Hill institute, who would counterpart the NRDDB and work closely with the
GEWs.

. Financial sitstninQbi!ity. The existing Business Plan can be used as a basis for fund-
raising efforts in most areas of current activity, but to move the rrC to the
necessary level of long-term financial sustainability new and additional resources
win be needed. Efforts to secure these should include preparation of an TIC-
specific business plan, and should focus on: (a) a proposal to GEF for
capitalization of an ethical trust fund to guarantee long-term core funding; (b)
international fund-raising among private foundations and companies by agents
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working on commission; and (c) proposals to governments for additional project-
related funding and to ensure the continuity of existing staff and programnnes.

o Innestments. Efforts to direct private investrnerits to an array of regulated
businesses in and around the Twokrama forest should be preceded by the
definition of investinent rules in line with Twokrarria's business principles, and
the preparation of a set of business plans which can be used in marketing,

. Business skills deoeloj?merit. The ability of local people to participate fully in
coriumercial OPPorturiities should be enhanced through prior training in how to
set up and run businesses, including related skills such as how to assess market
opportunities and the equity of proposed joint ventures.
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I. . Introduction

1.1.

\,

The Twokrarna international Centre for Rain Forest Conservation and Development (TIC) has
its origin in the 1989 Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting, at which the
Government of Guyana offered to set aside 360,000 ha of tropical moist forest for the use of
the international cornmuntty as a proving ground for techniques of conservation and
sustainable use. A Commonwealth Appraisal Mission was undertaken in 1990 which
selected the site of the Twokrama Forest in the centre of the country. The British Coverrunent
supported reconnaissance surveys by the Natural Resources institute in 1992, and an interim
Board of Trustees was established to govern the enterprise in the same year. A Global
Environment Facility (GEE) pilot project with UNDP as implementing agency was agreed in
1993, with a Project implementation Review in 1998 and a Final Project Evaluation in 2000.
While this process was underway, the Twokrama international Centre (rrC), the Twokrama
forest, and the Board of Trustees were all formally established in law tlrrough passage of the
Iwokrama Act 1996. Two strategic documents, the Operational Pin?I 1998-2002 and the
Business Plan 1998-2007 were adopted by the board of Trustees early in 1997, and a Director
General was appointed in July 1997. A meeting of a number of potential donors was
convened in January 1998, and several of these agreed to finance elements of the Operntion"I
Plan, leading to a new phase of activity that began in July 1998.

Historical Background
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The Iwokrama initiative can be said to comprise two main sets of activities. The first set are
tlTose to do with developing an institution (the TIC) to the point where it is sufficiently valued
by the national and international communities to be supported rl'rough policy, funding and
public opinion, in return for provision of public services in tropical forest conservation and
management (some of them in markets that still have to be created). The second set of
activities are those to do with developing the partnerships needed to collaborativeIy manage
a large protected wildland (tite Twokrama Forest), in sustainable ways that reward
compliance by all groups that would otherwise either threaten the area or withdraw their
support from it, while also generating revenues and other outputs to support diversified and
intensified local econointc activity. The ultimate aim of these related spheres of activity is to
demonstrate to the world how tropical forests and the biodiversity they contairi can survive
the next hundred years or so (a time of tropical deforestation and global mass extinction),
while contributing experiences, skills and information concerning tropical forest
management, within a hoped-for emergence of less destructive and more equitable local,
national, regional and international economic systems.

Economic Background

It
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TITus, Twokrama is a global partriers}lip that attempts to demonstrate that it is feasible to
conserve and sustainably use tropical rain forest ecosystems in a mariner that contributes
lasting benefits to both local and national social and economic development. The global
community sees forest conservation as a desirable objective and there is a belief that in the
longer term, sustainable forest management (SFlvfj can be econorntcally and socially
sustainable for host countries. But flits view is based largely around the need to demonstrate
two titings associated with SEM: (a) that the fun economic value of forests and forest
products (including biodiversity and carbon) deriving from SFM can exceed returns from
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competing land uses such as agriculture or conventional forestry focusing on industrial
timber production; and (b) that markets can be used and created to capture some of nits
value to substantiate what are currently non-market benefits.

The institutional, econorntc and social processes associated with value demonstration and
value capture are the essence of Twokrama's activities. The SFM experiment, however,
implies short-terrn sacrifice for potential long~tenn gain, since it imposes social and economic
constraints or opportunity costs on the host, For example, implicitly the Iwokrama
experiment challenges Guyana to adopt an alternative development path (in It's case
biodiversity conservation, integrated land use planting, multiple use of all forest goods and
services, reduced impact harvesting and social inclusion in forest management), which is not
necessarily the most financially profitable to influential key actors in the short term'.

There are thus national and local costs associated with pursuit- of this global benefit objective.
IwokraTna is trying to reconcile the global demand for conservation with unique national
and local challenges arising from the opportunity cost imposed on Guyana. Donor
engagement with the project can be viewed as -representing a model transaction between
'cash-rich/species-poor' societies and 'cash-poor/species-rich' ones. Key questions relate to
the economic viabinty of SEM and the social impacts of the experiment. Can this experiment
prove that SFM is economicaUy efficient (i. e. that full economic benefits outsveigh all costs),
and how long will it take to find this out? If it carirtot in the short to medium term (say over
10 years), is the global community willing to pay the price of the lessons to be learned? This
leads to questions about the criteria for judging Iwokrama's performance. Specifically, to
what extent should the TIC itself, as a demonstration project of a desirable global principle (i. e.
SFM), be tied to a largely tintested financial objective? in other words, while Twokrama
operates to disseminate lessons on the economic efficiency of SFM, should the initiative itself
be a model of economic efficiency? Having high levels of econointc efficiency and
effectiveness will clearly enhance the credibility of the practices and models developed by
Iwokrama. However, these questions are complicated by uncertainty associated with the
structure of the domestic timber production industry in Guyana and the evolving roles of
different stakeholders in forest exploitation and management.

.-
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The Iwokrama Business Plan substantiates the objectives of the Operational Plan with
financial/economic return projections that are set against projected operational costs. The TIC
is working to realise these rerunis with its programme of research based on environmentally
and sodally sustainable product commercialisation and general market creation for
biodiversity. Some of the anticipated Tetorns (e. g. carbon and bioprospectirig), however, are
somewhat speculative and partly beyond Iwokrarna's control, and revenue forecasts are
based on estimated accounting or shadow values. This simply means that the rrC has
calculated its best guess of the (to be created) market value for these products and the value
that it can capture using created markets. The returns to other activities are calculated on
best-guess business forecasts for TIC activity and participation in existing markets (timber,
NTFPs, ecotourism). The business plans for these sectors are calculated to varying degrees of
rigour.
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There is a question of the order in which the UC is able to realise bankable returns to offset its
running costs. Earlier returns are clearly preferable from the donor perspective, since they

^

I The fact that Iwokrama represents some 5.7% of allocated state forest in Guyana is indicative of the scale of this
opportunity cost (Forestry in Guyana Fact Sheel, CFC 2000)
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will move the 11C nearer its self-supporting objective, and Twokrama is working on the basis
of bringing any activity to the market as early as possible. Some projected returns win be
earned from goods and services to be traded in markets that already exist, while in other
cases the markets need to be created or the necessary financial tools invented. Moreover,
even near-market activities are condrigent on domestic social and onvirorrrnental obligations
that complicate the process of commercialisation and essentially mean that Iwokrama has to
develop a more complex commercialisation system'to suit diverse stakeholders. For
example, although conventional industrial-scale logging might pennit quick progress
towards cost recovery, domestic social obligations in terms of benefit sharing (e. g.
coriumunity forest management) may complicate reaching ft'lis objective.
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The unique ink of obligations tied to coriumercialisation of forest products is the marketing
challenge faced by the 11C. It is a challenge that faces advocates of SFM in many parts of the
world. While there is optiintsm that these packages can be sold to domestic and
international markets, t}. lis has still to be tested in such areas as timber, ecotourism, and

NTFPs. hit inability to realise benefits in these circumstances should not be seen as a sign of
failure. Rather the global community can learn much from this experiment, whatever the
outcome and, to facilitate this, Iwokrama should pay particular attention to identifying the
factors tlTat lead to the success or failure of particular initiatives or forest uses. Twokrama can
be viewed as a necessary global learning project, and donor inputs in the initial learning
period indeed represent a willingness to pay for the learning experience. Should SFM
prove to be less attractive economicalIy, then a longer-term donor coordination may be
needed to bridge the gap between project costs and SEM returns, Such a scenario is possible
and simply substantiates the view that 'species-rich but cash-poor' countries should be
recipients of international transfers to realise enviromnentaHy and socially sound
development for domestic and global benefit.
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1.3

The Twokrama initiative involves a complex array of inter-linked processes, which are
articulated in the Operational Plan and Business Plan. The former specifies three core them atIC
progranunes (Sustainable Forest Management, Conserontio?I and Use of Biodioersity, and
Sustainable Human Detielopme?It) and two cross-cutting PTOgrarxunes (Forestry Ruseftrch and
Information gild Communications). Implementation of the Operational Pmn is being supported
by several governmental donors t}rough a number of individual projects, the purposes and
outputs of which are given in Annex 2, and that are targetted to the various programmes as
follows:

. Sustainable Hitman DBoelopment, funded by the British Department for
international Development (DFTD) for three years, with the first disbursement in
June 1998, Its role is to support inclusive resource management plan^g for
sustainable livelihood development among local people and other Twokrama
stakeholders. This is referred to hereafter as the DFTD project.

. Senior Stqff' Support, funded by DEID for free years from March 1998. Its role is
to provide part of the salary of Twokrama's Director General and other senior
staff, and thereby to support implementation of the Operational Pmn. This is
referred to hereafter as the DEID Senior Staff Support project.

. ST, stainnble MRnngeme?It Model ^^ the 1000kramn Ratn Forest (PD 10/97 Rev. I(F)),
funded by the International Tropical Timber Orgariization (InO) for flaree years,
with the first disbursement in July 1999. Its role is mainly to support the

The Iwokrama Project Portfolio
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Sustainable Forest Management prograrnTne. This is referred to hereafter as the
Trio project.
Conserti@tion rind Sustain"ble Utilization of Biodit?Bysity in the Iruokrnmn Forest (B7-
6021/98-02Nm/FOR), funded by the European Countssion (EC) for th^ee years
from May 1999. Its role is to support Twokrama in demarcating and managing a
forest Wilderness Preserve, conducting an inventory of biodiversity resources and
developing a bioprospecting capacity in conjunction with the University of
Guyana. This is referred to hereafter as the EC project.
Contribution Agreement for Administratitie Sitpport rind Community-Based ECotot, rism,
funded by the Canadian international Development Agency (CmA) for three
years from September 2000. Its role is to provide adiriiriistrative support to
Twokrama in the person of the Director of Programme Support, and to provide an
ECotourism Specialist to guide planning and development of ecotourism
activities. This is referred to hereafter as the CmA project.

.

.

1.4 Timing and Approach of the MTR

The mid-term review (MTR) team' was asked to assess the progress of the Twokrama
initiative roughly mid-way through the period of applicability of the Operational Plan, and to
recoTrunend changes that may be needed during the remainder of that period. The review
coincides with the middle of the current phase of multi-donor financing, which began in the
first half of 1998 with the start of DFID funding, and which win draw to a close in the second
half of 2002 with the final disbursements of the EU, InO and CmA projects. The tithing of
the MTR is thus appropriate with respect to the Operational Pmn, even though two of the
projects (EC and CmA) are well short of their individual Tmd-points. The fact that most
resources available to Twokrama are in the form of project funding imposes a financial
structure that is not perfectly adapted to support the implementation of a complex,
integrated programme of activity. For flits reason, the leadership of Iwokrama proposed,
and the MTR team accepted, that the review should focus upon the implementation of the
Operntionnl Plan as a whole, rather than concentrating on the allocation of spedfied project
resources to particular activities. This approach is also consistent with Twokrama's auditing
procedures,
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The MTR team approached the work by first reviewing documents (both in UK and in-
country) and on arrival received a detailed briefing from Twokrama staff, which perrnttted
rapid active engagement with all staff, and identification of relevant topics to be covered.
Collaboration from staff led to preparation of stakeholder impact matrices (see Annex 7).
fivee of the four consultants visited the Twokraina forest and the north Rupunurii savannah
communities, allowing for direct observations, while the fourth concentrated on economic
analyses. The teami concluded with a one-week series of interviews and workshops with all
major stakeholders and further document revision in Georgetown, and leading to follow-tLp
questions and discussion that CUIrrntiated in a two-day multi-stakeholder dialogue at the end
of the mission's time in Guyana (see Annexes I and 4). This reportiritegrates the main
findings of the MTR team and is orgariized around assessments of the three core them atic
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2 The MTR comprised Julian Caldecott (Team Leader, Biodiversity), Torsfen Kowal (Forestry), Ieremy Holland
(Social Development) and Dominic Moran (Economics). The team would like to record here their appreciation for
the extraordinary effort made in hosting the mission by the staff and assodates of Twokrama, from David Cassells
(tlte Director General) to the furthest fringes of the co-operative network that he leads and inspires,
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programmes of the Twokrama initiative, each of which also contain links with the two cross-
cuttinj^ programmes, Progress made in developing the institution of the rrC is also
described, followed by an analysis of key issues that were identified and a set of specific
recommendations that emerged from the study. The ways that the MTR Terms of Reference
have been addressed are indicated in Annex I.
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2. Review of Progress
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2. T
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Introduction

2.1, I

I
I_..

The rrC is headquartered in rented accommodation in a residential area of Georgetown. This
facility supports art administrative service and seven work tf^ams focused on: Geographical
information Systems (GIS), Wildlife Management, information and Communications, Social
Sciences, Forest Ecology and Management, Human Resources Development, and ECotourism
Development. A Natural Products Unit is in the process of being established at the
University of Guyana (DC), near the site where it is planned to locate the 11C HQ on a
permanent basis. in-house facilities at ft\e 11C include a GIS laboratory, a local area network
(LAN) and a library.

Physical 1000tioi, ,Innf"ditties
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Field operations are headquartered at the Twokrama Field Station, close to the settlement of
Fairview/}<urup11kari and the ferry crossing of the Essequibo River on the Georgetown-
Brazil road that bisects the Iwokrama forest. The Field Station comprises four barrack-style
accommodation unfits for staff, a number of cottages, a workshop and teaching facility/dining
hall (under construction), a computer lab, dry and wet field labs and facilities for equipment
storage and radio communications. Four boats and three vehicles are based at the Field
Station, and there are four well-developed satellite camps and two research camps elsewhere
in the forest.
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The accounts of the 11C have been audited by Deloitte and Touche for the years 1996,1997,
1998 and 1999, with the most recent set awaiting signature. The accounts were inspected by
t}\e MTR team, and notes to the accounts provide the foUowing details on accounting
policies: (a) the accounts are prepared under the historical cost convention; (b) the purchase
of fixed assets from grants related to specific projects is charged out in the year of acquisition
to operating expenses. Memoranduin records are maintained for such assets, and at the end
of the project they are valued and accounted for in the books of Twokrarna; (c) conventions
are specified on the depreciation of computer equipment and the conversion of foreign
currencies; and (d) revenues are recognized as falting into the specified categories of
'unrestricted core grants', 'restricted core grants', and 'other revenue'.

A1, diff, Ig rind monitoring proce, jiltes
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The last point notwithstanding, the audited accounts appear to be on an ICC basis rather
than on the basis of any specific project or donor. Prior to the arrival of the current CmA-
funded accounts manager, the Director General managed project budgets (assisted by the in-
house economist prior to his resignation). Current financial monitoring consists of the
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introduction of the Windows-based accounting software 'ACCPAC' and a plan for training
using an external consultant, plus in-house training.

2.1.3

Animpressive feature of Iwokrama's management culture is its @, laptioejlexib^lity. The
various work teams operate in a dynamic environment using 'bottom-up' principles of
participation, holism, sustainability, functionality and equity, rather than by following an
imposed order from 'above'. This allows individual units. to operate more or less
autonomously in fine with a general plan, an approach more like that of modern corporation
than a traditional scientific institution. The approach is reflected in Iwokraina's business
principles, developed t}'rough a participatory workshop in late 2000, which will guide the
development of business parinerships that Iwokrarria will establish to promote sustainable
economic activity using the resources of the forest and surrounding areas. These include the
following requirements:
. for open, competitive, transparent processes;
. for independent evaluation and certification of environmental perfonnance;for

equity parinerships with employees and local communities;for protocols to
guarantee rights to intellectual property rights and equitable benefit sharing;

o for emphasizing the exploitation of high-value niche markets; and for a
preference towards national pariners in joint ventures.

M, Innge?I!ant culture glad barsi"ess principles

2.2

2.2. I Resottrce surveys gild sodo-eco"omit char"cteriz"tio, I

Good forestry practice in tropical moist forests involves dividing the forest into permanent,
ecologicalIy-meaningful units (called primary catchinents or catchinent units at Twokrama).
These can then be inventoried, harvested and monitored individually, providing a basic
architecture for making decisions about the management regime in each unit, and for
managing information about each stand. A unit-level inventory that allows choice among
SIIvicultural systems allows matching of management to variable stand characteristics,
including consideration of NTTP, ecotourism, water catchrnent, biodiversity and other
values in assessing the stand before deciding how to manage it. The 11C has carried out a
range of activities to generate information associated with the 930 catchTnent units of the
Iwokrama forest, some during the pre-1998 phase with GEF and NRl support. information
has since been compiled under the geological, pedological, hydro-meteorological,
archaeological, zoological, mycological and botanical resource survey topics. A second stage
forest typing is largely complete, and considerable progress made in associated forest
inventories.

Sustainable Forest Management
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Techrrical papers, reports, maps, photographs and a Resource Survey Strategy document are
inputs to the zoriing and SUA planning processes. Meanwhile, socio-economic
characterization of the Twokrama forest, neighbouring communities and their resource use
patterns is well advanced. This theme overlaps with the research theme on 'use of biological
resources by Amennditzn coinmi!nities', and other activities under the DFID project, including
the Participatory Human Resource interaction Appraisals (FLIRTAs) that are close to
completion, and work carried out from 1996 by the Makushi Research Unit to collate
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indigenous knowledge and prepare detailed inventories of local uses of biological resources
and geo-referenced community resource mapping. integration of these data sets with other
biophysical resource information is challenging, and is being progressiveIy carried out
within the zoriing and SUA plan^g processes. More details on these activities are
provided in Section 2.4.
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2.2.2

Zoriing of the Twokrarna Forest into the protected Wilderness Preserve (WE) and the
Sustainable Utilisation Area (SUA) is a major activity requiring local group involvement in
planning decisions. There is considerable overlap in practice between simple zoriing of the
WP and SUA (to cover approximately 50% each of the total area) and SUA plainting per $8, as
scenarios for different resource use 'blends' within the SUA can be modelled and adjusted
depending on the basic configuration between SUA and WP. The hiansed zoriing is a
precursor to the development of management plans and activities for each zone.

Forest zo"ing
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During 1999 and 2000 the zoriirig strategy was defined, GIS coverage developed for decision
analysis, survey data evaluated, and the Strategic inventory cottating forest-based and social
information was largely completed. integration between resource inventory data and GIS
became operative and a computerized decision model developed to generate a series of
zoriing scenarios, The overall zoriirig strategy and the criteria and indicators used in the
zoriing decision process are under discussion with stakeholders. Coinpartrnent-level
information within both the SUA and WP is integrated at larger scales and processed in
relation to other features such as accessibility, topography, rivers and roads, in order to
generate zoriing and preliminary management scenarios for the SUA and WP. A zoriing
process document was released in both hard copy form and WWW format in November 2000
to facilitate peer review and allow other national and regional organizations involved in
zoriing to benefit from the experienced gained.
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Progress in zoriirig has been somewhat slower than planned in late 1999, due to constraints
itT collating the large data sets from resource inventories and developing the computer
model. A strategy for rapid progress in 2001 is now in place and a definitive decision on
basic zoriing will be made alongside the Trio Growth and Yield consultancy in the first six
months of 2001.
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2.2.3
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Plan^g for management of the 180,000 ha SUA is key to ensure achievement of Twokrama's
goals, as forest products and services from the SUA will contribute a significant proportion
of the TIC's income and generate local employment, The planriing process seeks to
demonstrate a range of lessons to national and international stakeholders, including data
collection methods and approaches to empower local and national participants in
management planning. This pluralistic planning approach has also been linked to efforts to
improve international (TFTO) and national guidelines for sustainable forest managementa

\,

Forest flaringgemei, tj?Igniting

I.
I"

' rite National Code of Practice is based on outputs from the DFID CFC Strengthening Project. Hi an S &
Ttirnbull C (1997) Monitoring of timber h@roesti"g operations: experience toilh the neoelopment of nil audit procedure in
Guyn?,@. Commonwealth Forestry Review 76 (4) 1997.
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and will anticipate Forest Stewardship Council (ESC) certification requirements. During
2001, plan^g win be coordinated with development of business arrangements to avoid aru
uneven transition between the planning and implementation stages. Efforts are underway to
calculate costs of the plan^g exercise to permit their inclusion when assessing the net value
of Twokrama services and products.

The collaborative approach to SUA management planming involves a planting team made
up of North Rupununi leaders, goverrunent agencies and other national stakeholders,
international consultants (mainly to be contracted through the Trio project) and Twokrarr, a
staff. Four meetings are planned over the wine-month plan^g period with the first being
held as a week-long workshop at the Field Station in October 2000. Some difficulties were
experienced in improving forest typing using SPOT images since clear images could not be
obtained, and satellite radar images are proving more useful', To aid the use of these
materials in management planning, the Centre's Professional Development Fellow in GIS
Applications is undertaking training in radar image analysis in the United States, with the
first session begirming in December 2000.

Some delays to activities within this programme were experienced, as the original ITFO
proposal assumed that core funding would be available to cover key staff costs from other
donor projects. Despite InO approval in May 1997, these staff positions were only filled
during the period from January 1999 to February 2000, holding up work on the strategic
inventory and other inputs into the forest PIarrrling process. Additionally, forest inventory
work was delayed at the beginning of 1997 when the national forester employed under the
preparatory project was injured and no replacement could be found during the life of that
project. Software for analyzing inventory data was supplied by FAO but was faulty and
there was no in-country capacity to address these problems or process the field data. These
problems were not solved until inid 1999 following the appointment of the GIS specialist
under the DFID project in April of that year. He quickly processed the backlog of data and
established a data reduction and analysis system to handle future data sets being collected in
the strategic inventory. Forest productivity classes have been developed for both timber and
NTFP products, and will be integrated with forest typing maps as part of zoriing scenarios
for the SUA.
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A progress report submitted to InO in October 2000' lays out plans for consultancy services
in reserve planning during 2001, the tenns of reference for which are sunrrnarized as follows:

. ForestBy to assess Growth rind Yield (4.5 months 1st and 2n' quarters 2001), To refine
forest maps, calculate off~take levels, prepare data collection manuals, allocate
management units to different uses, assess harvest intensity, produce harvest
scenarios and calculate annual production trends, carry out sensitivity analyses
and present define harvesting options to SUA team,

. Forest Product Dellelopment Special^^t (210cal cornmurtity and I national advisors,
2.5 months 1, '12n' quarter 2000). Based on a review of local, national and
international approaches, to develop a shortlist of products sourced from SUA or
from neighbouring lands, asses value"adding processing tec}iniques, identify

I I
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4 Obtained through collaboration with the Us Forest Service's International lustitute for Tropical Forestry in
Puerto Rico.

F-.

5 Cassells, D. (2000). A Sustainnb!e Matingeme"t Model in thenoohnmn Ratnforesf. ITTO Progress report
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technologies and identify investoient needs; consult with potential business
partriers.

. Forest Product Market Assessors (3 months 1'72"' quarter 2000). To develop a
shortlist of markets for short-listed SUA timber and NTTP products; examine
Inarket conditions and requirements; role of certification; use of Twokrarna brand
in order to identify prices, market access and demand.

. Business Management Adviser (7 months third and fourth quarters 2001). To
develop a business prospectus for Twokrama and neighbouring community
products and services; target markets identified by the Market Assessor; explore
arrangements with potential partriers through eXchange visits; carry out bidding
process for timber, NTTP and ecototirism components; negotiate contracts;
prepare integrated business plan for all Iwokrama-related goods and services.

. Forest ImpQct Monitoring Adoiser (1.3 months in 2002). To assess knowledge needs
to determine impacts of forest use on timber and NTTP regeneration and the
effect of harvesting on other services (tourism); develop monitoring options; draft
research proposals for monitoring harvesting impacts

,^.

\-

.^ .

I^
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These consultants will work with the Twokrama staff responsible for GIS, forest production,
forest ecology, social scientists and ecotourism. Draft terms of reference for these
consultancies were prepared by Twokrama staff and reviewed by the SUA Planning Team to
ensure that they take account of local understandings and follow participatory processes.
Additional inputs on NTTPs are expected from doctoral researchers now working with
Twokrama. A Cantt chart has been prepared to detail timing and overlaps between phases of
each consultancy and to allow for Iwokrama staff inputs. A novel feature of these
consultancies was participation in the development of their ToRs by stakeholders through
SUA planning workshops, ensuring that they take account of local howledge. These
consultandes represent a well-conceived plan during 2001 to thanse SUA planning and lead
into the business phase, and appear to be fully integrated with a range of team processes.
Iwokrama will need to use these processes to allow deeper examination of the opportunities
and constraints with different forms of harvesting and management for both timber and
NTTPs. In particular, Iwokrama should review all potential harvesting and marketing
regimes from the perspective of local communities, in order to ensure that they can
participate in commercial activities from a position of strength and comparative advantage
rather than disadvantage and marginalization. Attention should also be given to
developing mechanisms that can increase the overall value of production from the forest by
spatialIy and temporalIy integrating the production of timber and NTFPs.
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The CJDA project supports activities to develop coriumunity-based tourism within the SFM
programme, building on an ecotourism strategy that was developed with consultancy
assistance in 1997 and 1998. The project purpose was defined as 'operational commitnity-based
ecotoL, rism, bnsed on the rintL, rat ecosystems grid cultttrnl resources of the 1000krnmnforest rind
surrounding erroironment grid acting as a catalystfor the recognition of Gttyn?14 as a desirable
ecotot, rism destination'. An Twokrama Young Professional is dedicated to developing ft'lis
component assisted by a recently-contracted tourism expert staff member. These staff are
tasked with developing the strategy into a detailed development plan, carrying out research
into market segments, developing and implementing a three-year marketing and promotion
strategy, selecting initiatives for immediate development, and developing partrierships with

ECoto"rism
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An'Ierindian coriumunities and private enterprise to put them into effect. The CmA project
provides for a revolving credit fund to support comintiriity ecotourism irrttiatives, preceded
by an institutional capacity building appraisal in the first quarter of 2001.

Specialist tourist groups with interests compatible with Iwokrama's mission are being
targeted. The ranger-training programme for community members and other nationals has
significant overlap with the ecotourism prograinme. The rapid development in ranger skills
acquisition shows every sigi'I of ensuring a fully satisfactory experience for visitors' Efforts
are currently underway to optimise the design and furiction of the Centre's intrastr'ucture,
developing a state-of-the-art canopy walkway as a primary attraction. Based on the
experience of other such walkways in other tropical ecotourism locations, this has the
potential to boost visitor numbers considerably, though legitimate doubts can stillbe raised
as to ecotourism's true income-earning potential (see section 3.3.3). Completion of the
management plan for tile Wilderness Preserve is planned for the second quarter of 2001 and
will be followed by a competitive bidding process in the second half of 2001 for ecotourism
facilities within the reserve and for investinent options with neighbouring communities.
Given current progress, these elements of the CmA project have a litg}'I probability of
achieving the purpose by end of project.

2.2.5

a. Intern@I road system

The Twokrama forest is bisected by the only Toad linking the soufflemnnost adirimistrative
centre of the country (Lethem, on the Brazilian frontier) with its capital Georgetown. A
management plan for the 72 km corridor within the forest that is affected by this road is in
advanced preparation, and will respond to the anticipated upgrading of the Leftiem-
Georgetown road as a whole, This road provides primary access to the forest, and is in fair
condition between the field station and the Armai community cluster, where an airstrip is
located. There is a 1.6 kin access road from the main road to the field station but this is

flood-prone and in extremely poor condition, and access to the station will largely be
restricted to the river until repairs are completed.

Deoelopme"t rind control of, ICcess

.

b. Checlq?of itts.

The checkpoints envisioned in the Oper@tiortnl Plan have not yet been estabhshed. It is
PIarmed that these will be staffed by rangers in radio contact with the field station. One
checkpoint has been built on the DTL side of the Essequibo but it is functioning without
reference to protected area management considerations. Better integration is expected with
implementation of the WP and SUA management plans during 2002.
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c. Hayoestirrg 70nd nettt, ork.

This will be designed within the SUA planting process, and early discussion indicate that
narrow primary and secondary roads will be preferred in relation to the requirements of
light machinery and the relatively low log and lumber volumes extracted,

d. Trails,

Forest trails within the Twokrama forest link remote areas with the main road and rivers.

Trails were cut largely in conjunction with floral/faunal surveys and timber inventories and
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to provide access for tourists and researchers. Foot trails will contribute to low-impact
timber and NTTP harvesting from the SUA. Other trails already play a role in the
development of ecotourist facilities. in 1999 and 2000 averages of 60 km of cut fines were
established, to access most of the forest. A network of forest trails is based on these cut hires.

infrastructure inputs are not yet in place to 'provide long-term access and maintenance.

,-

e, Rit, 87s.

Using approaches similar to those outlirted for road management, a river management plan
is also in an early stage of preparation for the Essequibo and Rupununi, covering wildlife
management and related issues. It is scheduled to be completed by rutd-2001 by a team led
by the Centre's Wildlife Biologist, Dr Granam Walkins.
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in the first quarter of 2000, the Iwokrama Centre carried out a consultancy for Trio to
review tite Criteria grid Indicatorsjor Sustainnble Management of Natt, rel Tropical Forests in the
light of Twokrama experience6. This work was discussed by the InO Council in November
and will be further considered at the forthcoming Council Session in May 2001. It has found
international support amongst sustainable forestry practitioners as it seeks to make the Trio
guidelines relevant in field implementation in local circumstances. It developed a systematic
framework for updating the guidelines or developing new guidelines in new topic areas
such as the Inariagement of secondary forests and degraded lands. The framework also
suggested adaptive linkages between guidelines, criteria and indicators, field management
and certification processes. Themes covered in 11Te framework included the cost
effectiveness of reduced impact logging, the relevance of Trio guidelines to the informal
chain-saw sector, management of secondary forests and NTTPs, conflict management within
community participation processes, economic incentives structures and the need for
experiences demonstratir!g best-practice.

Drqft Final Report of thermokr"in@ Mid-Tenri Reaiezo

Links with cross-rutti"8107estry research programme
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The TIC has made considerable progress on the core research themes of 'use of biological
resources by Amenndttin communities' and 'deuelopment ofNTFPs' as specified in the Operational
Plait, The latter also sets out a theme 'SIIstnin@big innnngement prooficesfor timber production'
that is now covered by the research work into reduced impact logging funded by DFTD. ILL
addition, the Yenr 2000 Work Plait specifies a number of research themes additional to those
listed in the Operntiottal Plan including 'dene!opme?It offeduce, limpact logging systems', and
forest policy rind congbo?abbe management processes', Two further themes 'ripplz^d regeneration
and stand dynamics' and 'criteria and inchc@toysfor sustninnb!eforest management' are identified
in the Wonc Pmii as requiring attention, although no funding was available for general staff
activities in these areas in 2000. Detailed work plans have been prepared for each theme,
and staff and resources assigned, with continents below on progress in each area.

I__.

r.

a, Use of biological resources by AmenndiQn commitnities.

Wildlife is fundamental to the interaction between local people and ecosystems in the North
Ruptinuni. Community wildlife management, considered of highest priority by Ameriridian
stakeholders, has been a key entry point into generating positive livelihoods outcomes and is
currently one of the most significant areas of Iwokrama's output. A major effort was made

I'

I
' Cassells D. and Hall, C. (2000). Taking the Polities to the Forest. InO Tropical Forest Update, To(3),
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to study community resources issues during 1999 and 2000, led by a wildlife biologist with
the support of a highly effective research team. An indicator of local success is an aimost
total cessation of sale, beyond sustainable off-take levels, of riverme resources by
Ameriridians to outside traders, and increasing local resistance to outside commercial
exploitation and recreational use, These achievements so far reflect the creative use made by
Twokrarna of Amerindian forest knowledge that has synergistically fed into wildlife research,
and in turn has been fed back into Makushi cultural restoration, greater coritiderLce and
community management agreements. The use of NTFPs other than wildlife has been
documented by the local (mainly female) Mal<ushi Research Unit team, while wider
Amerindian resource use has been covered in the pHRIA reports and by apptaisals within
zoriirIg consultations.

The work to date has developed via participatory mechanisms permitting local definition of
research goals and methods. A series of local wildlife workshops have yielded information
of local and national relevance through diverse institiitional parinerships, with research
work linking strongly to the conservation contracts implemented under DEID support. A
wide range of flora and fauna research studies have been undertaken with community
participation. These activities CUIminated in late 2000 in a successful Regional Wildlife
Workshop, bringing together local, national and regional stakeholders withintemational
collaborators, for wide-ranging discussions on wildlife issues, linked in to a national process
to develop a wildlife management Code of Practice. A further activity has been Twokrama's
support to the EPA with the desigi'I and implementation of national wildlife surveys to help
Guyana meet its obligations under CITES in carrying out national wildlife surveys.

Iwokrama's work is quite atypical of many other neotropical wildlife research progranunes,
which have rarely led to concrete improvements in local management. Cruciany, the high
levels of local involvement have allowed for the blending of arithropological with biological
studies. The action orientation has permitted rapid change towards community observance
of locally-imposed restrictions and defence against the sale of resources to outside traders.
By tapping into local knowledge, the TIC has made clear progress in generating local
ownership and adoption of management strategies. Early results merit wider dissemination
and application in other protected area and forest management programmes nationally and
810baUy.

'~~!
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b. Detielopmei!t of 7,011-timberforest products.

Trade in NTTPs is an important component of rural livelihoods and has the potential to
generate income from tropical forests without the level of impacts associated with
conventional timber harvesting. The Operational Plan lays out a clear strategy for research
into NTFPs, involving database development, the screening and selection of promising
species, marketing research and the development of sustainable production and processing.
Work on the various uses of NTFPs has been an active research theme for several years,
focusing on both wildlife (see previous section) and non-timber plant products (NTPPs). The
NTPP work has focused on those species with capacity to provide raw materials for
commercial-scale handicraftiridustry, especially balata (Mattilk@in bidentntq), nibbi (Heteropsis
nextiosn), kokerite (Attolea inarip") and crabwood (Camp" gilt"nensis). Crabwood is the subject
of a socio-economic assessment study for which funding has been obtained from the DFTD-
funded Forestry Research Programme. Other work will be carried out in 2001 under the
InO consultancies and doctoral research projects, with the aim of generating information on
sustainable off-take levels, long-term NTPP productivity, harvesting/processing costs, and
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market development. By rind"2001 this information will have been consolidated within the
SUA management plan and more reliable estimates of income should be available for the
Twokrama Forest Business Plan. Efforts are also underway to develop national and regional
cottaboration into research and commercial use of NTPPs.

r'

c. Sustainable innnngement practices for timber production rind dezielopment of reduced impact
logging systems.

The Operational Pinn specifies research into reduced impact harvesting practices based on
economic, ecological and cultural criteria, as well as road layout research, and proposes trials
on pre-harvest planning, marking, climber cutting, logging intensity, skidding and yarding.
Work in this area began in April 1999, when Iwokrama joinrly hosted a collaborative
Into^n^tonal Work^h. p on R^duned Impact Logging (ER) with EROPENBOS and CFC,
leading to a Special Issue of the Internntional Forestry Review dedicated to the proceedings.
An important outcome that grew from the workshop was an initiative by the Tropical Forest
Foundation that allowed a party of ten national participants selected from the CFC, the
timber industry and Twokrama to attend a RIL training course in Brazil.r ~'
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A key spin-off that grew from this workshop was a decision by national participants to
establish a Working Group on Certification. This obtained support from UNDP's
Programme on Forests, PROFOR (in turn supported by the EC) for a National Forest
Certification Workshop in July 2000, facilitated by experienced Cost Rican consultants. This
was convened by the CFC and supported by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).
Fonowing the workshop, the interim Certification Working Group has contiiTried to meet to
develop a national approach to certification, acceptable to the international market, The 11C's
Senior Social Scientist chairs the Rights Sub-Group of the Working Group in the elaboration
of critical issues.
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These two workshops generated a clear demand for a cost benefit study of operational-scale
reduced impact logging This is being undertaken jointly by Iwokrama, TROPENBOS and
CFC, with the international institute for Enviromnent and Development (11ED) providing
consultancy support on economic analysis aspects through TwokraTna, and seeks to generate
informatioi\ relevant to key knowledge gaps about inL'. The trial is largely financed under
the DFID project and is located within the Demerara Timbers Ltd (DTL) concession
(neighbouring Iwokrama), It seeks to analyse biophysicalimpact (including carbon
sequestr. ation), financial performance, econontc timber/NTFP values and a cost-benefit
study, of three logging scanarios (each treatment applied to one 100 ha block) varying from
conventional to RIL. The trial has now been laid out, inventories performed and the log g
will be carried out in early 2001 with DTL staff and equipment.

Measures to ensure wide results dissemination include: (i) post-trial demonstration in at least
two other concessions; (11) a training course in inL in collaboration with the Tropical Forestry
Foundation (Virginia, USA); (in) a bimonthly newsletter on SEMIRIL in collaboration with
the Forest Products Assodation and the national timber industry; (tv) links with a PROFOR
study profiting operations in two other concessions; (v) training for field operatives; (vii) the
prospect of use of results by CFC in efforts to improve and apply the existing forest
management Code of Practice. Overall, this is a well-designed trial with clear stakeholder
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' Hammond, D. at PI (2000). Benefits, bottlened:s and uncertainties in the parrtropical implementation of reduced
impact logging techniques. International Forestry Review, 2(I):45-53.
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uptake pathways, carried out within a process that demonstrates TwokrarrLa's considerable
capacity to develop strategic partnerships and engage in agile facilitation that has generated
a demand by industry for research information about I^IL, and has the potential to contribute
significantly to continued collaborative lesson-learning.

Carbon storage is covered by a detalled study integrated within the RIL trial, managed by a
Post-Doctoral Research Fellow employed under the YP Programme, This study seeks to
quantity storage across forest types and evaluate carbon retention in soil organic matter.
Early figures show that, due to the high specific densities of timber, the Twokrama forest may
store 250 tma of CO2. in the medium tenn the results may be useful in national carbon 'sale'
efforts, should such OPPorturrities arise in future.

d. Forest policy and coughorntioe ing?ragemerif processes.

Partnerships among government agencies, communities, NGOs and private enterprise are
considered essential for sustainable forest management. The 2000 Work Plan considers this
topic to fall under 'research', though the nature of collaborative finks is beyond the scope of a
narrow research focus. Under the DFTD project consultation protocols are being developed
to facilitate diverse community-based collaborative approaches. Other work has involved
resolution of trade-offs in attempts to develop efficient management processes, for example
through engagement in planning processes with national agencies responsible for road and
river corridors. Further collaborative management examples include:
. Financial partnerships expected to develop during 2001 between communities

through conservation and other contracts with private enterprise and NGOs, in
the context of public-private partnerships for income generating businesses.

. Active collaboration between donor agencies for other conservation and
development projects through inter-agency occasional meetings of NGOs and
other entities working in the North Rupunttni,

. Mous are being implemented with CFC, EPA, the Guyana Broadcasting
Coriumission, the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Fisheries, Other Crops and
Livestock and other national intuitions concerned with knowledge management
and environmental education, and others are in preparation with IAST and the
University-

. Internationally, Twokrama's resource and expertise-sharing partrierships support
important lesson-learning processes.

-,

71
.

The MTR team received comments from stakeholders to the effect that the Twokrama

participatory approach was of great usefutriess to various government agencies, which are
now increasingly accustomed to inviting stakeholder participation in consultative processes.
One policy area remaining for further research is forestry resource economics within sector-
wide studies. The Operational Plan states that the total economic value of Twokrarna will be
calculated and the Business Pmn also envisions that an economic assessment of existing forest
operations and trends in the forest sector win be carried out.
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The previous sections have reported on progress to date, outlined current plans and
reviewed the benefits received by key stakeholders trough the substantial work carried out
under the Sustainable Forest Management Prograrnnie. No major criticisms seem applicable

TSS"es rinsingfrom the programme
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to this programme; some recommendations are made to cover apparent gaps and to develop
initiatives mentioned in discussions with stakofiolders.

I, ;

I"

a. Working group on growth grid yield

Forest growth modelling software has been developed by DFTD in in donesia through the
SYMFOR and Dandyogene projects', while a competing CAFOGROM model for yield
scheduling has been developed by a U}< consultant (Denis Alder) for the CFC. The
forthcoLrnng InO Growth and Yield consultancy will help guide the choice and
development of software to meet Iwokrama's growth modelimig needs, This choice should
not be made in isolation from wider forest sector needs, and discussions on the best

approach should be focussed though the Technical Working Group on Forest Resource
information Management and Processing jointly formed by CFC and Twokrama in
November 1999. This would allow wider participation in key forest management decisions
b a more inclusive ran e of ex ert stakeholders. See RecoTrariendation I.
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b. Non-timber forest products.

Comments made on progress in NTFP research and development for both NTPPs and
wildlife indicate a substantial and well-planned programme, which during 2001 will
cuiminate in the application of information to harvesting, product development, markethIg
and value-adding processes. It is important to note, however, that the Business Plan makes
no analysis for NTFP income accruing to communities or Twokrama through SUA
management, and the incomes projected for timber/NTTPs and value-adding relate only to
timber. At the time, as little information was available on NTTP stocking and management,
this basis was considered too uncertain for projections. Filling this gap will tequire efforts to
develop per-area estimates of off-take, financial cost data, understanding the downstream
value-chain and margins. Opportunities also exist for the ITTO series of consultancies to
involve wider stakeholders, so generating a national NTFP process similar to that followed
for wildlife management. in addition, the issues around integrated NTFP/timber harvesting

DrqjlFi, .I@IReport of the Iruokr"inn Mid-Tent Review
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merit some specific research. See Recommendations 2 3 4 5 6 and 7.
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c. Community forestry options

The Operational Pmn presents an open approach to developing a wide range of approaches to
business arrangements for timber and other forest resources. Key principles include the
promotion of sustainability and equity and developing utilization systems that are
responsive to the full range of potential resource values found in the forest. Some key
stakeholders, however, including the current leadership of the CFC, have expectations that
operations in the Iwokrama Forest win closely resemble conventional large-scale industrial
harvesting mainly improved through the adoption of RTL techriiques, to demonstrate the
economic viabillty of these techniques to the timber industry, The MTR team concluded that,
due to resource and other constraints, this scenario is unlikely to be feasible. important
factors here itTclude the forest's low stand growth rates and low extractable volumes, soil
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' Consideration by this MTR of the potential role of SYMFOR in Iwokrama and Guyanese forest research was
recommended by van Cardingen (2000) in: Deuelopmei, t of rin integmfed rippronch to the implementation of/byest
inaringeme"I rind decision support toolsjor DFIDjbrestry projects ill By, ,zilnnd Citynn". Consultancy report, DFID
(London),
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nutrient constraints9, distance from markets, the need to add value and access niche markets,

the need to integrate timber and NTFP extraction, and Amerindian preferences to 'get most
out of each tree with as little damage as possible'. Likely SFM elements would involve the
use of portable saw-alumg technologies in the forest; lumber extraction using adapted
agricultural tractors, full use of river transport routes and other low-impact techniques such
as use of narrow access roads.

Discussions within twokrarna and with local stakeholders have COTifirmed the view that

considerable advantages can be expected from partr'Ierships between a business partrier or
parti'Iers, Amerindian enterprises and Twokrama in extraction and marketing operations.
Thus, someform of community-based forest enterprise seems Irkely to be the most promising option
rind inny, fitfnct, be the only commercially amble option gioe?I the ecological, economic and social
constraints of the orgy. . This is consistent with the findings of the UNDP/GEF evaluation,
which concluded that "a Community Forest Conservation and Development program
should be initiated to provide basic techriical assistance to coriumunities interested in
developing forest-based enterprises, such as the extraction and processing of non-timber
forest products, fauna management, and 'green' forestry, " Iwokrama's proposed open and
competitive bidding process for developing forest-based business partrierships win be
crucial in determining what sort of business Farmerships are feasible.

The adoption of some fomi of community-based forest utilization process in the Twokrama
Forest will increase rather than reduce the relevance of Twokraina's programmes to tite CFC
and other forest sector stakeholders. Like most other tropical countries, Guyana has large
areas of tropical forest that will not be capable of generating positive resource rentals under
conventional industrial forestry regimes, It will simply cost more to cut and extract timber
than what can feasibly be obtained for these products in the market place. It is still desirable,
however, that these areas contribute to local and national economic development, and
gaining a better understanding of the nature of these options from a multiple resource
perspective will be a major contribution to the sector.

Twokrama will also continue to contribute research to the understanding of issues affecting
the conventional timber industry sector. As discussed above, Twokrama has actively
engaged with the wider RIL/certification process in a highly appropriate mariner. This
involvement has led to the widely-accepted view within Twokrama and amongst other
stakeholders that the optimal location for RIL research is within timber industry concessions,
where directly overcoming industry constraints to RIL adoption and training activities will
have most impact.
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It must also be noted, however, that community-based commercial rati forest management
is a complex and potentially risky undertaking and that, to date, neotropical experiences
have been jinxed. One of the more successful community forestry initiatives in Latin
America has been the DFID/CTZ support provided to forestry 81nos in Quititana Roo in
Mexico during the late 1990s, and even here a host of factors constrained the development of
local enterprises ''. Armex 31ists some of the sodal and economic issues to be anticipated in
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9 Given the nutrient-poor status of most soils in the Twokrama forest area, it may be
appropriate to adopt a new business principle requiring nutrient losses from commercial
activity in the Twokrarria ecosystem be Twirlirriized
'' Finch, A. (1996) An economic ussessment of community forestry in Q"hitn"" RDO, to ith spedq17<1erence to road rind
harvesting options. DFTD consultancy report,
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the design and implementation of coinmuriity-based tropical high-forest management
projects. Twokrama has already given considerable thought to many of these themes.

To respond to this complexity, further demand-led analysis of an aspects of business and co-
operative arrangements is required; however, none of the proposed Trio consultancies have
enterprise development clearly within their duties. Current plans contemplate using the
SUA planning process to begin to explore the options for the design of community-based
forest management enterprises. in this process, however, the focus inevitably will be on
finalismg the management plan document, rather than exploring the detail of business
structures at a pace that is likely to be required by stakeholders in the local comintiriities, It
is also expected that business partner bidders will consult with coinrnuriities to develop
proposals for their involvement in SUA timber/NTFP extraction, but tills does not necessarily
imply a sufficient level of attention to the specific requirements of a participatory design
process. Special efforts will therefore be needed to reconcile coriumunity management
structures with the commercial imperatives of timber extraction and other sources of value-
addtri , See Recoilttnei\datioi\ 8
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of. Fncilitatiitg community rigrqforestry deoelopme?It.

Local stakeholders raised the issue of Iwokrama's activity in savannah agroforeshy,
improving traditional shifting agriculture; and in establishing fruit trees, home gardens and
multi-purpose tree plantations. The Twokrama focus on forest conservation and management
issues has implied considerably less attention to related land-use issues within the savannah
communities. Local population growth, however, implies further pressure on the limited
supply of fertile land that is not seasonalIy flooded, As Amerindian communities now tend
to be stationary, there is an opportunity to diversify the cropping system by adding fruit
trees in home gardens. Local fuel-wood scarcity may also develop, especially in areas close
to brick kms. Almost no silvicultural work on local timber and other tree spedes has been
undertaken to date. See Recommendation 9.

L,
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e. Clayjj!/ing costs grid beni;fits of Iruokrnmn's SFM experience

At present, the terms of reference of the Trio Business Management Adviser specify the
preparation of an integrated business plan for all goods and services provisioned titrough
the SUA, WP and by local communities. This will provide an opportunity to review the
assumptions and projections in Iwokrama's forest-related activities, separating these out as
far as possible from the public interest functions, costs and revenues of the 11C. There is a
compelling argument for gathering much clearer information about the econorntc and
financial returns to the forest business(es), and this win require data on the associated cost
and revenue streams,

I~ I
\-

I'

It is proposed that the ITTO BMA consultancy be oriented to delineate clearly the
commercial and non-commercial roles of the 11C, and the costs anT. d benefits associated with

each function. Clearly, this is essential to demonstrate the commercial case for SEM withitI
the Twokrarna Forest, and in order to project the distribution of financial returns to
stakeholders and business pariners. The BMA consultancy could therefore lay the
groundwork for all forest-related businesses to become identifiable cost centres wittiiri TIC

accounts and/or off-spun projects with business partriers, elegy!y dt^tinguishedjiom the 11C
itself; When this consultancy begins (nitd-2001), the necessary detailed technical intorination
will be on-stream in order progressive}y to substantiate the figures relating to forest-related
incomes and costs.
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A further advantage is that this separation win assist the Centre in its fund-raising efforts
with a range of public/private donors and investors, once the two activity areas have become
more clearly defineated. See Recorrrrnendation 10.

I Making sustainable forest management Teleoa?It to emerging strikeholder groups.

The Guyanese forestry sector is in transition, with changing global demand, over-
capitalisation and capacity obsolescence all arresting the thancialperformance of
international and domestic operators. A thriving chain-saw sector is emerging, presenting
regulatory difficulties for the CFC". In marked contrast, the bigger timber companies are in
a depressed economic state and probably making little profit". This trend is likely to
intensify as larger concessionaires and saw-mill operators source chain-sawn lumber from
independent operators and thereby avoid the need for capital investments in their own
logging and extraction activities. Stintlar trends have been noted in Brazil and Suririame.

The environmental impacts of this trade are poorly understood, though some attempts have
been made to evaluate these", As most regulated chainsaw logging occurs under State
Forest Permissions of one-year duration, insecurity of tenure is an issue affecting forest
management planning and often leads to severe over-exploitation of timber stands,
Processing efficiency is often extremely low at around 60 to 65% volume wastage. It is
therefore important to develop methods to reduce wastage and reduce negative
environmental aspects associated with excessive harvesting tritensities, while maxirriising the
potential benefits of the limited use of heavy extraction machinery by these low"capital
operations,

The Guyana Forest Commission is enforcing a more rigorous regulatory approach for
chainsaw logging 111rough a tagging system and imposing quotas for State Forestry
Permission concessionaires. These measures have led to some adverse livelihoods impacts
and generated some protest. The formal timber industry through the Forest Products
Association ITas advocated stricter monitoring and control. Following resolution of current
tensions, as the chainsaw loggers become fully recognised as a legitimate stakeholder group
within the sector, it is likely that an agenda will develop that includes measures to contribute
to technical improvement of operations, lessen adverse impacts, maintain livelihoods and
enhance sustainability. This will probably include a range of measures relating to security of
tenure, type of permissions granted and local operator associations for improved
monitoring, The DFTD Forest Research Programme has established supporting this agenda as
a regional priority14.

U
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'' In terms of monitoring the chain of custody for logs passing through fortnal channels and in containing
chainsaw activities.
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it Dala supplied by CFC (FAO, 2000) indicate that in 1999 total log produrtion for national and export markets
was 351,000 in3; semi-processed timber (roundwood, splitwood, sawmill lumber & plywood) reached a total of
146,000 in3from 26ncensed larger concessionaires managing leases on 4.7mha; while chainsawlumber produced
by 330 individual State Forestry Permission holders totalled 194,000 in' from an assigned area of 593,000 ha. Thus
the regulated chainsaw sector is responsible for approximately 30% of total Guyanese timber production. These
figures do not in dude an estimated T, 500 unlicensed chainsaw operators whose produrtion may easily equal that
of licensed SFP holders

~
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F"i

13 CTisley, W. (1998). The production of lumber using chainsaws in Guyana. International Journal for SIIsfninnble
Deoelopment grid World Ecology, 5:328-248

' MCQueen, D. (2000). FRP demand surveys in Belize, Guynn" rind the errstern Caribbean slates. NRl (Chatham, UK).
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The issue arises whether Twokrama should position itself to provide outputs explicitly
relevant to the informal sector. It is likely that, following completion of the SUA
management plan and the tendering process, linkages may develop between future
Iwokrama-based community"forestry operations and CFC-led efforts to improve chainsaw
logging, These links would make Twokrama's activities relevant to an important emer in
sector of timber industry, bringing benefits on a regional scale (given that the informal sector
is likewise growing in neighbouring countries). Efforts to strengthen these links may lead to
beneficial influences on policies constraining positive livelihood outcomes, such as those
impeding the sustainability of chainsaw logging. Iwokrarna should ensure that research on
these issues is undertaken in full conaboration with the CFC to avoid possible duplication,
and to ensure that the lessons learned are readily available to infonn national policy and
re ulator ractice. See Recommendation 11.

I~'
I.

~-.

J. ,

.., g. Forest research progrnmme.

Four issues arise in reviewing Twokrama's research programme:
. Potential exists to Ithk Iruokr"ing more strongly tinth the DFID:fitrzde, I Forest Research

Programme (FRP), This is implemented through the UK-based Natural Resources
International Limited and manages a considerable project portfolio, In line with
DFTD's poverty and sustainable livelihood focus, FRP has carried out a scoping
study in the region'5 to ensure that its resources are efficiently targeted, priority
problems are addressed and local institutions are involved in the research process
from conception. This study offers a basis for refining Twokrama's research
policies in line with a demand-led regional agenda, develop active alliances, bring
in further salary support for existing staff and generate substantial additional
research funding. Almost all research lines recommended for the group
comprising artisans, small traders and small-scale entrepreneurs fully overlap
with Twokrama priorities ''. Twokrama rias some experience of FRP research
applications, but an active management of the proposal development process has
not yet been fully developed, Opportunities exist for developing proposals in
response to ERP cans for relevant concept notes that meet the needs of
Iwokrama's local and national stakeholders and that could count on a high
likelihood of FRP funding provided Twokrama were hiked to a Dr< institution for
the ur OSe. See Recoinrnendation 12.
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. The wider role of ITUokramn as a key forestry research centre within Guyana bears
some consideration, as set out by Ziegler" who stated that "The draft Forest
Policy Statement (1997) speaks of a National Centre for Research, reflecting a
widely felt need for a single, integrated and co-ordinated programme of forest
research in Guyana. There is . .. a popular view that such a co-ordinated

I_ .

\--

1.1

I' MCQueen, D. (2000) ibid.

'' These are (i) forest valuation of nori-traded forest products; (ii) inventory and sustainable NTTP management;
(in) timber marketing structures and strategies; (it) community forest management on national lands; (v) hunting
guidelines for wildlife management; (vi)improvement of tree-spotter identification; (vii)informal logging
operations and certification for smallproducers; (vin) peripheral tourist service provision; (ix) income generation
from endemic forest-based flora and fauna/community-based heritage tourism; and (x) Intellectual Property
Rights law to benefit poor communities

17 Ziegler, A. (1997) Alt EC Stintegyjbr Gumnn Shield: Some notes on the tenns of referencefo? " country study to deoe!op
rin EU regionnljbrest sector styntegy. Environment & Development Group, Oxford (UTC).
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prograrnrne (and its physical base) nitg}It be located at Iwokrazna. The Twokrama
Programune itself believes that such a research centre should aspire to regional
stature and ramifications. " The option of Twokrarna fomnally linking in to CFC
on these terms requires further exploration and might be considered within the
brief of a DFID nitssion tasked with the design of a further phase of DFID support
to Iwokrama. See Recoinmeridation 26,

. Iwokrama is considering the option of applying for membership of the CCL4R
international research system. Considerable research output is expected in 2001
and will support this initiative. Advantages would accrue from international
recognition and access to donor funds may become easier. These benefits should
be balanced, however, by appreciation of the potential effects of meeting CGIAR
criteria on the overallbalance of Twokrama's outputs, as the tendency during the
entry process is to weigh research outputs to a greater extent than development
impacts in the field, and the implications of this must be anticipated.

. Almost no work has been carried out in the major area of regeiier@tioii grid sinnd
dynamics as this does not count on donor funding nor are staff available to carry
out field-work. Twokrarna win need to develop this research activity, and identify
conaborative research partners and potential sources of funding for a future
programme.

h. Collnborntiue tree-spatter from trig progrnmme

Tree-spotters can overcome the use of different common names for the same taxa during
forest inventories; their skills are the key to avoiding rare species, within a multiple species
common-name group, being taken out during logging; and to ensure quality of timber being
marketed under a single common name, thus encouraging the development of markets for
lesser-used species. This expertise is threatened as skills of older generations are not
replaced. During the MTR, stakeholders mentioned an interest in conaborating with
Twokrama on a programme to maintain a national corps of tree spotters, employed by the
timber industry and in research, forest inventory and other management work. See
RecoinrnerLdation 13.

I I

i. Forest sector research.

\.,

Forest policy in Guyana was written under the assumption that operators make a reasonable
return on their investment despite the level of risk in the industry. The Operational Plan
proposes carrying out an assessment of existing forest operations to aid understanding and
arrow for the design of appropriate interventions, but this has not yet been done. The MTR
team noted that the recent mid-term review of the DEID-CFC project indicated the need for a
better understanding of the economic situation of the industry and SFl\, I in general.
Understanding the dynamics of the forest sector at the national, regional and global levels a
win remain an important research area relevant to the basic mandate of the Centre.

:~I

I I
\^.

The ITypothesis to be tested by Twokrarna relates to the economic rate of return to a more
rigorous system of sustainable forest management. But SEM now has to be set in the context
of a changing industrial profile for the forestry sector. The cost implications of SFM for each
segment of the emerging sector, including the chain-saw sector, need to be reviewed. This
will provide a better understanding of the incentive structures at work in each segment and
the nature of policies and instruments to enable SFM
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On-going research would also determine the extent of divergence between operations that
are not financially viable unless shadow values (accruing from SEM) are taken into account.
More practically, this research should start to show the in agriitude of the key environinontal
'switching values' including discount rates. That is, the market and non market values18
associated with SFM that are the difference between unattractive financial rates of return and

acceptable economic rates of return. Identification of these values is complementary to the
work on market creation and value capture. Together these elements are crucial
determinants of the viabinty of SFM". This study might start by collaborating with the
consultants contracted by UNDP-PROFOR to facilitate the Guyanese forestry certification
process, or with other partrIers. Eonowing this, if value capture is unfeasible and there is an
'econorntc gap' in the TIC balance sheet, then some consideration must be given to the
magnitude of the "missing" global itLformation value generated by nC research. This value
is by definition difficult for the TIC to capture, but it accrues globalIy to endangered forest
areas and relates to the value of research into the feasibifity and replicability of SFM. This
missing value is probably the strongest econorwic rationale for donor involvement in 11C.
The cost effectiveness of securing SFM itormation that is relevant both locally and
internationally is likely to be very high. Developing a stable research capacity in this area
should be seen as a key requirement for the Centre's environmental economist when he or
she can be a Qinted. See Recommendation 14.
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I. ReuiezL) o19tzbns to dellelop nforest innnngemeitt consultnncy business

Twokrama is well-placed to make further contributions to improved forest management in
the formal sector, New practices must be carefully costed, and attempts made to generate
econorntes of scale in management PIarming. A key nittitation at present to SFM is the
almost total lack of GIS capacity within the industry which makes impossible integration of
inventory data to generate stock maps, efficiently lay-out road networks and skid trails, and
to comply with other elements of management plans. There is a good deal of interest,
however, shown by both the CFC and some private sector operators in these areas. There
was strong interest in the national GIS Conference organized by TIC and the CTZ-funded
Natural Resources Management Project in June 2000 and the UC hopes to make this an
annual event. Demand for these services is one indicator of the relevance of the Centre's

research and development PTOgraTnmes to local sector needs. The Iwokrama BOT has given
the Centre guidance on the terms of engagement for these activities, as follows: (a) activities
must be income generating; (b) they must not use donor resources to subsidise local
industry; (c) they must not prevent staff meeting obligations under funded projects; and (d)
services must not give the impression that the Centre endorses proposals or management
systems

\-

I_.
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While the CFC is continuing to develop new skills and strengths, it is unlikel to be able to
offer management planning services to the industry in the medium term. The closure of
Tropenbos during 2001 was a cause for concern amongst many stakeholders during the
MTR. Some staff have effectiveIy been taken on by Iwokrama, although what will ha en
to the management of their data sets and permanent sample plots is still unclear. One option
would be for Iwokrama to provide logistical support to CFC in return for access to data for
comparative studies with its own FSF network, which will be established with Trio su ort
over the next twelve months. Another option would be to develop an NGO to mama e the

\- ,

Is Key values may be for example, the full coriumercial value of NTFPs

'' See Pearce, Putz and Vanday (1999) A Sitst"innble Forest Future, report to DFID
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Tropenbos portfolio. One way to address all these linked concerns would be for Twokraina
to deploy its own expertise, with Troperibos, to establish a forest management planning
business see Recorrunendation 15 . This should not, however be relied u on as a wa to

cross-subsidize the Centre's other operations, for which the best solution would be to obtain
adequate funding for core costs.

Another method, mentioned to the MrR team by CFC, for engaging the timber industry in
improving forest management might be to draw out lessons from ECTF's involvement in
forest management with the Barama Company and Tropenbos' experience with DTL. Both
these experterLces will likely be relevant to the local timber industry, and a workshop to
discuss them may potentially have a high impact.

2.3 Conservation and Use of Biodiversity

2.3. I

The guiding principle of biodiversity management is that biodiversity should be saved,
studied and used sustainably and equitably, allin one integrated process. The 'saving' part
aims to secure viable and representative samples of all ecosystem types, this being
considered the most cost-effective way to maintain species richness and hence the quality of
the biodiversity resource. Yet saving biodiversity in this way can impose OPPorturiity costs
on people who might otherwise prefer to convert protected ecosystems to logged forests or
farms. These protected ecosystems must therefore yield economic outputs, and studying the
biodiversity they contain is a way to enable the capture of certain outputs that would not
otherwise be obtained.

r, Itrodi, ctfo?I

In other words, biodiversity is studied in order to be used, But economic benefits from
protected areas must flow to and be appreciated by the people whose support is most
needed to maintain the protected area. There is no point, for example, in protecting an area
as a benefit to a national or global elite, if the costs are born and no bonefits accrue to local
people who win then have no reason to cooperate, or worse. Thus the proper distribution of
costs and bonefits among stakeholders is probably the most important single factor in
determining the success or failure of the conservation process. The EC project is intended to
set up a self-sustaining 'save-study-use' system for biodiversity. It is not intended to be self-
standing, however, and must be seen in the context of a broader programirne that will
amplify local benefit capture and maintain a rational and equitable distribution of costs and
benefits overall.
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a. Brickgro"?Id and rationale

Various kinds of value have been assigned to 930 mapped nitcro-catchrnent areas within the
Twokrama forest. These values include some weighting for biodiversity contained within
each micro-catchment, msofar as this is known or can be judged, as well as other factors
including cultural sigi'Ithcance, abundance of NTFPs and timber resources, ecototxrism
potential and accessibility. This was intended to allow the two management zones required
by Article 7 of the Twokrarna Act to be defined - one comprising microcatchments most

Malt"game"t of the wilderness preserve
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suitable for protection (i. e. the Wilderness Preserve, WP), the other comprising those most
suitable for other kinds of sustainable use (i. e. the Sustainable Utilization Area, SUA) - and to
provide detailed information allowing different microcatchments witltiri the SUA to be
managed for the most appropriate outputs in each case.

b. Progress.

The WP and SUA have been tentatively defined by aggregating coinparttnents with value
scores that suggest high value for protection or extractive harvesting respectively. Two WP
areas with a total extent of 180,000 ha are located on either side of the Linden-Letiem road

that bisects the Twokrama forest. The total area is mandated by Article 7 of the Twokrania
Act to be approximately one-half of the total forest area of 360,000 ha, and the remainder has
been allocated to the Sustainable Use Zone for sustainable productive management
including resource extraction. The overall zoriing plan is due to be completed in January
2001 through a final series stakeholder consultations based on a sinaU number of alternative
scenarios. This is later than originally PIarmed because of delay in beginning the analysis of
raw data, followed by the identification of sigi'jincant gaps in the information base needed
for zoriing which then had to be corrected norough further field work. Once the overall
division of the Twokrama forest is agreed, it win become possible both to prepare for the
selection of business partners with which to manage the SUA, and to begin the participative
process leading to a consensus-based management plan for the WP, which is currantly
expected in December 2001.

I.
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TITe Mahdia road alignment bisects the western WP area and presents a significant challenge
to this sequence of activities. The original road, which was abandoned in about 1960,
probably because of flood-proneness, is still visible from the air for about 20 kin of its length
due to very slow forest regeneration on extremely poor soils, and raises tite question of
whetl\er such past disturbance is compatible with the WP's designation as equivalent to an
rocN category I Protected Area (Strict Nature Reserve or Wilderness Area). This can
presumably be clarified through dialogue with IUCN's CNPPA,

^J

More seriously, however, a mining company (Mekdeci) is building a new toll road from
Mahdia along the origii\al alignment, which is expected to reach the Pakatau Falls on the
Siparuni river, at the edge of the Twokrama forest, in 2002. This alone would increase access
by the outside world to the Siparuni valley, but without increasing TwokraTna's own access
to the area. The company has moreover proposed continuing the road 11'1rough the
Twokrama WP to meet the Linden-Leftiem road, and is lobbying government in favour of the
idea. A new road corridor through the western WP would fragment and greatly reduce its
area, which (in order to comply with the Iwokrarna Act) would have to be compensated for
by increasing the size of the eastern WP, thus undermining the whole basis for rational
zoriing and planning, and threatening both biodiversity conservation and SUA management
interests,

possible options for Twokrama's response to this include:
. defining the WP regardless of the road proposal, and mounting all-out resistance

to the road on principle;
. accepting the current road alignment and the associated impact, and adjusthTg the

WP-SUA accordingly; and
. working with the company to identify a new road alignment that isless prone to

flooding and maintenance problems, and that minimize conflict with biodiversity
conservation norities. See Recommendation 16.
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A positive outcome from the first strategy would presumably depend on the success with
which Twokrarria can generate by 2003 both sufficient public support and sufficient financial
and economic bonefits that are perceived by goverrirnent, Both of the last two options would
create an OPPorturiity for Iwokrarna to drive a hard bargain in tenns of a share of toll
receipts with which to finance incremental surveiUance and enforcement efforts along the
Toad, with the last option being clearly the preferable of the two, except for the inevitable
impact on international public perception of Twokrama, which would thus require careful
management.

The existing Georgetown-Brazil road poses additional management challenges, though only
indirectly to the WP. A corridor of indeterminate width on either side of the road is to be
retained by government under its full control, and on the 12th December 2000 it was
announced by government that Federal Brazilian financing had been secured to upgrade the
road to an all-weather surface. This appears to have pre~empted a proposed investment by
the EC in a much slower-paced road upgrade in the context of an integrated rural
development process that might have been rather gentler on local people and ecosystems,
The Brazilian scheme is linked to the construction of a deep-water port on Guyana's coast,
and has the advantage for Brazil that transport costs of exports from the northern part of the
country will be greatly reduced. The effect of this project will be to greatly increase traffic
and potentially hunting, fishing, mining and in-migration in the North Rupununi and right
through the heart of the TwokraTna forest. The NRDDB is already aware that its Makushi
constituency will need to become much more resilient to physical, socio-economic and
cultural impacts before the project is completed, and is actively working to that agenda in
cooperation with Iwokrama. This development was discussed with national Amerirtdian
organisations, with stakeholders at the wrap-up meeting and local community members
from the Annai cluster.

Twokrama itself has taken two main steps to increase its own ability to manage the challenge
of the road corridor. First, it has been developing a draft Road Corridor Management Plan,
based on participation by government agencies, truckers and other road users, and local
people'D, which should be ready for final consultation with stakeholders in January 2001,
leading to an operational contract based on the plan by the end of the first quarter. This
seeks to address local use of roadside resources, impacts of vatricles in transit (especially on
wildlife), road maintenance, road use confficts, development of mitigation measures for
managing roadside vegetation, water resources, tourism, infrastructure development, and
identification of key management responsibnities. There is considerable scope for
Twokrama's road management plan to act as a model on which subsequent processes
focussing on the larger management issues attached to the Leftiem-Georgetown Toad
corridor as a whole.
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Twokrama's other strategic initiative is to make a considerable invesinierit in recruiting,
equipping and training 13 Rangers, airriirig to create a backbone surveillance and
enforcement capability in the field (as weft as a cadre of skined staff to assist in ecotourism
development, research and liaison with local communities). Because they have been trained

L. ;
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20 A sinfular approach is being taken in developing river management plans. Since Twokrama has no jurisdiction
over the rivers trial make up most of its external boundaries, multi-stakeholder participation is both the only
practicable way forward, and also has an important capacity-building effect especially among government
agencies
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to tram others, they represent a resource that will be used to reduce the unit cost of traitting
subsequent Ranger intakes. Part of the job of each Ranger is to patrol widely and monitor
field events, but as they currently have no formal errrorcement authority they rely on
persuasion to halt events that threaten forest integrity, backed in exceptional cases by
accompanying officers from the Armed Forces and Pohce, Government of Guyana policy
seeiTts to be moving towards giving Rangers 'supernumerary powers' as Rural Constables, as
suggested by some government agencies in view of the limited resources of the security
forces in the Twokrama area.
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international classification of the Twokrama forest Is being actively pursued, with the
Secretariat of the World Heritage Convention as a possible natural World Heritage Site, and
with UNESCO as a possible Biosphere Reserve. World Heritage designation would be
highly appropriate at least for the protected WP, especially considering Guyana's offer of the
area to the world community in the first place. Biosphere Reserve status would align well
with the zoned, multi-purpose landscape PIarming approach that creates a nested set of
forests under different kinds of sustainable management, as well as nearby settled area that
are ecologicalIy dependent on the forests and rivers of the area. The Biosphere Reserve
might, in fact, usefulIy be considered to extend over a much larger area than the Iwokraina
forest, thus embedding the forest in a network of sustainable development and creating
opportunities for additional replication of the approach world wide,
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2.3.3

^.

a. Backgi, Dund and rationale

The Guyana Shield is a large area of ancient (Pre-Cambrian) rock which has been mostly
under tropical moist forest cover for several million years' This has provided time for
evolutionary processes to generate a high level of species riclmess and a moderate degree of
uniqueness or endemism throughout the area, which is recognized as a distinct floristIC
province. The Twokrama forest itself has particularly high species richness in this context,
which is attributed to: (i) the diversity of forest types represented (at least ten" of which have
been characterized for planting purposes, based on remote photo and radar imagery,
ground-truffled by 439 0.1 ha circular samples and numerous inventory transects); (ii) a
rainfall gradient across the area (from about 2,500 nun in the north-east to 2,000 mm in the
south-west); (in) a range of altitude from about 100 to 1,000 metres above sea level; and (iv)
interface of the Guyanan and Amazonian floristic provinces, which runs approximately east-
west across the southern third of the area.
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b. Progress.

The biological wealth of the Twokraina forest is indicated by taxonomic research that has
identified the Iwokrama forest as a global 'hotspot' for bats (of which an additional 24
species were reported in 2000), several plant families (e. g. Lecythidaceae and
CLIrysobalanaceae), and fresh-water fish (of which more than 400 species are recorded). The

21 These being: (1) mixed and swannp forest oil flat terrain; (ii) mixed forest on flat white sand ridges; (in) mixed
forest-Iiane forest; (iv) mixed forest on high hills; (\;) mixed forest on undulating or hilly terrain; (vi) mixed forest,
small crowned, on flat to gently undulating terrain, sandy soil; (vii) swamp forest-low swamp; (vin) swamp
forest-marsh swamp forests (ix) swamp forest-mora forest; and (x) wallaba and swamp forestpoor wallaba-
dakama forest on nat white sand ridges/marsh-swamp forest
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biodiversity inventory work to be undertaken by Twokraina will build on these studies, as
well as on tree inventories by NRl and Twokrama itself, and other work on rodents, primates,
snakes, frogs, lizards, epiphytes and other groups that have already been undertaken by a
number of cottaborating institutions22.

Organizing the results of previous and future studies will cause IwokraTna steadily to
advance towards a comprehensive inventory of taxon after taxon, although the total number
of species of all taxa within the Iwokrama forest, and hence the end-point of this process, is
unknown. On the basis of a very approximate distribution of species among vertebrates,
trees and invertebrate classes that is suggested by work in other rat, forests, a total species
count for the area might be expected to approach or exceed 100,000 species when it is
eventually completed.

Thus Twokrama does not intend to attempt a comprehensive inventory in the near future, but
is instead directing its efforts to tint in with the incipient bioprospecting programme (as
reflected for example in the training provided at CABI Bioscience for the Biodiversity
inventory Specialist). As the Concept Note" for the latter explains: "There are coinpeUing
reasons for combirting the biodiversity litiventoryl and bioprospecting operations, as data
and organisms from one activity can be used directly to achieve me asurable oulputs in the
other. Even a basic overall biodiversity or valuation survey for any of the spedose Ii. e.
spedes richl organism groups could not be carried out satisfactorily within the times cale
available. Stratified sampling and careful targeting of resources will therefore be necessary
to restrict the samphng and analysis to manageable proportions, resulting in scientifically
and economicalIy rigorous surveys of specified organism groups defined by habitat or
ecological requirements, Further added value will be provided by sampting based on
organism associations such as fungi on insects, which are of particular interest to the
bioprospecting industry.

Current inventory efforts are hence targetting groups of endophytic fungi (which live inside
the tissues of plants), and in this case specifically those that inhabit intercellular spaces
within the leaves of host trees), Other priorities include: (a) nematodes, a group that is
extravagantly species rich and abundant, and may account for 80% of all multi-celled
organisms on Earth; and (b) bacteria of the family Actinomycetaceae, which are relatively
uncommon but biocherrtically diverse, and have a history of yielding biocl. ternicals of interest
to bioprospectors. More general inventory work is focussed around institutional links with
the biodiversity centre at the University of Guyana (UG), which is adjacent to the proposed
site of the UC headquarters. Here, with inputs by the Biodiversity inventory Specialist, the
existing collections are being maintained as research and teaching resources, and their
expansion encouraged tl'rough cooperative arrangements with the international scientific
ConlTnunity.
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Taxonomic and other research field work in Twokrama is preferentialIy undertaken in the
context of partnership agreements between the outside institution in each case and UG,
which includes atLadiinent of UG students and other Guyanese trainees as well as provision

22 Including the Royal Ontario Museum, Northwestern University, University of Illinois, University of Western
England, and Florida International University

'' Biodioersity! mugntory and Bioprospecting Programme in the Twokr"inn Reserve, Guyana - Conccyt Nolejbr a Consortium
Bid Lad by CABI Bind, ",,, July 1999.
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for the deposition of specimens at the biodiversity centre. When the export of specimens is
involved, these requirements are also mandated by the terms of Academic and Coriumercial
Research Agreements for which application must be made to the EPA, and which apply to
all biodiversity research in Guyana including that undertaken by Twokrarna. Hence local
capacity building is occurring to a satisfactory extent and one that will likely increase'in
future as Twokrama Rangers, who are now being trained, become more involved.I ^
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2.3.4

a. Background rind rationale.

The soils of the Iwokrama forest provide a challenging environment for plant growth, being
sandy and deeply-weathered, or frequently water-logged, or both. intense and prolonged
competition for scarce nutrients and opportunities for growth and reproduction has
produced, over evolutionary time, an ecosystem characterized by tight nutrient cycling,
intimate co-evolutionary relationships (both exploitative and symbiotic), and the outcomes
of on-going 'arms races' to produce bioactive drierntcals for defence against predators and
parasites, These factors have two important implications for Iwokrama. Tight nutrient
cycling means that extractive harvesting casts a long shadow in terms of ecosystem recovery
- it can take centuries to restore soil in a^liesium content after light selective logging, for
example. Meanwhile, co- evolution effects are likely to have created a target-rich
environment for bioprospecting, which is the search for commercial products and processes
using biodiversity as a source of information and new ideas. Because of the defensive nature
of much plant and animal biochemistry in this environment, and their targetting against
specific metabolic systems that are shared by humans and human domesticates, interest is
focussed strongly on pharmaceutical and agrochemical potential (see Annex 6 for examples
of bioprospecdrig discoveries and recent commercial developments).

The development of a new pharmaceutical product costs an average of about Us$300
million, and profits to the (beneficial) owner of a patentable product during the patent life-
time can amount to several binion Us dollars. A share in these investtnents and rewards can

transform tite economic circumstances of tropical countries, but past ex^erience shows that it
is very hard for source countries to obtain a share of this revenue or associated teclmology
transfer benefits. The Convention on Biological Diversity provides a ftarriework in
litternational law to correct the underlying me quity, but there is still a need for national
governments to protect their interests deliberately, for example by resisting biopiracy and
promoting technology transfer.

Bindi"ersity j, rosyecti"g
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This is recognized in Guyana, where the National Bindiuersity Action Pmii (1999) cans for the
revision of legislation to protect national interests, and the EPA has issued guidefines and
established an interim a licencing system for all biodiversity research while working on new
regulations specifically on bioprospecting. These efforts are encouraged as a matter of policy
by Twokrama, which is seen by EPA as taking the lead in national bioprospectirig efforts,
This coinrnttrnent is not always recognized, however, and the National Det, 810pmeitt Strategy
(2000) observes that "the benefits to the people of Guyana from Twokrama's bio-prospecting
exercises in Guyana's forests are not sufficiently clear", while also noting that the absence of
an adequate institutional and legal framework "make it difficult to ensure that Iwokrama
win itself be able to obtain full benefits from biological discoveries or to protect Gu aria's
biological resources against acts of bio-piracy".

I J
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b. Progress.

Iwokrama has contracted a consortium of business partriers to e>:PIOre the bioprospecting
process. An invitation to bid resulted in the short-listing of an international consortium,
comprising CABI Bioscience, Imperial College, the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew and the
Oxford Forestry institute, and a national consortium of DC, the University of the West indies
(unl) and ^,. madtute of Applied Science and Technology (IAST). To promote national
participation and benefit sharing, Iwokrarna facilitated the fusion of these two groups into
one. Under the terms of the resulting agreement, a Trimdadian Natural Products 0'1erntst
has been hired and trained, laboratory techntcians identified, and facilities at UG have been
selected and are in the process of being refurbished and equipped for their new role, As part
of the plant chemists trading process at Kew, on a nori-coriLriercialbasis and with the prior
permission of EPA, a number of samples have been processed from a pilot correction of host
plant materials, yielding a total of 50 species of endophytic fungi identified from 300 isolates
of 10 host plants. Against an interim target of 2,000 extracts of endophytic fungi, 187
extracts were made and 95 of them bioassayed for anti-fungal and anti-feedancy activity.
One of these was found to have significant anti-fungal bioactivity, and further studies are
continuing at Kew. These results have confirmed both the high species ric}mess among the
cryptobiota of the Iwokrama forest, and the high hit rate (more than 0.5% of a limited
bioassay sample) to be expected of this ecosystem's biochemistry.

EPA regulations on biodiversity samplirtg" require that either an Academic or a Commercial
Research Agreement is concluded with government, involving a fee (to which Twokraina is
immune by virtue of the Iwokrama Act 1996) and covering samples and ethnobiological
knowledge, specifying inter an a the numbers of specimens to be collected and imposing
conditions on reporting and publications. Commercial use is specified to include studies
with a view to such use (or captive propagation), and Twokrarna has agreed with EPA that
the training studies mentioned above should not be considered commercial in this sense.
More specific regulation on bioprospecting is being developed by the EPA. .Twokrama is
likewise committed to refraining from publication of the results its bioprospecting research
and entering into coriumercial arrangements concerning these products until such stage as
detailed protocols on intellectual property rights (IPR) and benefit sharing have been
thanzed to the mutual satisfaction of the Centres' Board of Trustees, the Government and

local people. A consultancy is planned for early 2001 to facilitate this process.

.

F~

2.3.5

Iwokrama has been active in assembling very large amounts of ecological, behavioural and
ethnobiological information related to macroscopic taxa in the forest and associated
ecosystems, partly from scientific and partly from participatory studies. These
investigations, of which the latter fall under the research theme of 'use of biblogical resources by
Amenftdilzn coinmi, nities', have fed data into the zoriing and mapping exercises that guide the
definition and to a large extent the management of the SUA and WP through the Sustainnble
Forest Management prograinme, A number of field guides and other publications have been
released or are in preparation based on this information, which will be extremely important
in developing ecototirism use of the forest. The results of these same studies have also

Links with cross-rutti"gprogr, jinmes
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contributed to the community resource mapping and management processes that under-pin
the Sustainable Human Dezielopmeitt programme. Amerindian contributions to the knowledge
resource in this area are recognised and rewarded by assigning copyright and royalties from
relevant publications to the NRDDB. Other arrangements related to intellectual property
rights and benefit sharing currently await development of the ERR and BS protocols system
by Twokrama.
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2.3.6

Using the results of inventory studies to date, operational GIS layers have been completed
for the flora and vertebrate fauna, using which Twokrama is able to integrate distribution al
information with its overall zoriirig and planritng activities. This reflects the development of
a powerful GIS and relational database capacity at the rrC, and its utility in numerous
aspects of Twokrama's work plan. Even the relatively focussed biodiversity inventory work
currently planned will charrerige the information and knowledge management capacity of
Twokrama, as all the variables are interactive and therefore multiplicative in their
implications for management. Species identifications will increase steadily, but so too will
records of location, ecology, behaviour and interaction assodated with each species, as will
those of samples, extracts, bioassays and further tests for each species. Many of these
species-specific patterns will need to be haked in various combinations if they are to become
meaningful, because of the blotic interactions that are so common in rain forests and, indeed,
are a chief interest of Iwokrama's research. An exponential rate of increase in data and
information can be expected, and database design and capacity will need to take this into
account if adequate knowledge management is to be achieved. Staff have developed a
proposed information management structure for an integrated inforrnation management
system for an biodiversity data though this win undoubtedly require ongoing development
and refinement. See Recommendation 17.
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Species lists for trees and several other taxa are available on the Iwokrama web-site 25 which
is becoming an increasingly important promotional medium, with several thousand 'hits' per
month. Few other web-sites currently provide hyperlinks to Twokrama's, however, and a
concerted effort to contact the content controllers at relevant sites to request such links
would likely result in a very rapid increase in the number of 'hits' as a wider population of
Internet seard\ers are uided frirou h the Twokrama ortal. See Recommendation 18.

The information and Communication Unit at 11C, which is responsible for the content of the
web-site, also has a number of other important roles. It manages what is probably the best
natural resource library in Guyana, and offers a space where students and others can study
using up-to-date materials and free internet access. It also arranges to publish and distribute
Twokrama field reports and workshop proceedings, manages contacts with the press,
produces a regularltL70krnmn Bulletin and prepares multi-media presentations on Iwokrama's
work to support many different public outreach' activities. As such, it has a significant
influence on the intellectual life of the country as well as helping to project Iwokrama's ideas,
ideals and discoveries into public consciousness,~..
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2.3.7

The biodiversity management programme is expected to generate fields of influence that will
validate and promote participation, dialogue, joint problem solving and the
institutionalization of accountable forums in many different sectors and locations. Examples
include Twokrama's approach to planning and zoriing the forest, to developing management
plans for the SUA, WP, road corridor and rivers, and to addressing issues of intellectual
property rights and benefit sharing. Transparericy, inclusiveness and local participation can
only promote good governance in a country that has a long history of excessive
centralization. New and more effective and sustainable approaches are being developed that
have the potential to resolve conflicts of interest and perception among stakeholders in the
biodiversity conservation process at the national level, such as those that have so far
prevented the establishTnent of a national system of protected areas.

rilllt, once o1,1701icies gildprocesses

2.3.8

The project designers appreciated that bioprospecting is only one of many uses for
biodiversity-related information. This information is obtainable from eft'mobiological
research to take advantage of thousands of person-years of direct observation of nature, from
inventory work to generate species lists, and from ecological studies to create a meaningful
understanding of the natural history of each named species, Twokrama has access to a very
rich ethnobiological resource, supplemented by considerable taxorLornic kilowledge of the
macrobiota (especially trees and vertebrate aimnals) and some ecological research (on the
primate community and selected trees and epiphytes). Much of uns has been organized and
presented in the form of paper and web-site publications, but there is a huge amount still to
do to manage existing itormation holdings. For example, the web-site has the potential to
relieve the scarcity of natural history guides and other itormation that is available to
travellers, since it is now possible to download web-site material to pairn-sized computers -
thus guides to an\jinals and plants in the Twokrama forest could be offered for sale or free
download, to complement the supply of printed books and booklets. Given that effective
information and knowledge management is absolutely essential to indritaining public and
political support for Twokrama, to fund raising, and to the development of key business
sectors such as ecotourism, the work of the infoiTnation and Communications Unit is vital

and assessing its effectiveness should be a central objective of future monitoring and
evaluation activities.
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Meanwhile, a general Inventory of the Tmcro- and cryptobiota is not a priority at present, and
inventory work is instead targetted to a small number of tara that are considered especially
relevant to bioprospecthig. This is appropriate given the tinrriense species-riduness of the
Twokrama forest and the embryonic state of the bioprospecting programme. This early stage
affords an opportunity to consider and plan for later events, which will be much more
demanding. It is not clear that Iwokrama has yet entirely thought t}ITougl\ all the
implications of bioprospecting, but an essential consultancy onintelIectual property rights
and benefit sharing has not yet been implemented. How these issues are addressed will
largely define how revenues from bioprospecting are distributed among competing interest
groups, and hence the impact on Twokrama's public support and income profiles in coming
years'
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Because biodiversity is essentially an information resource, value adding occurs primarily by
organizing itLformation and giving it meaning. Forest-dweUing peoples add value to
biodiversity by developing knowledge through observation and experiment, and possess a
resource of organized information which is me armgful in their own environment because it
allows success in he aimg the sick, procuring food, etc. Some issues related to the nature,
ownership and use of such 'traditional forest-related knowledge' (TFRK) are outlined in
Annex 5. Some will be relevant to Iwokrarna in addressing the complex issue of property
rights and benefit sharing in relation to biodiversity. hiteUectual property rights refer to the
claim of the organizer of the information, the deriver of meaning, whether this is a
community of forest-dweUing people or a bioprospecting company. Thus the use of TFRK in
bioprospecting would be just as unacceptable as industrial espionage against a
bioprospecting company, unless there was a clear prior agreement with the owners of the
JERK concerned.
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Physical property rights, by contrast, refer to the ownership of the resource that is organized,
in this case the biota of the Twokrama forest in which the information resides. Iwokrama has

the dominant physical property right in that in law it is free to organize biodiversity
information and obtain benefits thereby (which however are expected to be shared with
government). It can be argued, however, that the Makushi people of the north RiTpununi
savannahs also have at least some claim to physical ownership because the forest lies within
their ancestral domain, even if only penpheraHy. The same would apply, though to a lesser
extent, to the Patamona and Makushi peoples living to the north-west of the forest in Region
Vlll. These claims could all be addressed by recognizing that physical ownership is not
absolute but is instead divisible according to the strengths of competing claims. in the case
of local people, one simple way to acknowledge ancestral domain would be to establish an
entity capable of receiving a share of bioprospecting revenues on behaft of the peoples
concerned, and disbursing grants (e. g. educational scholarships) to them in a transparent and

L_,
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accountable way. See Recommendation 19,

L. I

Resolving issues of ownership and benefit sharing is not a complete solution, since without
data security there may be no benefits to share. Biopiracy is a risk that naturally escalates
with value adding, especially in the high potential profit fields of pharmaceutical and
agrochemical bioprospecting. A species that has been short-listed for pharmacological
activity through TFRK or preliihinary bioassay is clearly more valuable than one randomly
selected from a largely unknown blots, but even random samples can represent an important
leakage of potentially proprietary information. Thus there is a premium on cheap but
effective anti-biopiracy measures within bioprospecting programmes. One of these is to
collaborate with other bioprospecting programmes in other countries to develop a global
black-list of known or suspected biopirates. This database would then be used by Iwokrama
and its armers to identif undesirable coin antes and individuals. See Recommendation
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There are two more tec}mical issues involved as well, these concerning: (a) the capacity to
collect and manage samples, prepare cultures and extracts for analysis, and conduct assays
for bioactivity; and (b) the capacity to manage the very large amounts of information
generated by the analysis. The first is straightforward and is already being developed by
Twokrama and its partriers, but the latter requires more thought before the current
knowledge management system is overwhelvned.
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2.4 Sustainable Human Development

2.4. I

The SHD progr^ne comprises the following sub-programmes: (1) guiding the SOCio-
economic effects of forest utilisation; (it) development of the neighbouring Amerindiari
collununities; (in) education and short-term training in response to local needs; and (iv)
envirornnerLtal education and awareness. Each sub-prograrmrie encompasses a number of
themes26, of which the most relevant here are those concerned with:

. guiding the SOCio-econonvic effects of forest utilisation;

. participatory appraisal and processes;

. Community EnvironTnentalWorkers (CEWs);

. transmission of Amerindian knowledge;

. local institutional strengthening;

. conservation contracts and alternative income generation activities;

. environmentally, econonvically and socially sustainable malaria prevention and
control;

o coriumurrtty training and capacity building;
. ranger training;
o strengthening national technical and professional education in forest ecology and

management;
. national and regional professional capacity building; and
. environmental education and awareness.

SI, b-progr"mines gild themes

Furthermore the programme links strongly to the research theme Use of biological resources by
Amen"dirtn comint{hities covered in section 2.2.7 (a).

2.4.2

a. Querniett? of the sub-programme

The Iwokrama Centre is pursuing a range of activities within this sub-programiine, organised
largely around the zoriing of the forest and subsequent management planning and
commercial activity, including developing intellectual Property Rights and benefitsharing
protocols relating to the SUA,

Gadding the socio-economic effects onin'est utilis, Itto12
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The TIC's monitoring of activities and projects in the SUA reflect a dual mandate: to increase
the contribution of the forest sector to national GDP while at the same time benefiting the
livelihoods of Amerindian and hinterland cornrnunities. To these ends, the 11C has initiated

research projects in NTFPs in collaboration with foreigi'I researchers and institutions, and is
exploring with potential partriers options for joint business ventures in ecotounsm, these
initiatives framed by a concern to ensure sustainable and diversified livelihood outcomes for
local primary stakeholders,

..

Iwokrama staff have worked closely with the NRDDB to an sure partnership in the forest
zoriing process and in the analysis of options for the SUA. Significant time and resources
were invested in raising awareness within communities of the rationale and methodology for

26 These themes are detailed in '71/70kmmn Themes Workplnn: 1999" and Vanokr"inn Themes Workplq?I: 2000"
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zoriing and SUA analysis through a series of coriumurrity consultations, workshops and a
roundtable session. Both the NRDDB and the Region 8 Area Council are represented on the
SUA plannmg team which expects to have its final report completed by the middle of 2001.
Once the report is out, some three to four months have been allocated to obtaining feedback
from communities and reaching agreement on how best to involve them in joint commercial
ventures. These discussions will be linked to the upcoming consultancy on ERR/benefit-
sharing. Follow-up training with community groups in business development and
management has been factored in. More specifically, and given Its proximity to the Field
Centre, an ecotourism contract with Fairview vinage will be designed, implemented and
monitored.
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b. Issues arising from the SIIb-progrnmme,

. Strengthening local business capacity - The TIC's concern with participation and
partiiership in the use of forest resources has created an opportunity for primary
stakeholders to gain from economic and commercial development within and
around Twokrama forest. At the same time, Twokrama recognises continuing
risks to effective partriership that result from the disparities in political and
economic resources between outside commercial interest groups and local
communities. See Recommendation 24.
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2.4.3

q. Querniett, of the sub-programme

Through its theme on 'PRrticip"fory appraisal find processes', Twokrarna has comumtted itself to
a participatory approach in which the UC strives to develop processes for inclusive dedsion
making with key stakeholders at local, regional, national and international level. At the
community level, therefore, Twokrarna has adopted participatory methods to facilitate local
analysis and action around sustainable forest and wildlife management. Staff members have
facilitated 13 community pHRIAs, each of which involved participatory resource mapping.
TITrough this process, local people have been encouraged to docuTnent their resources and
begin to analyse how they might use them sustainably. Subsequently, and building on the
PEER^s and resource mapping, pilot participatory management plan assessments have been
conducted in the coriumunities of Fairview, Suraina and Toka, with plans to extend these
assessments to the other communities,

Development of tile iteighboi, ringAi, ten"drillz communities
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The PHI^s, resource mapping and participatory management plan assessments will lead
specifically to the identification of conservation projects and signing of conservation
contracts (see below). Here Twokrama recognises that the conservation contract process
cannot be pursued in an instrumental input-output fashion. Staff in the Social Science
Working Group (SSWG) are coinimtted to encouraging a process of analysis, internalis atton
and ownership of emerging contracts and projects. Importantly also, through these
processes, Twokrama has built methodological capacity for participatory research amongst
Iwokrama Rangers, CEWs and Makushi Research Unit members. The results of all
participatory consultations since 1996 have been integrated within a draft Needs Assessment,
which identifies needs for:

. capacity building for resource management;

. general management and social life skills;

. strengtheriing local institutions;
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. cultural affirmation and revival;

. improving communication at all levels;
o mechanisms for participatory decision-making and resolving trade-offs;
. links to regulatory agencies; and
o village-specific needs.

Twokrama has extended the participatory appraisal process beyond the community level.
Staff in the SSWG have worked hard and with notable success to encourage the adoption of a
participatory approach across the range of Two}crama's work, for example in fostering an
inclusive approach to the zoriing and management PIarining.

Through its theme on 'Comint!wily Environmentnl Workers (CEWs)', Twokrama is responding to
a need identified by a 1998 stakeholder workshop on wildlife management, The role of the
CEWs is potentially pivotal in coriumuriity development, since by providing a two-way
linkage between the 11C and community groups the CEWs facilitate infonriation flows and
the growth of mutual trust and understanding. The ultimate goal for Twokrarna, however, is
to create effective vinage-government links without the UC playing an intermediary role,
and the CEWs will be central to achieving this. The CEWs also fulfil a critical role in
practical village-based work in environmental education. They have been involved in a
number of activities, including: (a) working with local schools to increase understanding of
environment anTd wildlife amongst children organized in Wildlife Clubs; (b) conducting
wildlife mapping in t}ree communities; and (c) supporting enviromnental management by
participating in assessments on water and sanitation, and in mapping household use of the
Twokrama forest (to be integrated with the GIS database)

Twenty-six CEWs are employed from the 13 viUages around the Twokraina forest. They earn
a monthly stipend based on six days' work a month. A Village Adininistrati. ve Support Fund
for the CEW prograrnrne has been operative since November 1999. Much of the work done
to date with the CEWs has centred on skills training around a number of identified capacity
needs. in addition to technical skills, GEWs receive traitdrig in process issues and behaviour
and attitudes. Training is piggybacked onto the bi-monthly NRDDB meetings. CEWs have
also been exposed to national and international forums and debates, One CEW, along with
NRDDB and MRU representatives, attended the Caribbean Forestsrs Meeting in June 2000
and the Forestry Expo 2000. Two CEWs made presentations at the Airierindian Heritage
Month celebrations held in the Regional centre Leftiem in September 2000, while two CEWs
and a Ranger attended a one'month fish traitntig programune in Marriiraua, Brazil.
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Through Its theme on 'local institutional strengthening', Twokrama has achieved perhaps the
most striking success of the SHD programme in assisting with the development of the
capacity of the NRDDB. The NRDBB began in 1996 when it emerged from the coriumunity-
based consultation processes initiated by the national NGO 'Red Thread working under
contract with the then Iwokrarna project. A further rationale was the mumerability of local
communities to powerful outside interests, making it essential for Twokrarna to encourage
the growth of a corrective capacity to engage with outsiders on a more equal footing,
Through the NRDDB, Twokrama has consolidated political space for dialogue and has
created a constituency for change at the local level. As NRDDB capacity has grown, it has
effectiveIy taken ownership of local networking and development processes.

^

.

Support from Twokrama takes the form of grant financing for the two part-time posts of
secretary and treasurer, provision of short courses on financial management and projects,
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and facilitation of access to key itIformation related to resource management dedsions, while
a Village Administration Fund has been established to disburse small sinns to Village
Councils to facilitate activities and meeting associated with the related CEW programime.
The NRDDB comprises community leaders and representatives of the MRU and Women's
Sewing Groups, and meets every two months at the newly-constructed Bina Hill Tradtirig
institute near Annai, in 1998, the NRDDB started to received from Twokrarna a share of user

fees charged to all guests of the Twokrama Field Station. FOUowing requests of Governinent
of Guyana officials, however, these payments were suspended by the Board of Trustees in
1999 pending the outcome of the forthcorning intellectual Property Rights and Benefits
Sharing Protocol study. The NRDDB has, however, been given copyright and royalties
associated with publications that make use of Mat<ushi TFRK.
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The NRDDB is constructiveIy critical of Iwokrama, a strong indicator in itself of the
increased capacity of local stakeholders, There is a perception within the NRDDB that
effective parinership with Twokrama would be improved by stronger cross-Unit policy and
process integration within the 11C itself. Local stakeholders do not think in terms of Units
but have a more holistic view of the prograrrune, The TIC is aware of this and is making
concerted efforts towards stronger integration of its programmes, with task teams now
operating across Units and "meeting weeks" starting to facilitate cross-Unit coordination.

Drqft Finnl Report offherwokr"??!" Mid-Tent Ret, tear

Other importaiit institutional strengthening activities relate to national and international
networking of local institutions around the theme of wildlife. For example, Twokrama is
developing a grant system for Wildlife Clubs, partnerships between these Clubs and zoos
and other funding agencies, and I\as facilitated regional and national links between North
Rupununi clubs and other clubs in Guyana,

I
L

Througl\ its theme on 'consertiqtioii contrncts grid alternattoe income generation nctioities',
Iwokrama is responding to a key issue that emerged from the 1998 wildlife management
workshop. This was tiTe recognition that the absence of alternative livelihoods, compounded
by a lack of capacity in project management and implementation, was a very serious
constraint to the sustainable development of tl\e North Rupununi coriumuriities. By
developing a conservation contract approach, Twokrama stimulates positive livelihood
outcomes and is developing capacity to implement projects in sustainable forest resource
management. The aim is to provide cash or in-kind compensation through village-level
contracts for a variety of environmental management services, with one contract and one
type of service agreed with each community. A seed grant of Us$ 2,000 per village per year
will be provided under this mechanism for conservation projects, linked to reasonable
performance indicators,
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The PHI^A process provided a forum to identify possible contract areas, and the pilot
ecosystem management plan assessments conducted in Toka, Surama and Fairview also
looked more closely at projects proposed by those vinages. Given its location within the
Twokrama Forest, TIC staff are giving priority to working with Fairview village members to
develop a community development plan for the village. The implementation of this plan
will be supported by Twokrama making payments for the environmental services such as the
protection of key areas of roadside or river me vegetation under the conservation contract
scheme and by facilitating access to funding agencies to support other activities. Due to the
use of a process approach, progress towards the signing of conservation contracts has been
relatively slow. Through empowering COTrunurtities and building consensus and ownership,
the likelihood increases that conservation projects will be effective and sustainable, A process
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approach is particularly important giverIthe complexities of (overlapping) land tenure
of aims between communities. Iwokrama staff are corrfident that four to eigl'It contracts will
be signed by end of the DFTD project.

Through its theme on 'environmentally, economicalIy rind socially sustainable mainrin preoeiiti07i
gild control', Twokrama is responding to the continuing threat of malaria to the weft-being of
local communities and to the success of its own prograrrrrries. The approach has been to
support national malaria controlimtiatives by thaning good practice in coriumunity-based
preventative health care. Plans were developed with the Miriistry of Health in late 1999, and
local understanding of malaria issues was surveyed early in 2000, with a view to holding a
'mini-summit' on malaria and implementing a community education programme and the
piloting of environmentally-safe vector control measures and other initiatives. These plans
have been derailed following a change of personnel within the Ministry, where the new
malaria control officer has resisted Twokrama's attempts to trial and support community-
based malaria management approaches. Despite this, Iwokrama has been able to impact on
coriumunities, particularly Fairview, by facilitating the work of a Peace Corps health
volunteer and through the outreach work of its own Medex staff member. Furthermore, the
survey process has itself raised awareness of malaria issues within communities, and there is
scope to increase impact by working closely with Radio Palwomak, MRU and the CEWs to
develop and disseminate educational messages and tools for malaria prevention, and other
preventative health messages, While Iwokrama does not see large, me asurable reductions in
malaria incidence through the life of the DFTD project, it is confident that its approach will
bring longer-term change.

b. Issues arising from the sub-programme.

. Participation -the processes instigated by the TIC with a range of local and
national stakeholders are notable for their adherence to the principles of
participation and institutional and individual empowerment. Key Twokrama staff
members engaged with these processes have identified a number of ways to make
them more inclusive, particularly the need to move beyond an over-reliance on
the NRDDB and Village Councils as mechanisms for reaching the various interest
groups that comprise each coriumuriity. Staff members also identify a need to
strengthen social capital within coinmuriities by encouraging collaboration
around project and programme cycles. Underlying tonsions around contin\Led
access to resources guaranteed by the Twokrama Act need to be resolved by
continued stress on the commonality of interests between indigenous rights of
access and sustainable use and management of resources.

. Resource mapping - Twokrama has developed it's own approach to resource
mapping based on the designs of its former Social Scientist, Dr Lea Scherl. At the
same time other organisations (for example the innerinchan Peoples
Orgarrtsation) have developed other approaches, which may have relative
advantages and disadvantages to Iwokrarna's methods. Resource mapping is a
key element in justifying ancestral claims and land tides, therefore using the best
approaches is of great relevance to Ametindians nationwide,

. Community Environmental Workers - the CEW programune is an area that
needs considerable ongoing development and support. The selection of CEWs
was made by the communities themselves after considerable discussion with
Twokrama staff on the goals for the programme and, despite these discussions,
the majority of CEWs appointed by the coriumunities have been male. Such
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gender imbalances are being addressed by other prograrmnes such as the
Twokrama-supported Wildlife Clubs, where many girls are being introduced to
areas which were until quite recerttly considered exclusively male domains.
Certain village captalris appear to have resented the charrenge posed by the new
institution of the GEW. Traitiing of the CEWs only began in Aprn 2000, so it is
still early to assess impact. Certalnly at present there is considerable variation in
the capacity of the CEWs to fullil their role as communicators and itIformation
sharers. Some CEWs show signs of jealousy towards the Rangers, who they
perceive to have had a head start in training, more technical training, and greater
prestige. Iwokrama staff are aware of this, and plan to use the CEWs more
activeI in lit her- rofile roles. See Recommendation 21.rT

I

. Local networking -a strong message emerging from discussions with local
stakeholders is that the 11C should play a greater role in reinforcing the links
between its headquarters and national stakeholders and local institutions, with
some calling for a rotating presence of senior staff at the Bina ran institute. Many
senior staff at 11C would like to spend more time in the vicinity of the Iwokrama
forest but are also aware of the TIC's strategic need to facilitate institutional
connections at the national level, See Recommendation 22.

F~',
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o Local knowledge access - there is a need to facilitate local access to key
information related to resource management decisions, such as global lessons in
community conservation and development, and key information on sustainable
forest management. An example of the potential utility of additional knowledge
is the fact that alternatives exist to the proposed development of a wood-burning
brick factory in the area by UNDP, which win increase pressure on savannah
forests. Here, local interests might be served better by introducing alternatives to
bricks as building materials, such as the sandbag-chickenwire-cement skim low-
cost 'econouses' developed at the Engineering Department of the University of
Cape Town, South Africa, or alternatives to wood-fired kilns (such as solar kilns),
or both. Present arrangements tend to litnit access to global knowledge resources
to government agencies and to Twokrama itself. A locally accessible "knowledge
bank" supported by an upgraded Twokrama information and Communications
Unit could enable communities to explore potentially more sustainable options
before taking decisions with significantlocal resource management implications.
See Recommendation 23.
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o Business skills development - an indication of the growing profile and
assertiveness of the Amerindian community is that private sector groups now
increasingly recognise the legitimacy of Ameriridian interest groups. This is
consistent with Twokrama's approach to business development, with its emphasis
on joint ventures between outside investors and local enterprises. Local people
cannot be expected to participate fully in such commercial opportunities,
however, without prior and thorough training in the practical details of how to
set u and Tari rolltable businesses, See Recommendation 24

r'

I_I
. Scaling up and links with Region VIU coinmuriities - the prospect of scaling-up

Iwokrama's work to other regions suggests expanding Iwokrama's geographical
scope. The Amerindiari Peoples Association (and it's partner the World Rainforest
Movement) have formally requested expansion of Iwokrama's programmes to
communities north-west of the Iwokrama forest that perceive themselves
connected with it, They argue for fuller consultation in SUA planttirrg (at present
one village leader from the area is on the planning team), based on ancestral
claims, especially fishing use of the Sip^it river. Other requests focus on
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community development, NTPPs, health care, and natural resources management
training. Some concerns have been expressed about curtailment of access rights
to the river and forest, following completion of zoriing. These coininuriities are
several days' walk from the Twokrarna forest edge, however, which impedes staff
visits and litriits the potential for micro-enterprise development based on
Twokrama resources. Extension of Iwokrama programmes to cover Amerirtdian
communities in Region Vnl should therefore be carefully appraised, as
considerations relating to logistical constrairits on Iwokrama, OPPortiiriity costs of
expansion and litnited human/financial resource availability must be weighed
against the socio-economic benefits to the coriumuTiities and enhanced buffering
effect of participant communities against risks to the Reserve. That said, formal
approaches should be made to Region Vin Amedridian Council to explore
options for collaboration and explain Twokrama's role and national mandate.

2.4,4

n. 0087/1/8z!? of the sub-programme.

Progress on the theme of 'runger training' is reviewed in Section 2.3.2. It is however closely
linked to the theme of 'tmnsmission of Amen"dinn knotti!edge', since 12 of the 13 Rangers are
Amerindians and an important part of their traitiing and social impact revolves around
TFRF< and the restoration and use of Malushi language and culture. Cultural affirmation
and revival is viewed by Iwokrama as a critical need towards achieving sustainable
livelihoods. The social and cultural capital that is built through revitahsing activity and
interaction around traditional culture and language is an essential component of
sustainability that takes the prograrrune beyond a narrow concentration on income-based
notions of sustainability. Twokrama staff members have been highly proactive since 1995 in
stimulating and facilitating cultural revival in the region. The basehiie situation was one in
which children did not speak Mat<ushi and were ashamed to see their elders speaking
Makus}1.1 in front of visitors, and in which cultural capital had been eroded by the
integrationist social polities of successive governments in both the colonial and the post-
independence periods

in 1996, the SSWG facilitated the formation of the Mat<ushi Research Unit (MRI. I), a group of
eight local women and one local man coming together to document and disseminate
Maktishi language and culture, Members of the MRU share and are motivated by a concern
with the dying away of their language and culture. Funded partly by a grant from CmA's
Gender Equity Fund, their activities range from publishing bitingILal material for schools and
adults, cultural outreach work linked to income generation, to participating in research
projects, such as the recent crab-oil research. Their major publishing achievement to date
was a compilation on Makushi traditions known as Mak, ,sipe Komaiito Iseri{; returns from the
sale of this book are estimated to be about Us$3,000. Indications are already that the MRU
has helped to challenge and reverse perceptions of language annongst young people and
revive an interest in culture. The MRU work at schools has the potential to enforce more
structural policy change within the Ministry of Education (MOB). Some teachers are still
reluctant to incorporate local culture and language into teaching practice, and guidance from
the MOB would help to overcome this. The NERD has scored a great success in getting MOE
agreement and the Guyana Book Foundation help in distributing Mal<us}it booklets.

Edt, c, Itjolt grid short-terni tmiizi"gill resj?oilse to localizeeds
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Twokrama appears to have significantly altered gender relations in local communities
frirough the consistent use of participatory approaches in community dialogue and in the
future the high proportion of female ranger trainees will contribute to women's involvement.
Gender-ascribed roles amongst children are breaking down (girls were previously seen as
gardeners and wildlife seen mainly as a male hunting domain) through wildlife clubs. The
MRU has also contributed to changing gender relations within coriumunities. One MRU
member talked of personal empowerment as a result of her association with the MRU. She
has become a "big person" in the coinmuriity, holding meetings to discuss the MRU and
acdrig as a translator for outsiders. The TVU<U activities also create an opportunity for income
generation, with copyright of MRU publications owned by the NRDDB. Further
development in gender relations appears to depend on the intrinsic gendered constraints of
the communities themselves.
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Through its theme on 'comint, "try frothing grid capacity building', Iwokrama is developing key
tools to meet the broader objectives of the sustainable human development programme. The
UC has pursued a range of activities towards the objective of increasing professional capacity
for public and private work related to the Twokraina forest. At the local level, traitiirig needs
assessments have been conducted on an ongoing basis during the return of PHI^IA
documents to villages, and art Outreach Extension Program is to be developed which will
build upon tite results of the community assessment, It will have at least three components:
(a) a programme to supplement successful ongoing initiatives that have similar goals to
Iwokrama; (b) courses aimed at raising income levels of local communities; and (c) primary
school education programs carried out by Iwokrama Rangers. Meanwhile CEWs have
received training in GPS use and have developed a capacity for resource mapping under the
supervision of the Centre's GIS specialist. The Social Science Unit has hired an Amerindian
Research Assistant to be mentored by staff of the Unit, both to further achievements of the
Unit's goals and objectives, and to support the individuaYs continued personal development,

Twokrama recognises that the impact of training is maximised when training workshops are
linked to concrete projects. Although not actively leading on livelihoods projects, the 11C has
promoted a number of training activities in support of small business and livelihood skills
development where these initiatives supportits mandate of collaborative resource
management. These activities, which Iwokrama sees as complementary to the activities of
other donors such as the UNDP's Poverty Eradication Frograirirne, have included a two-day
workshop on book-keeping and financial management held for eight Village Council
members July 1999, and a Youth Apprenticeship hands-on construction skills training linked
to the completion of the Training institute and radio station building at Bina Hill.

Through its theme on 'strengthening national technical rind professional educatt'on inforest ecology
riftd management', Twokrama is supporting the forestry and environment programmes at UG,
in\d education and training in other national institutions. A prograTrime of collaboration
with UG has bean initiated under a Memorandum of Understanding. A meeting between
Iwo}crama personnel and key senior staff of the University identified the following as some
areas of collaboration to be explored:
. assistance in supervising Masters degree level research;
. off-campus training of UG students at the Iwokrarna Forest;
. participation in the formulation and writing of research project proposals;
. guest lectureship by Twokrama staff at DC;
. an internship and capacity building programme at Twokrama for UG staff on

sabbatical leave, and
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o development and sharing of facilities and resources for information and training.

Through its theme on 'national capacity building and regional professional capacity
bullding', Twokrama has contracted thirteen young Guyanese under the Young Professionals
Frograinme - six Professional Development Fellows (PDFs) with post-graduate
qualifications and seven Research Assistants with bachelors level qualifications or the
equivalent. All have been engaged in a programme of work and meritorship in areas such as
collaborative resource management, ecotourism management and development, forest
ecology and management, wildlife management, geographicirLfonnation systems and
protected area management. Iwokrama has also committed itself to providing some nitrited
help towards including National Parks Corninission (NPC) personnel in relevant modules of
the ranger-training programme at Iwokrarna through partial funding. The tic sees regional
fedmical workshops as the principle vehicle for regional information sharing and lesson
learning.

b. Issues arising from the sub-programme.

. hiteUectual property - a theme raised by a number of local stakeholders was that
of the generation, recognition and ownership of knowledge. The existence of the
MRU reveals Iwokrama's concern to validate local knowledge and to strengthen
and restore local culture and language, yet there is a sense that in the short and
long-run, local people may be losing out to the outsiders and "experts" who come
along, fill their computers with data and leave. Similarly, some local people
perceive wide disparities in remuneration and recognition between the outside
"expert" scientists and the input of local experts. Some speak of outside experts
"exploiting our knowledge", and are concerned that their children "shouldn't
have to pay for their knowledge in twenty year's time", The challenge for
Twokrama is to translate an awareness of these perceptions into a progressive
strategy to build parinerships for community development, in a way that gives
due re ard to the eneration and ownershi of knowled e. See Recommendation

.

25.

Continuity of capacity building initiatives - the continuity of Iwokrama's
capacity building initiatives at both the coriumunity and the national levels is
important and there are growing expectations amongst many stakeholders that
these programmes wiU be maintained and farther developed. in reviewing the
remainder of the SHDP project and in dialogue with DFTD and other donors, the
Centre should give priority to:

Securing opportunities for a second intake of ranger trainees begintting October 2001
or January 2002. This intake should take recruits from local communities (say 6) to
meet Iwokrama's own future needs for staff, and recruit an additional group of
traitiees (say 6) from other hinterland communities to meet the emerging resource-
management needs of these COTmnunities and national agencies.
Offering at least three one~year Professional Development Fellowships at the post
masters or post-doctoral level at the begirmirig of 2002, in the areas of Forest Ecology
and Management, Environmental Economics and Conaborative Forest Management
and Planning.
Supporting these Fellowships with opportunities for short-term secondments and/or
sabbatical leave for staff from CFC, other national or regional agencies, the University
of Guyana and the University of the West Indies.
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Provision of two competitive scholarships per year begiririing October 2001 to allow
students from the coinmuriities living in or near the Iwokraina Forest to complete
their secondary edTICation and/or study at the University of Guyana, This initiative is
needed to provide them with the traitting and qualifications they will need to assurrie
eventually operational management positions at the Twokrama Forest.
Provision of two scholarships for graduate studies in wildlife biology and
management to fill gaps in national capacity building in a key area of forest-based
livelihood support. After completion of their graduate studies, the candidates should
idealIy be employed at the Centre under the Young Professionals Programme to
consolidate their professional development.
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2.4.5

Building on the successful community-based ittitiatives such as the Wildlife Clubs and the
work of the CEWs, Iwokrama is developing environmental education modules for use by
individuals and organizations at the local, regional and national level. The TIC has initiated a
"Friends of Iwokrama" group, now continued into its second year. This group meets once
every two months at well attended social gatherings where presentations on environniental
themes and topics are made by both national and international speakers. Twokrama hopes
that tiTe Friends network will eventually grow throughout the Commonwealth and other
pariner countries and become a focus for enhanced understanding of rain forest conservation
and Inariagement issues and a force for developing broader support for the Centre and its
programmes. Formightly 'Brown Bag' seminars are also held to disseminate research results
and share management experiences. These senimars are targeted at all resource
management professionals working in Guyana. They regularly attract 20-30 participants
including strong representation from young Guyanese professionals working at Twokrama,
in government agencies and at the University of Guyana. The Iwokrama Foundation Day
Lecture Series has been an annual event for six years and is weU received by the public.
Iwokrama has developed posters on themes such as the 11C's objectives, aspects of
conservation, and collaborative programmes with outer institutions such as Conservation
international, the Sari Diego Zoo, and the EPA. Finally the "Twokrama Brinetin" continues to
be regularly published and circulated,

Erroiro"mental e, 1,400tioiz gild 43/7"toness
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Twokrama staff are active in interacting with local schools and clubs on topics related to
Twokraina's activities and on broader issues of sustainable forest conservation and

development. Frequent merition is made of Twokrama's work in newspaper and TV items.
Visits of Region 9 school children to the Twokrama Forest have been very successful, with
parents also subsequently exposed via their children, Students have taken part in a series of
activities, including formal presentations by Rangers, guided tours of Tartte Mountain,
nature walks around the Field Station, and visits to the petr'oglypl'Is at Fairview. Following
completion of a large visitors' Centre at the field station, environmental education displays
will permit coriumuriity and school visits and a range of dissemination activities in the forest.

Iwokrama is trying to make its environmental education and awareness initiatives more
systematic. In August 2000, it convened a seminar on "Critical issues in Enviromnental
Education in Guyana" to discuss integrated approaches environmental education with staff
from the Ministry of Education, the Environmental Protection Agency and selected teachers
from both local high schools and hinterland schools. It is also building supportive alliances
with the Auditbon Society's Schoolyard Ecology and Citizens Science programmes.

I.
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Internally, it has recognized the need for Environmental Education Audience Assessments to
provide guidance on content and delivery mechanisms for different audience groups. The
Centre has also tried to initiate essay competitions for primary, secondary and tertiary
students with the Ministry of Education and would like to organise an armual Twokrama
Debating Competition on Forest Conservation and Management for secondary schools. It
also recognises the need for collaborative workshops with national agencies and UG
students on the theories and methods of environmental education.

Coriumunity members consulted during the mission were overwhelmingIy positive in their
appreciation of the value of improved understanding of their environment and its
sustainable management. The MTR team observe that a strengthened role for CEWs in
envirorunental education and awareness would be highly desirable, and that Radio
Paiwomak has a particularly important potential role in education and awareness raising on
malaria, Makushi culture, literature and many other subjects. Nevertheless, for this potential
to be systematically realised, the UC will need to be supported by appropriate huinan and
financial resources.

3. The Sustainability Challenge

3.1 Introduction

3.1. I

Twokrarna is a non-profit organization with both a non-profit, public-interest function and a
commercial function designed to test simultaneously the coriumercial viabinty of
environmentally and socially sustainable forms of forest use and management, and to
generate net income to support the Centre's public service Thission. The first is eligible for
public funding while the second may not be (except for subsidy and specific research
projects with a clear and direct public interest component, e. g. investigating the econointcs of
conventional and reduced impact logging). The second is able to attract private investrnent
while the first is not (except for advertising and personal or commercial sponsorship). These
two aspects of the Centre's work need to be managed in quite different ways if either is to be
effective (see Section 2.2,8 (e).

FIJIzctio"s of Twokr"in"

.

The logic of distinguishing public from private roles within the Twokrama enterprise leads to
the option of establishing an Twokrama-owned holding company ('Iwokrama Holdings Ltd')
to take the lead in organizing engagement with the commercial sector. This model would
of arify the distinctive roles of the titree main institutional actors, as follows:
. The 13:10krnmn Boft?, d of Trttstees would: (a) oversee strategy and set governing

pohcies and business principles; (b) act as the ultimate guarantor of sustainabihty
and equitability in all Iwokrama activities; and (c) monitor negotiations and
approve all agreements.

. The 1000krnmn International Centre, led by a Director General, would: (a) develop its
own business plan; (b) manage international fund-raising for an IwokrairIa Trust
Fund and new infrastructure at UG and in the field; (c) manage the protection of
Twokrama forest ecosystems; (d) manage links with national and international
government institutions and NGOs; (e) manage research and knowledge; (f)
manage links with academic institutions; (g) manage public education and
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information services; (h) manage local, national and regional technical
workshops; (i) provide quality assurance of corporate operations to the Board of
Trustees; and O) certify products for Twokrama branding.

. Iruokr"inn Hold^^gs Ltd, led by a Chief Executive Officer, would: (a) develop its
own business plan and an investrnent prospectus comprising a folio of business
plans for specific ventures, emphasizing commercial advantages avallable
t}rough Twokrama's branding and certification systems; (b) manage the search for
potential investors; (c) negotiate joint ventures (transparent to Board of Trustees);
(d) establish Twokrama-branded, jointly-owned subsidiary companies (approved
by Board of Trustees); (e) receive excess profits from subsidiaries (with accounts
to Board of Trustees); and (f) pass its own excess profit to the nC (with accounts
to Board of Trustees).

Li
The fact that the TIC and its holding company have different roles need not imply that the
whole two-part me chainsm must be established immediately, which would be expensive
and premature. Rather the aim here is to draw attention to the different roles in the ho e
that tl\ey can be performed, at least for a while, without incremental cost. For example, both
may be performed by a Director General recruited with this requirement in mind, or the role
of CEO of the holding company might be undertaken by one or more members of the Board
of Trustees who have private-sector backgrounds. It is suggested that the Board of Directors
seriously consider the financial advantages and disadvantages, and the organizational and
legal aspects, of distinct organizational structures that separate the public service, and forest-
related commercial activities of the Centre's work
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3.1.2

There is assumed to be a global value associated with the experimental nature of the
Twokrama initiative and its role as a research venture. The global value of this information
content is stressed as a primary output of the project, and the provision of this public good
externality is one rationale for donor buy-in to the project, It is reasonable to stress that
public-interest arguments alonejustify public investment in Iwokrama as a cost-effective
way to save, study and use sustainably some key components of global biodiversity. The
total cost of Iwokrama to the global public purse is moreover unlikely to exceed that of other
integrated conservation-development projects (ICDPs) that deal with coinparably large areas
of tropical moist forest27. Yet in the case of Twokraina, there are numerous intangible benefits
(like the promotion of good governance, local self-sufficiency, sustainable business activity
and ecological understanding) that are simply missing from many other ICDFs.

TITe Business Pmn envisions a process by which Twokrama is funded for a himted period by
governmental donors, during which time arrangements are made to attract private investors
and capture a share of resulting economic activity, a process that will reduce the need for
further public subsidy. There has been some slippage in the original schedule, so donor
subsidies will be required for several more years than previously hoped. While on oin
support by the international community is justifiable in terms of global benefits generated by
Twokrama, it may not be an ideal strategy for achieving sustainability of the enterprise. This
is because of the risks of 'donor fatigue' and the likelihood that donor funds will be tied to

Filltdi"g o117t, okr"ing

r
t,

'' For example: Wells, M. , Guggenheim, S. , Khan, A. , Wahjudi Wardojo and Iepson, P. (1999) litres ting in
Biodioersity: a Reoiett, of Infonesin'51ntegr"fed Conseroati'on "rid Deoelopment Projects (World Bank, Washington, DC),
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projects rather than helping to meet core costs, while also imposing inappropriate schediT^18
constraints.

This section addresses, firstly, the current funding outlook for Iwokrama, secondly the case
for donors that are already engaged with Twokrama, and others, to contemplate developing
follow-on projects, and thirdly, the case for the world coriumunity to make a one-off grant to
capitalize a sustainable financing mechanism. The combination of these interventions would
resolve most of the questions that now hang over the sristalriability of the Inc. The issue of
how to develop the coriumercial aspects of the Iwokrama initiative as a whole is addressed in
Section 3.4,

3.2 Current Funding Outlook

Sunnnarized in Tables I and 2 are cost and revenue data from the Business Plan, with

annendments suggested by the MTR team. Cost intommati. on represents the funding
requirement of a fully-functioning research centre at current levels of staffing and
programme support (Total Cost, Row I). Revised income projections for the main revenue
sources are shown in Rows 2-13 (in parentheses), these being explained in Section 3.4.

Revenues from timber (coriumunity forestry + RIL variant), ecotourism and NTFPs are
expected to be brought on stream earlier than those from carbon storage and bioprospecting.
This sequence is speculative, however, and depends on global everLts, national and
international legislation and stakeholder preferences for realising the development of these
options. It is also subject to luck, in that an early bioprospecting "hit" for example could
bring about aimost-immediate cost recovery'8.

The important bottom line is the adjusted net cash requirement in Row 19 (compared to the
original requirement in Row 15). Row 19 takes the new estimates of revenue generation and
offsets these against UC cost requirements. To the resulting net cash shortfall, are added
remaining donor coinmitrnents that are still online through to 2003. Row 19 is the bottom
line for donor consideration, and suggests a continuing short-fan in revenue of around Us$
0.4 million in year 10 (2007), rather than the full cost recovery that had been expected by
then. The near-terni funding requirement is noteworthy for the shortfall that is anticipated
in 2002

*

The analysis presented in Table 2 highlights the fact that some 36 percent of total DFTD
SHDP funds remain artspent, and this may be relevant to the length of any extension to this
project. If a six-month extension is granted to the end of 2001, these funds must be spent at a
high rate if they are to be used in full. It may therefore be more efficient instead to extend
the project by a full year, i. e. until inId-2002. Note also that, as total projected donor
disbursements in 2001 exceed projected nC costs, this further justifies an extension of DEID
SLIDP into inId-2002, since uns will help to balance donor income in relation to costs.
AsstLrning a DFTD SHDP extension to June 2002, revised figures (in bold and in square
brackets) have been included in Table 2, resulting in a more tapered donor income flow,
corresponding more closely with UC costs and potential business income streams. This
adjustrnent would reduce the severity the anticipated 'funding crunch' in 2002.

^

'' Assuming that measures were in place to ensure the capture of the resulting revenue stream, in duding
appropriate and enforceable contracts that provide for royalties and/or share dividends
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Table I: Revised h. tcome and Expenditure Projections, 1998-2007
Singe I. Yrs I to 5. (1998-2002) Stage 2. Y^ar^ 6 to 10 (2003-2007). Table revises Table I pp 37 of the Business Plan $'000

17:1

Year

F1

ITOTAL

COSTS

INCOME

.71

2. Timber

I

(1998)
3002

-~~I

3. Value Added

Processin

2

(1999)

4. Non Timber

Forest Products

4091

3

(2000)

I~71

5. Value Added

Processing
(NTFP)

2915

4

(2001)

6. Bio-diversity
Pros ectin

F:71

2934

200

7. ECo-Tourism

& other Visitors

5

(2002)

._I

350

2999

8. Consulting
o ortunities

6

(2003)

9. Training
Information

Products and

Arts

500

3110

trill

(51)

7

(2004)
3265

545

(200)

10.

Endowments,
rants

(39)

r. !

8

(2005)

50

100

3428

595

(350)

11. Project
Contributions

To Core Costs

10

9

(2006)

F. :I

(90)

100

(10)

150

12. Carbon

Offset

Investments

3600

650

(500)

20

(9)

10

(2007)

(99)

.:~I

(20)

200

(126)

200

710

(545)

3780

30

(1)

60

(109)

Comments additional to Business Plan information

(20)

50

300

(138)

1171

15

300

(100)
(120)

(12)

780

(595)

35

(11)

This represents a wall-funded centre and activities. Core costs for the Centre are thought to be a
minimum re uirement of DSS 500-600,000 (see Business Ian for breakdown)

120

250

30

(30)

400

(166)

~~~I

400

(150)

^ -J

40

Timber revenue stream urialtered but now begins 3 years later

180

60

400

54

(132)

(50)

500

(216)

~'I

45

Value added stream delayed by same time period

(13)

Draft Final Rep07t of the Iruokrnmn Mid-Term Review

240

95

120

600

(50)

600

(324)

Forecast NTFP revenues assuming a value of Us$1 per hectare multiplied by a quarter of the
Twokrama area. Benefits to commence in 2003 and to row at 10% er ear.

50

700

(486)

CTl

250

135

(54)

Assumes a modest value added equivalent of I% of NTTP value

240

800

(50)

250

r"~!

Revenue forecast urialtered

140

(95)

500

1000

(50)

Figures for 1998 and 1999 are actual revenues. For 2000, figure is a forecast. Numbers in
parentheses are revised forecasts. Different total visitation for 2000 then a projection growth rate of
between 10 risin to 50% er ear

250

145

(135)

500

rin

1000

Projected income from consulting services. Best estimate.

150

(140)

500

Unchanged from business plan

1000

F"

150

(145)

500

Unchanged from business plan. Reaching this figure implies
substantial and successful fund-raising efforts.

150

(150)

Surcharge of around 5% on research projects operating
out of Twokrama

This element is now scheduled to commence in year 5 (2002)
at the earliest
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'17/1

Year

INCOME

13.1nformation

value

r^

14. TOTAL

INCOME

( roected )

(1998)

1171

15. ORIGINAL

NET CASH

REQUEREMEN
T

(row I minus
14)

2

(1999)

?

1171

3

(2000)

?

3000.9

16. ADILJSTED
TOTAL

INCOME

sum rows 2-13

(figures in
arentheses)

15

F ___l

7

4

(2001)

4076

384

IT~I

5

(2002)

7

51

17. NEW NET

CASH

REQUIREMEN
T

(Tow I minus
16)

2531

925

7

6

(2003)

..

39

2009

1495

7

(2004)

?

F:~I

2951

18. Total donor

funds plus
other funds

(mainly
ecotourism

1998-2000)

194

1504

2135

?

8

(2005)

4052

F1i

595

975

2865

?

9

(2006)

987

19. Net balance

of nC costs and

projected donor
income (table 2
figures minus
row 17)

2721

860

rin

400

3290

7

10

(2007)

1185

2339

1704

138

3555

'~'I

?

2299

Comments additional to Business Planinformation

2139

2526

'' Donors are requested to take note of row 19 which displays the likely income deficit pattern that Twokrama will suffer over the next 3-4 years' Donors must consider how to cover Iwokrarna costs
during 2002 and 2003.
56

45

3830

r~'!

2581

Non-quantifiable value attributed to generated knowledge

1406

3006

(50)

fitis line shows the projected income as forecast in the original
business plan made up of the total revenues from the
on mai roections (an thin not in are ntheses above)

.:::l

1648

739

3080

This row simply shows the difference between necessary costs
of the centre and the original projected earnings from all sources
except donor inputs. Twokrama forest businesses shows positive return by 2007.

+242

483

F"

422

3364

- 491

ZERO

rin

520

Income generation generally revised downwards compared to row 14.

- 923

ZERO

4/6

. ~'~I

-739

ZERO

Row revises the cash requirement forecast accounting for lower income forecasts.

I~71

.422

ZERO

r~~
L_

.520

See table 2. Projected income from donors in bold from table 2 is based on the assumption that
the DFTD SHD projectis extended to inid-2001. Post-2000 eco, ourism incomeis accounted in
row 7.

-4/6 Critical row for donor consideration. rite excess above costs in 2001 hedges against a short-fall
in attaining revised income projections (i. e. a failure to obtain endowment funding).
A funding 'crunch' will take effect in 2002 and then with substantially greater severity in 2003Z2.
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ABLE 2 Donor In uts: Part A - Current Lar er Pro^Cts

ROTECTED COSTS (all fi ures in Us$)

r.

ONOR

UNDS

L _ .r'

ROjECT
URATTON

1.71

Fro-55S

ROTECr
G

months

emainin )

I . _,,-

F10 - Sun

years

IT.

EU

years + 6
months

OTAL FUNDS

(AMOUNT
EMAD. In. IC)

ar 1998 - Mar

001

3 months)

1998

I~~~!

un 1998 -

xtended to Dec

0013,

12 or T8 months)

years

o

,001,700

00,000
(114,289)

E~1

1999

years

u12000 - Iun
003

30 months)

IDA

NNUAL DISBURSEMENTS

,800,000
(1,774,242)

,090,900

1.71

OTALPROjECTED ANNUAL DISBURSEMENTS

(unbracketed totals assume an SHDP extension to end 2001; bracketed figures until inid-2002)

u1 ''9, _ ,,,
002

(18 months)

years

000

0,504

1,400,000
(1,047,073)

C ~71

915,300

ep 2000 - Aug
003

(32 months)

'' Assuming that the rate of spending of remaining funds stays constant, on a per month basis, over the outstanding period of that project. Start date used for disbursement projections is 01,012001
3, Note that a high proportion of total DPID SHDP funds are unspent (36% of total budget).

57

46,783

781,000

(681,000)

771

7,634

oral

10,007,900

r ___.

1,200,000
(1,097,002)

772,647

IsBunsED

O DATE

(END 2000)

127,573

001

,934,300

FTTl
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2,480

1,606,328

2002

85,711

17:1:1

ROjECTED ANNUAL DISBURSEMENTSso

100,000

,, 98,700

00,447

,025,75

I~~_,

114,289

003

,998,700

52,927

I'I

1,774,242

11,182,8281

100,000

102,998

18,829

[591,414]

102,998

54,000

18,829

27,000

11,375

09,415

,172,735
2,581,3211

11,375

1,057,204
t1,648,618j

74,250

83,665
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Table 2 (Continued) Donor Inputs Part B - Concluded
Projects or Funding Below Us$ 140,000

I_n

WICED

RCl&C

RCIPR

us Italian

overtimen.

I-

aldives +

auntius

ond Bank

acArthur

oundation

17.1,

Qinmonwealt

Secretariat

onoman

Dundalion

IT.

NDP Ranger
undin

1998

-.^ ~,

I_ .

NICEE Coin.

adjo Fund

Qinl Donor

unds

s$

rin

evenue From

isitors

,950

1999

1,166

ther income

.tTl

0,723

s$

o1alRevenue

3,000

oral Funds Received All Projects

000

I~.

5,000

S$

7,000

F'~~~I
L

otal

58

- J

s$

4,613

1:, ,, * ,, ~'

,950

0,000

1,166

2,000

0,723

9,225

120,000

32,126

I~.

5,000

6,250

0,780

3,838

,871

14,990

4,651

1,146,374

0,000

\__,;

,810

986,777

8,250

8,978

,245

98

14,990

-7.1

9,276

,269,866

,810

1,185,650

9,042

I __

,245

18

9,360

,348,365

,299,226

118,800

,487

123,287

,471,652
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3.3 Development of Governmental Donor Support

3.3. I

The donor-funded components of the Iwokratna initiative are judged successful in terms of
the intentions expressed in the Operation@I Plait and project docttineritation, while also being
effective in terms of their beneficial impact on local stakeholders, and strategic in terms of
their complementarity with other components in each case. It is also apparent that continued
donor support beyond the end of 2001 would be helpful, addressing both international
environmental concerns and priorities of sustainable development and poverty eradication.
The MTR also agrees that, in the long-term, Iwokrama has the potential to make substantial
contributions to meeting international Development Targets on poverty eradication in
Guyana and the region, thus Tendering Iwokrama eligible for support from a range of

The cosefor co"tinned doffor st, pport

.

.

I^

.. .

sources.

n\is analysis may be particularly relevant to DFTD, WITich has invested most in targeting
poverty-related issues, and may reasonably be expected to be sympathetic to a request for a
follow-on To'ect see Recommendation 26 . The recise form of such a new ro'ect would

Drqj+ Final Report of the 1,170kramtt MM-Term Reuie, o
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need to be defined by a spedalist mission, but its key attributes should respond to two sets of
recommendations. The first set corn rises Reconunendations 3-7 on NTFP develo merit

I

11^
^I

,-"

F' . .

Recommendation 8 on coriumuni -based forest mama ement usin low-itn act recision

harvesting of high-value timbers and NTFPs, with on-site processing and maximum local
value-addin Recoilrrnendation 11 on a rocess leadin to the inclusion of informal

chainsaw 10 ers in national forest mana ement, and Recoinmendation 24 on ca aci

building including business traitrtng for local people. This would address the vital fields of:
(a) how to use NTTPs as a basis for community ventures and joint-ventures with outside
business pariners; (b) development of grass-roots forest management with maximum impact
on the well-being of the poorest and most marginal groups in Guyana, and on the
environment that may otherwise suffer considerable damage; (c) strengthening of the
capacity of local people to enter into equitable and profitable business ventures; (d) explicitly
broadening Twokrama's environmental education within Guyana through prograrrirrLes to
Teach schools, Amerindian groups and other parties, using the Into rination and
Communication Unit as key linkage to these national constituencies; and (e) provision of
training services on a contracted basis to CMents in national park and sustainable forestry
management, nationally and regionalIy.

L_.

11

The second set coin rises Recommendation 32 on the need for a howled e mama ement

I

strategy, management information system and a linked participatory monitoring and
evaluation system and on-site knowledge bank with free access. This would address the
important fields of (a) creating an institutional capacity for adaptation to changing
stakeholder demands and in response to uptake of results; (b) for effective repordrig; (c) for
understanding impacts on a diverse array of stakeholders and how to-direct them in the
field; (d) for communicating more effectiveIy with stakeholders to meet their needs more
exactly over time; and (e) for encouraging and enabling local primary stakeholders to take
informed decisions. It is suggested that this component of the new project also be used to
provide resources with which to ensure continuity of employment and operational support
for the core staff of the Management Coinimttee.

~

11

,--

r. \ A further issue specific to DEID is to ensure full coordination between Twokrama and
Enterprise Development Competitiveness initiative currently under development by DFTD
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Barbados, which potentially could provide support to costire the quality of business
development activities focussed around business groups involved in ecotoiirism and
handicrafts development.

A third group of issues relevant for wider donor review relate to resolving some of the key
constraints experienced by Iwokrarna with current funding arrangements. These could
usefulI be considered b a meetiri of a Donor Sri ort CToti see RecoTmnendation 35

and include: (a) lack of core funding for important though non-project-specific activities,
such as the Director General's salary, building costs of an HQ on the UG calnpus32,
sustaining tec}mical networks" and meeting costs of Board of Trustees meetings3'; (b)
Iwokrama's reporting difficulties across a wide portfolio of projects; (c) the time demands
and opportunity costs of attending to frequent donor monitoring missions"; and (d)
development of methods to ensure continuity in institutional memory as contracts conclude
of project-funded staff. Resolution of these issues will require considerable inter-donor
communication and flexibility to respond to the needs of Twokraina as a unique international
institution, falling outside nonnal categories of project-minted donor support.

Donor flexibility in meeting core funding needs would require adoption of the view that
Twokrama has now established its credentials and can be considered as a partner with the
capacity to manage ITon-tied funds in an appropriate manner. As existing donor projects
approach their conclusion, the impact of cessation of funding on achieving project outputs
and purpose will become clear. Donors are requested to respond creativeIy to the option of
supporting follow-on phases or new projects, in fine with progress and stakeholder demands
in each field of Twokrama's work.

Fii\any, it is clear that developing fund raising efforts has been neglected by Iwokrama and
its Board of Trustees, due to the constrairits mentioned above, Dynamic staff with time and
resources to dedicate to complex processes are required. Donors should seek to monitor and
support progress in developing and implementing fund-raising, even beyond the option of
obtaining substantial support for a GEF trust fund. It must be remembered that diversity in
international funds allocated to Twokrarna, leads to a corresponding diversity in
partrierships, which is part of Iwokrama's remit.

I_.

"I
.

F1

U

F"~

,ti
C.

I~^

3.3.2

A feature of the Global Environment Facility (GEF) is its emphasis on establishing
sustainable financing mechanisms of various kinds, and it has actively explored the use of
trust funds and trust-like mechanisms in many countries. A review of 13 such funds36
concluded that the GEF should continue to finance such mechanisms if the circumstances

meet four essential conditions, which are that: (i) the issue to be addressed requires a

The errse for " GEF Trust F1, "a

32 Estimated construction cost is about Us$ I million. Of special importance is the development of a stakeholder
consensus on the role of the planned HQ which would danfy particular themes within the 11C's programmes to
be emphasised and enhanced by this fadlity. This topic that might be tacl<led by a DFID project design mission,
and reviewed by the Donor Support Group.
33 An estimated Us$ 25,000 per year would be needed to establish and maintain the Scientific and Technical
Advisory Network envisaged in the Operational Plan.
34 Donors should consider mereasing the percentage of contingendes to levels of around 15% of each total budget
351wokrama staff identified the need to prepare for and accompany donor missions as a constraint on meeting
work plan commitments. In 2001 missions are expected from EC, Trio and CIDA.
36 GEF (1998) Experience with Conservation Trust Fillids. GEF Secretariat (Washington, DC).
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coinmittnent of at least 10-15 years; (it) there is active government support for a public
private sector mechanism outside direct goverriment control; (ill) there is a critical mass of
people from diverse sectors of society who can work together to achieve biodiversity
conservation and sustainable development; and (Iv) there is a basic fabric of legal and
financial practices and supporting institutions (including banking, auditing, and contracting)
in WITich people have confidence. Where these circumstances exist, as they do in relation to
Iwokrama, formation of a Trust is an efficient way to achieve long-term aims that depend on
slow processes, such as community strengthening and partriership-building with
conservation agencies,

L_

L

I~
I.

The Business Plan describes Twokrama as a strong candidate for endowment funding and
envisions developing a strategy to obtain the necessary capital. The Bt, siness Plan envisaged
Twokrama developing ark aggressive strategy to raise endowment furids and that a concerted
effort in this regard would begin in 1998 with a significant direct involvement of the Board
and senior personalities in the Coverrunent of Guyana. To date little has been done in this
area beyond the Board noting the need for a high profile chainpion for the Centre. The
recent decision of the Prince of Wales to become the Patron of the Centre should however

provide renewed impetus for efforts in this area and the GEE is a key potential source of
such funds.

--,

r
~J
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The main rationale for seeking a GEE grant with which to finance an Twokrama Trust Fund is
that: (i) it would consolidate the contribution of the international community in one
permanent transaction, thus avoiding the effects of future donor fatigue; (11) it would create a
permanent source of core funding without the administrative and other drawbacks of project
funding; (lit) it can readily be justified on the grounds of global interest and incremental
value; (iv) ft\e track record of Twokrama and the involvement of numerous governmental
donors (and engagement with tite private sector) would make the proposal highly credible;
and (v) the innovative and replicable nature of the Twokrama initiative in the areas of
biodiversity and sustainable management of tropical moist forest ecosystems would position
the programme centrally in GEF's field of interest. If such a sustainable financing
mechanism is established, the environmerttal and social impacts of the resulting investment
portfolio should be recognized, and a requirement for ethical investments should be imposed
on the fund mama ers from the be , See Recoinmendafion 27.
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Strategy for Commercial Development

34.1

TITe Twokrama forest grows on poor, ancient soils, and is both fragile and unproductive
when viewed as a resource for industrial logging or plantation agriculture. Viewed from the
perspective of the sunrise industries of bioprospectirig and ecototirism, however, then the
forest has strong comparative advantage as a object of investinent, This is because
technology and markets have evolved to the point at which they can value and use the chief
attributes of the area, which are high biodiversity and natural splendour. The world's
economy is becoming daily more diverse, and hungers for yet more diversity, driven by
technology that can handle unprecedented amounts of titormation. The Iwokrama forest is
an evolved system that contains an extremely dense accumulation of inforrriati. on. Thus it is
expected that human ingenuity, modem technology, and the high biodiversity of the
Iwokrama forest, put together, can in principle support a spectacular diversification of the
economy.
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Twokrama's strategy, therefore, is to preserve the biotic resource while making it avallable
for non-destructive commercial use. The expectation is that an expanding array of
specialised businesses can and will develop to make creative use of the forest and its
information content. The key challenge here is to establish conditions that allow private
companies to do what they do best - to take risks creativeIy for profit - while miniinizing
conflict and resource degradation, and ensuring that a share of created wealth is retained to
finance both the conservation process and the local human development process.

The authors of the Business Plan envisioned that revenues would be captured by the 11C from
commercial activities using forest resources, leading in due course to a "substantial degree of
self sufficiency with respect to core fortding". So defined, this target is a sensible approach to
uncertain business plannir, g. hity targets in Table I will be contingent on the success of as
yet undefined "goods" (e. g. forest timber concession or co-management arrangements) that
will be subjected to an invited bidding process. At present, 11C revenues are made up of the
contributions of individual donors and the projections from the revenue categories in Table
I. These commercial revenue projections merit some commentary, which is provided below.

3.4.2

The Business Plan anticipates that timber revenues will represent the single most important
revenue source for Iwokrama in the first few years' This assuinption was based on the
realistic view that, even though conventional industrial logging is a conceptuaHy obsolete
way to use a biodiverse tropical moist forest, other uses seem unlikely to generate equivalent
funds quickly enough to satisfy the demand for an early disengagement of international
donor support. Iwokraina therefore prioritized the study of reduced-impact logging (RIL),
with a view to extracting a commercial timber harvest from the SUA with minimum damage
to the residual stand. Another aim is to investigate whether RIL is financially and
economicalIy viable under local conditions, with a view to encouraging the voluntary update
of IOCaUy-suitable techniques through appropriate goverrunentincentives and disincentives.
in this area, Iwokrama's work overlaps with the alms of Tropenbos, GEC and increasingly
the domestic and international timber industry.

Timber, 11/4 red"cad-import logging
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To date the greater focus of research has been on the design of RIL experiments and
ecological impacts of harvesting. This information will feed into the desigTi of a management
plan for the SUA. A consulting arrangement has been set tLp with ITED for short-term inputs
for a cost-benefit study of RIL management. It will gather rigorous cost data on both RIL
and conventional harvesting tedmiques and will involve more than a strictly financial
analysis of the relative operational efficiency of different practices. The study will
investigate the economic signiticance of any impact RIL techriiques may have on maritalrung
or enhancing the abihty of the forest to support the production of high value timber products
over multiple rotations. It will also investigate the potential of I^IL applications to generate
additional income from the sale of environmental services such as carbon emission offsets.

.

,\I.

Twokrama aims to invite bids for a management and harvesting arrangement that will attract
external investrrent and makes provision for revenue sharing, but the exact requirements for
bidders win only be specified (via ITTO consultancies) close to completion of SUA and WP
management plans. A package with a substantial element of community-based forestry is a
likely outcome of these processes, suggesting the development of joint ventures with local

.
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communities. This is consistent with social development objectives, but the extent to which
commercial harvesting and processing can be reconciled with coinmurii^I management
structures has yet to be proven. Various sources consulted by the MTR tealn doubted the
revenue potential of a inL-community operation. A road construction requirement might
also serve to reduce the attraction to bidders. Clearly the degree of capital-intensive vertical
inte ration will be minted. See Recommendation 8.
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3.4.3

Returns to ecotourism development represent an attainable source of finance for Twokrarna,
which is already bringing in some revenue. The UC has produced an extensive Strategy
Document that resulted from a number of consulting inputs. This work suggests great
potential, but does not contain any robust market sizing exercise based on realistic scenarios
of capacity development at or around the field station. At present the development potential
of Twokrama is highly -speculative as the ecotourism market is currently minted in Guyana,
and overall tourist numbers are modest. There is nevertheless a perception among some
potential investors in this sector that Twokrama could be worthwhile as a ground floor
investrnent once a clear code of practice and other rules are established. in that case,
Twokrama may be able to 'jump-start' ecotourism investments in Guyana, once systems are
functioning well. However, although there are some plans for expanding the installation
with added accommodation and a canopy walkway may increase visitor numbers within 2-3
years, the projected revenues from ecotourism in Table I have been revised downwards
considerably to reflect the fact that volumes are likely to remain fairly low. Costs due to
maccessibility are the principal constraint on this income element, as are perceptions of
Guyana as a high-risk destination.

I~I

ECotoi, I'ism
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3.4.4

Several NTFPs are thought to offer promise for profitable exploitation from the Iwokrama
area, but the true economic potential of NTFPs may be litnited because they are likely to be
costly to extract and process. The 11C's research has concentrated on plant ecologyr impact
and methods of harvesting product identification and harvested volumes, and much less
work has been done on the economics of sustainable extraction, economic valuation and

value chain/marketing analysis. This represents a considerable handicap to any
understanding of the true long-tenn potential for NTFPs as a sustainable source of revenue
and as an element for the community-managed SUA concession. This gap in the
understanding of the economics of NTFPs is also acknowledged by the CFC, which
envisions the development of a national code of practice to regulate management and
harvesting. Working in support of CFC efforts, there is potential for a substantial
contribution from Twokrama in this area. .

Non-Timber Forest Pro, IWCts

,
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As with timber, an important adjunct to NTFP exploitation is the desire to increase the extent
of value added in resource exploitation, especially in production nearer the owning and
harvesting coinmurrtties. Consultation with furniture producers, however, revealed a
number of challenges beyond the lack of basic ecological, price and quantity data. The most
important appears to be the need to identify or develop niche markets for high value-added
NTFP products. No comprehensive economic study on the potential of NTFP markets has
yet been carried out. This basic market research is necessary to substantiate the crude

.
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estiinates for NTTP revenues used in Table I, and will be carried out during the first six
months of 2001 via InO consultancies. An important chatter18e for liana-based products is
that they face stiff competition from rattan-based products from Asia. in the absence of more
specific economic studies on the value of NTTPs, Table I has imputed a modest value per
hectare for NTTPs. A similarly modest assumption has been made for the extent of added
value,

3.4.5

Twokrama's bioprospectirig programme is in its itJancy although early signs are that the
forest may indeed be a rich and diverse source of bioactive molecular designs. Much
additional work is required, on ERR and benefit sharing contracts, on anti-biopiracy
cooperation and other aspects of best practice, as well as on species inventories and sample
bioassay sequences, before there are grounds for amending the conservative revenue
projections given in the Business Pinti, which are thus retained in Table I.

Biol?70specting

3.4.6

Twokrama's significant amount of stored carbon represents a potential bankable opportunity
if and when carbon trading arrangements are clarified at the international level. in readiness
for this, a rudimentary calculation of the carbon budget for Iwokrama is available and this
information is probably sufficient at the present time. The carbon projections in Table I
have been delayed by at least two years from the original schedule. in the meantime, some
indication on possible outlets for this carbon could be explored in readiness for changes in
international arrangements, and contacts developed with experienced intermediaries and
carbon brokers37.

Carbo" seqwestrntio" ""d trading

3.4.7
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This category relates principalIy to rid hoc fund-raising activity by the Board of Trustees and
the Director General, but the nC is also planning other ittitiatives which will include contacts
with potential corporate and Foundation sponsors in the Us, a mail out to past Twokrama
visitors with an invitation to sponsor identified forest patches, creation of a Friends of
Twokrama initiative in the UK, and targetted solidtation of the large Guyanese expati. iate
population. There are by now hundreds of proven techriiques for conservation furid-raising,
and a much more focussed approach to this is an essential step for Iwokrarna given its
chronic shortage of core funding and the impending gap in all hinding in the medium term.
One possible opportunity is the potential to persuade private companies38 that hold
goverrunent bond debt to transfer their bonds to Iwokrama, which could then convert them
domestically. This could only happen if it had the fun support of the Government of Guyana
tits-I^"t, is alternative options that the Government may be considering for this aspect of its
debt-management portfolio. Formal Government endorsement of the concept would
therefore be required before any approach was made to bond holders regarding any debt-for

Errdoz, ,meltts gildgr, litts
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37 For exam Ie, Smartwood, USA, or an Fehse at WWW. ecosecurities. coin.

38 including Esso, Caterpillar and at least 18 other Companies
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nature strategy. kilother pre-requisite would be clear policy by the Board of Trustees on the
extetit of engagement with private enterprise for such an tittiative, given that participating
coin amies ina want to be reco 'sed as associated armers. See Recommendation 29,

I'

3.4.8

I-

The key to making a successful application for funds in normal circuTnstances is clarity of
purpose, and this will increasingly be demanded of Iwokrama in future as public donors
look for exit strategies and private investors look for security, The 11C requires a reliable
supply of internationally-sourced core funding, and additional capital with which to build
permanent infrastructure at UG and in the field. Meanwhile, the Twokraina forest requires
investors for stand-alone ventures or joint ones with the UC and/or with local businesses in
various combinations. The chance of obtaining these resources for these purposes will be
greatly enhanced if the two processes are clearly disdriguished in the minds of fund-raisers
and o1ential donors and, nvestors. See Recommendatioit 30.

}11stitlitioiz"I roles ill COMmerci"I deadopmeiit
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations
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4.1.

I
\:

Based on the findings of Section 2, Iwokrama has made impressive progress since rind-1998.
This is especially evident in the following areas:

Highlights of Progress

I--I

I '

Deneloj?ing nit Milderst"?Idi"g of the gre"ter Tzuokr"ingforest ecosystem. Twokrama has been
very effective in documenting the diversity and natural history of wildlife and other forest
resources both directly, using scientific methods (inventory, taxonomy and systematics,
long-term field study, etc. ), and indirectly, using ethnobiological techniques to take
advantage of the deep knowledge of the local environment that is possessed by local people,
most of whom belong to Amerindian groups that are indigenous to the general area. By
these means, ecological and economic linkages around the forest have been clarified,
including those among the forest, the North Rupununi savarinahs, the associated river
systems, and the people who inhabit and use the landscape as a whole.

Malt, Igiiig tech"tent glad other infothi"fluff to SIIpj, oft plait"titg. Iwokrama has also been
effective in organizing and using the information it has obtained to map and classify the
many forest types and coriumunity lands in and around the forest. Social, economic, cultural
and ecological values have been defined and locations scored and mapped using GPS and
CIS technology to support both participatory and technical resource management planning.
This information has fed into the process of mapping and zoriing the TwokraTna forest,
resulting in the definition of the SUA and WP that will under-pin all subsequent work. This
process has had the effect of building a range of capacities and applied skills at Iwokrama
that are now available to be used in many other ways.

Det, eloping hitm, 111 resoz4rces glad capqcit!/, At the field level, the largest single In^. D
intervention by Twokrarna is the Ranger trainirig programme, This is nearing completion,
and has taken 13 individuals through a comprehensive curriculum taught by expert
instructors both national and international. This training has equipped Rangers for wide
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range of duties, including forest managemerit, enforcement, assisting visiting researchers,
guiding visitors, and working as a key interface between Iwokrarna and local communities.
The latter role links with that of the Community Environmental Workers (CEWs) who are
employed by Twokrama in each of the coriumunities of the North Rupunurii and Fairview. At
the level of the 11C, Iwokrama has recruited thirteen young Guyariese under the Young
Professionals Programme - six Professional Development Fellows (PDFs) with post-graduate
qualifications and seven Research Assistants with bachelors level qualifications or the
equivalent. All have been engaged in a two-year structured professional experience
programme working with senior staff. The YPs were selected to work in the areas of forest
conservation and management, protected areas management, conaborative and community
development, forest ecology, ecotourism management and development, wildlife
management and geographic infonnation systems,

PMblic o14tre, ,ch. The Information and Communication Unit (ICU) has been active in
managing a well-used public library and research space, a web-site and a multimedia
publications service. The TIC also runs an active series of ITiformal seminars, more formal
public lectures, public forums, and techriical workshops. interested individuals find contact
with the Centre and its programmes through the Friends of 1000krnmc Association.

Congbor, Itjolt rutth local co"tint, ?litres. One of the most successful of Twokrama's tittiatives

has been its work with local communities. Twokrama facilitated the emergence during 1996
of a permanent local forum, the NRDDB, which has an increasingly strategic role in
promoting dialogue and consensus, articulating local aspirations, and providing an interface
between local people and the outside world (including Iwokrarna, government and donor
agencies). Iwokrama also helped to establish the MRU, which has made ark important start
in documenting many aspects of local tradition, language and ethnobiological knowledge
among the Makus}it inhabitants of the northern Rupunuril savannahs. This work preceded a
process of participatory community resource assessment (i. e. PintlA) that has yielded a
detailed account of each community find their resot, rce MSB patterns both to inform ruseroe
planning rind for use as a basis for community development planning. The success of the
NRDDB and MRU in particular are signs of the emergence of a strong local sense of self-
identity, self-reliance and common purpose, These initiatives have combined with others
such as Ranger and CFW recruitment and training, establishment of Wildlife Clubs at local
schools, assisted with the construction of a community framing centre (the Bina Hill
Institute) and helped found a community radio (Radio Paiwomak) in partriership with the
Guyana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC) and the local communities through the NRDDB.
The net result is an unusually intimate and mutually supportive relationship between
Twokrama and most local coriumunities.
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Congbor"tioit "cross 1241tio""I rind sector, ,I bowli, I, ,ties. A number of techriical workshops
have been organized by Iwokrarna, drawing representatives from different sectors witrtiri
Guyana (government agencies, private businesses and NGOs) as well as from other countries
in the region (principalIy SLITiname, Venezuela and Brazil). Subjects have included reduced
impact logging (which hitiated a national debate leading towards the development of a
certification system for sustainably-produced timber) and the conservation and sustainable
and equitable use of wildlife resources, Workshops are designed through multi-stakeholder
planning meetings, resulting in a content that closely matches the needs and interests of the
participants.
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PRrtitershipsj0, '800,180tient!Ince, A common theme among several areas of progress is that
Iwokrama is demonstrating case by case how inclusion and dialogue promote efficiency and
sustainability, and in the process contributing to the development of consultative protocols
for use in many development and resource-using activities. This is a major cross~cutting
influence in favour of good governance, which the National Dez, elopingnt Strategy of 2000
identifies as an essential pre-condition for sustainable development. It is reflected in the
Memoranda of Understanding that Twokrarna has established with national institutions,
induding:
. the Guyana Forestry Commission (CFC), February 1998;
. the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), July 2000;
. the Guyana Broadcasting Corporation, March 2000;
. the Guyana Marine Turtle Conservation Society;
. the Fisheries Departrnent of the Ministry of Agriculture, November 2000; and
. the University of Guyana (UG, in preparation).

1.1
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Particip, Ittoll irritation"I committees, Twokrama staff have provided advice or been active
participants in a number of national coriumittees and working groups, including:
. the National Biodiversity Advisory Cornrntttee (NBAC);
. the information Network on Science and Technology (INSAT);
o the Tourism and Hospitality Association of Guyana ('inAC);
. the Guyana Elections Coriumission;
. the National Protected Areas Secretariat;
. the National interim Working Group on Forest Certification;
. the National Working Group on Consultation for Wildlife Conservation

Regulations; and
. the inter-Agency Co-ordinating Group for North Rupununi Development.

Drqft Final Report of the 1,110krnmn MM-TentiReoiet"
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filmierIce o11 emerging them"tic processes. There are a number of national-level thematIC
processes to which Iwokrama has contributed strongly and will continue to do so. These are
hard to classify as outputs of individual projects, yet they are of great strategic importance to
the success of Iwokrarna and to the sustairLable development of Guyana. The MTR
assessment of the early effectiveness of this work and future impacts is very positive, and
indicates that Iwokrama has become aligned within the DFTD Sustainable Livelihoods
approach, as an institution with the capacity to influence policy, institutions and processes in
rainforest management. Emerging them anc processes include the following:
. Development of reduced impact logging techniques and implementation of the

Code of Practice produced by the CFC.
. Development of new plannirLg and operating standards for industrial timber

concession management.
. Road and river management planning capacity,
. Development of national GIS capacity.
. Development of equitable arrangements for bioprospecthig.
. Development of a national protected area system.
. Development of national witchite management capacity.
. Restoration of Amerindian cultare and traditional forest-related knowledge.
. Environmental education.

. Development of non-timber forest products and their downstream processing,
and thereby the biodiversification of the forest-based economy.

. Development of ecototLrism as part of a broader effort to market Guyana as a
destination for visitors to the southern Caribbean and South America.
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. It is also increasingly expected that, following GFC's lead, Iwokrama could
support efforts to improve forest management practices by small-scale chainsaw
joggers.

Lesson fom7, ing fit SIIst"innble nodihoods. Iwokrama has shown how strong links exist
between different kinds of capital in rainforest contexts with Amerindian populations, and
has developed approaches potentially relevant to other forest management contexts. The
innovative SITStairiable livelihoods (SL) work of this project merits research and advisory
support from DFTD, to draw out key lessons on generic issues, and provide a deeper
theoretical underpinning for the work. Iwokrama's sustainable livelihoods work presents
many itin ovative features, including: (1) the focus on the respect for indigenous knowledge
and its use in wildlife managemerit and other areas of natural resources managemerit; (11) use
of wildlife as an entry point into both conservation and sustainable livelihoods; (in) the role
of women in the restoration of indigenous knowledge; (iv) development of local institutions
tie. NRDDB) to facilitate decentralization; (v) local empowerment and multiple collaborative
relationships; (vi) making linkages and promoting synergies between micro and macro
levels; and (vii) developing livelihoods based on intact rainforest resources and forest
margins.

More engagement with DPID would permit generation of information to feed into existing
efforts to institution ahse SL approaches within the work of DFTD and of other donors. A key
point would be to strengthen the case for the role of the SL framework beyond its role in
analysis. Iwokrarna's staff have successfuUy applied the basic principles lying behind SL
approaches, but have had little formal training in the emerging body of SL theory and
practice. An advisory visit would thus strengthen capacities to work in all sectors of the
framework, with particular emphasis on policies, institutions and processes. This would be
further contribute to Twokrama's crucial interventions in national and regional processes by
strengthening staff policy/processes influencing skins. The itInovative sustainable livelihoods
work carried out under this project merits research and advisory support from DFTD, to
draw out key lessons on generic issues, and provide a deeper theoretical underPITming for
the work.

4.2

!\

.

Output to Purpose Linkages

4.2. I

,
I I
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The purposes set out for the SFM prograirmie involve: (1) demonstrating rairrforest
conservation and equitable use; (it) delivering multiple products and services; (in)
integrating research, tramirig and education activities; and (Iv) generating ecological,
economic and social benefits for the people of Guyana and the international community.
Progress on each of the outputs specified in the 0178mtionn! Plan and InO project to date is
very positive, and a high probability exists of these outputs leading to purpose achievement,
though a long time frame (beyond the end of the DFTD and TITO projects) up to 10 years
from present is indicated for convincingIy demonstrating SFM. The refinements and new
opportunities listed as recommendations would fine-tune the existing output-to-purpose
linkages, and should not be seen as necessary conditions for achieving the purpose, rather as
further contributory elements.
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Further issues around the relevance of Iwokrama's programme turn on the conceptual
differences between models and processes. One defuiition of Iwokrama's mandate might be
that the TIC should dedicate attention phase-by-phase to resource and socio-economic data
collection, zoriing, management plan preparation and implementation (and all other
management planning activities), based on the understanding that this sequenced set of
programmes and activities make up a unitary model, which is to be demonstrated and then
transferred to other 'users'.
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This narrow defiriition of the TIC's mandate would encounter transfer ability constraints due
to the model's high cost and the perception amongst some stakaliolders that the research
focus is over-dominant. Already within the timber industry comments were received to the
effect that Twokrama's 'excessive' staff levels and costs make their work mapplicable to
timber concessions. A further constraint on transfer ability relates to the high specifici^r of
SUA planning model to local conditions, For example, success in ecotourism development
will depend on a series of specific factors such as Two}:rama's location at the savannah-forest
interface, good road/air access, the existence of a field station, the attractiveness to tourists of
access to wildlife research results and the OPPOTturiity for genuine contact with indigenous
people and their knowledge. These favourable circumstances make Iwokrama particularly
attractive for ecotourism and imply that the over an 'SUA management modeY would be seen
as less replicable, for example by timber industry and other actors that manage forest areas
without these comparative advantages.
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An alternative interpretation that fits with Twokrama's own perspectives, would be to view
the Centre's contributions as intelligent interventions in a range of local-national-regional-
international processes, each one of which clusters around activity sets demonstrated at field
level. These activity sets might be characterized as follows:
. 1<1L + imptoved forest management + forest certification + support to improving

the formal timber industry sector;
. community forestry + improved recovery + local organisation + support to

improving the chainsaw logging sector;
. Amerindian knowledge + maintaining local language + resource management;
. community ecotourism + conservation contracts + wildlife management +

indigenous knowledge application;
. community forestry + Amerindiar\ participation + NTFP/timber extraction and

value-adding + women's involvement + craft micro enterprises/development of
handicrafts markets;

. biodiversity utilization + bioprospecting + IPR protocols + international
collaborative systems;

. consultative protocols for stakeholder participation + development of local
representative organisations + NGO-Government collaboration + phased
decentralization.
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The overall SFM model therefore disaggregates into 'modules' of overlapping activity
spheres that link coherently; yet each have particular primary stakeholders. Time-scales to
produce useful results also vary. This conceptualisation illustrates how the Twokrarria
approach ties in clearly to the DFTD Sustainable Livelihoods frainework. One example are
the links that have been shown to function between restoring Amerindian culture/resource
knowledge and improved community organization 0'1uman and social capital); conserving
key resource stocks (natural capital); and the creation of OPPorturiities for ecotoiTrism and
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micro-enterprise development (financial capital), all within wider improvements in
governance. Key aspects of TwokraTna's experience to date include:
. Groups of stakeholders with a particular interest in the positive livelihood

outcomes arising from the outputs of each module can be identified.
. Collaboration between multiple actors is facilitated and takes account of the

synergies between interventions in various sectors.
. Macro-micro links are actively fostered by TwokraTna, as field results feed into

and inform policy development and other wider dissemination processes.
. Favourable national policy development produced through Iwokraina's work in

each 'module', in turn leads to widely dispersed positive livelihood outcomes.
. Modules contribute to the sustainable accumulation of different kinds of capital

by stakeholders through mutually supportive linkages.

This multi-faceted participatory approach to action-learning is relevant to all aspects of
natural resources management. The management of namral resources almost always
involves political decisions about who gets what, where and why at the interface of public
and private goods considerations in situations where strong differentiation in stakeholder
interests and power exist, The overall relevance of Iwokrama's complete 'package' will
increasingly become evident as national protected area systems develop in Guyana and the
region, and Twokrama should therefore make particular efforts to contribute to the
develo merit of a national rotected area s stem see Recommendation 34 . It will also

become increasingly relevant as Guyana and other countries embark on legislative reform in
the natural resources sector, begin to develop national forest plans and work to resolve the
complex social, technical and institutional issues associated with activities such as chainsaw
logging. A key priority for the 11C is to reaffurn its mission as contributing to the generation
of field-level experiences in an action learning context relevant to particular dissemination
and policy development processes, each set around specific clusters of practical activities.

4.22

The purposes of the biodiversity prograinrne involve: (i) managing a totally protected area
(TPA) wift'tin the Iwokrama forest primarily for wilderness values and the preservation of
species richness; and (it) developing and using a bioprospectirig capacity to identify and
bring to market new products and processes based on the biodiversity of the Twokrarna
forest as a whole. The outputs by which these purposes are to be achieved comprise: (i)
participatory management planning and implementation; (it) inventory of biodiversity assets
and managing the resulting information to support forest management, ecotourism,
education, etc. ; and (lit) a bioprospecting programme with clear legal foundations and that
operates through equitable business partrierships. These outputs seem reasonably likely to
lead to the achievement of the purpose, but this will depend as much on how they are done
as on whether they are done

I I

Biodiz)ersity conservation rindi, SE
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The existence of the TPA is deeply embedded within the Iwokrama ittitiative, and enjoys
strong governmental and local support along with the rest of the enterprise. This makes it
very likely that the TPA can make the difficult transition from a 'paper park' to a real one, i. e.
one that is permanently accepted and valued by local society. Although the boundaries of
the TPA have yet to be defined, and the management plan sun only comprises some general
principles on permitted and prohibited activities, the process by which this situation will be
changed is clear and well underway. The tinted biodiversity inventory and bioprospecimg
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activities are still being established and some key issues are outstanding that are related to
knowledge management capacity, legal context, and the distribution of benefits arising from
bioprospecting discoveries. Nevertheless, overall progress on each of the outputs specified
in the Operational Plan and EC project document to date is positive, and a high probability
exists of these outputs leading to purpose achievement provided Twokrama continues to
learn from and cooperate with other institutions around the world which have already met
and overcome the unique challenges associated with bioprospectirig.
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4.2.3
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The purpose of the Sustainable Human Development (SHD) project is to build capacity to
address complex issues related to forest management among four primary stakeholder
groups, which can be characterized as follows: (a) Twokrama staff, comprising all Guyanese
staff in full-time employment, such as Young Professionals and Rangers; (b) local people,
comprising approximately 3,500 inhabitants of 13 communities in the north Rupununi
savannahs and Kurupukari/Fahiew; (c) goven^nental delivery agencies, comprising the
Ministries of Health and Education and the Guyana Forestry Commission; and (d) non-
governmental delivery agencies, comprising in particular the North Rupununi District
Development Board (NRDDB).
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Five outputs are expected to contribute to achieving tills purpose, which is expected to be
largely achieved by the end of 2001. These outputs comprise the results of interventions that
are intended to develop analytical tools, processes for sustainable livehhoods, skills,
understanding of sustainable forest management, and information support systems.

Progress on each of the SI. ID project outputs is very positive, and there is a high probability
that the programme/project purpose win be fulfilled. This high probability is due to the TIC's
adoption of a IacUitatory (rather than a directive) role, bringing stakeholders together around
a nuniber of processes and issues that are of direct relevance to the success of the project.
Rather than being driverI by outputs, the 11C has consistently prioritised the process of
institutional capacity building at all levels and amongst aU stakeholders,
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Analytical capacity is being built amongst stakeholders through the forest zoriing and SUA
planning process. The TIC has worked closely with the NRDDB to ensure parinership, with
significant time and resources invested in raising awareness within coriumunities of the
rationale and methodology for zoriing and SUA analysis. Social and economic appraisal
methods ITave been employed through the resource mapping wit}tin communities fluough
and the zoriing and SUA analysis with a range of stakeholders. Techntcal publications for
the pHRIA and resource mapping processes are almost complete. A guide to zoriirig
methodology and fauna/flora guides are available on the Iwokrama web site, while
publications on RIL and a wide range of field results are increasingly available, as are
workshop proceedings. ^, ERU publications docuirtenthg indigenous 1</10wledge are now
widely available.
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The 11C strives to develop processes for inclusive decision making with key stakeholders at
local, regional, national and international level. At the coriumunity level, the rrC has adopted
participatory methods to facthtate local analysis and action around sustainable forest
management and rural livelihoods. Staff members have facilitated PintlAs in neighbourin
communities, which have also mapped their resources using participatory methods.
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Through this process, local people have been encouraged to document their resources and to
analyse how they might use them sustainably. Subsequently, and building on the Flu<IAS
and resource mapping, pilot participatory management plan assessments have been
conducted. The PHI^IAS, resource mapping and participatory management plan
assessments are designed to lead to the implementation of conservation contracts, support
alternative livelihoods and generate local project management capacity, thus contributing to
over coining some of the sustainable development constraints affecting North Rupununi
communities.

Through its support for the NRDDB, the UNESCO-funded Radio Palwomak and
institutional networking more generally, the TIC has helped to increase the flow and
eXchange of information and services to local stakeholders. It has indirectly influenced
debates on Amerindian land rights through its support of the NRDDB's continuing
discussions with government and is playing a stintar facilitatory role in building the
capacity of relevant agencies and institutions to increase literacy levels amongst local
communities and reduce the incidence of malaria. The UC has consistently resisted the
temptation to replace or circumvent the interventions of the relevant agencies, even when, as
in the case of malaria prevention with the Ministry of Health, the institutional relationship
has been far from easy. However, these processes are necessarily time-consuming. fit order
to lead to sustainable outcomes, they must not disempower those agencies with
responsibility for delivering these services, indeed, the output to purpose momentum in this
area is overall very positive, with institutional dialogue and demonstrated good practice
having a growing influence.

The TIC has played a significant role in developing skills amongst stakeholders at all levels.
Its support of the highly successful Makushi Research Unit has empowered local women,
of IaUenged gender roles and relations and raised the profile of local language, knowledge
and skills. Its training prograinme for Rangers and Community Envirornnental Workers
(GEWs) reflects its comumiment to building local capacity for sustainable forest management
and to increasing environmental awareness amongstlocal communities. National and
regional capacity has been built through the cumulative impact of a range of training and
inforrnation-sharing activities, including in-house short courses, regional technical
workshops, summer intern prograinrnes, the YP programme, individual traitririg for
Caribbean foresters, facilitation of five international PhD studentships and training for some
60 undergraduates (4 week biology classes).
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The rrC continues to promote wider understanding of sustainable forest management among
a range of stakeholders, including the timber industry (through RIL and certification
process), coininuriities (wildlife management), national and local groups (SUA planning) and
micro-enterprise and small industry (NTTP) development. Working with CFC and other
stakeholders, Iwokrarria may be able to support efforts to improve chainsaw logging by
drawing on experience gained in community forestry. Rigorous investigation of the
opportunities and constraints associated with conventional and community-based
approaches to timber managemerit will increase the likelihood that the project purpose will
be fulfilled.
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Finally, and as discussed briefly above, the rrC recognises the crucial role of information as
the key to sustainable impact in moving from outputs to purpose. "Protocols" in the form of
established participatory forms of consultation and itormation sharing have increased
transparency and trust between stakeholders at alllevels. TechrLical systems for information
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management have been implemented by the Centre through an established Local Area
Network at HQ. information is publicly accessible through the ^C's well-developed,
regularly"\tpdated and popular website. Iwokrama's dissemination activities thoughtts
field centre and a range of media have raised the profile of the TIC among a range of interest
groups. in the face of some local concerns regarding the extraction and use of knowledge by
outsiders, local ownership and retention of knowledge might be sigirificantly enhanced
through a 'knowledge bank' initiative.L_,
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4.3

Twokrama is committed to generating tangible economic benefits at an scales from the local
to the national and global, though a participatory approach, and strives to develop
processes for inclusive decision making with key stakeholders at all levels. The investtnents
orchestrated by Twokrama are directed to an environment with little economic activity and
borderline ecological productivity, so the OPPorttimty costs of- conservation and sustainable
forest-based development are low and potential beneficiaries abundant. Thus, as far as the
MTR team could determine, there are no significant costs to any stakeholder group in this
enterprise. The ways in which stakeholder groups participate in the Iwokrama initiative are
described in Armex 7, and likely benefits to them are summarized below.

Participation and Impacts on Stakeholders

I'^
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All, eriiz, jinits jig gild 4701/1/4 the Iruokr, Jiniiforest are receiving benefits in the form of a
managed landscape that win preserve physical and biotic elements both iconic of and
supportive of their traditional way of life. They are expected also to participate directly and
indirectly in benefit streams from all forms of economic activity that win use the forest's
resources and that Iwokrama is intended to stimulate.
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Amen?loft, ,, Is ill other Jitens of City""" are benefiting indirectly from the development and
application of locally relevant forrns of participatory conservation and PIarming mechariisms,
and benefit-sharing arrangements, that are being put in place by Iwokrama. Other benefits
are likely to accrue to this population due to the Centre's respect for Amerindiar\ language,
culture, self-organization, confidence and assertiveness, which will promote more active
participation in national life by historically marginalized groups. This can only help to
correct an historical pattern of relative deprivation, and also holds an important lesson for
many other countries and peoples in the Americas and elsewhere.
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PMblic, politicnlgroi, I'S gild gozierrimeizt rige"des ill GIIy, 1714 are benefitting from
Twokrama's influence on policies and processes. The Iwokrama progranune generates fields
of influence that validate and promote participation, dialogue, joint problem solving and the
institutionalIzation of accountable forums in many different sectors and locations.
Transparency, inclusiveness and local participation are haulnarks of'every Iwokrama
initiative, which can only promote good governance in a country that has a long history of
excessive centralization. New and more effective and sustainable approaches are being
developed that have the potential to resolve conflicts of interest and perception aniong
stakeholders in the sustainable development process at the national level.

The it"tioiz, 11 rind i?ater""tio?,"I scie"tiffc commit, tity are expected to benefit from increased
knowledge and understanding of the ecological, economic and social processes needed for
sustainable tropical forest conservation and management, the preservation of a large
biodiversity resource and a set of viable natural ecosystems for future study, and the
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provision of access and support services to enable most efficient use of research time,
especially in the context of long-term research prograirunes.

Tile prtti"te sector is expected to benefit from access to improved forest management and
planning technologies and understanding of the processes of sustainable forest managemerit
and forest-based development, and the availability of new business opportunities in and
around the Twokrama forest. Many of the latter are effectiveIy subsidized due to the
investment by Twokraina in gathering and organizing information on the biological and
social resources of the programme area, and in facilitating the emergence of strong local
coriumunities with whom mutually-profitable partrierships can be negotiated.

ranokr"ing staff are benefitting intellectually and financially from their participation as
employees and trainees (and potential investors, shareholders and entrepreneurs) in all
aspects of the programme and spin-off economic activities. They are also benefiting socially
and spiritually from the opportunity for direct involvement in the stewardship of a globalIy
significant natural ecosystem and an action-leaniirig e>cperiment in sustainable conservation
and development that has international significance.

Other interested p"I. ties include local, rintion"I grid jitter?IQtional NGOs (which have an interest
in biodiversity conservation, Amerindian weU-being, etc. ), the people of Guyniin (who will
benefit from improved governance, higher environmental literacy, and an expanded tax base
associated with economic activity in the Iwokrama forest area), internntiorial dezielopment
institutions (which will learn numerous lessons from the Twokrama initiative, including a
new process model for linking local action to global environmental management and
establishing satisfactory and durable benefit~sharing arrangements), and the world community
us n whole (which will benefit from the preservation of biodiversity, unique ecosystems,
traditional forest-related knowledge, and the use, option, bequest and existence values
associated with these resources).

4.4
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Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation

4.4. I
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The MTR team strongly coriumends jarC's adoption of a process approach in its evolving
relationships with local and national stakeholders. The pHRIAs, community resource
mapping, NRDDB meetings and other for a have provided an excellent quantitative and
qualitative baselirLe against which to measure the impact of the SHD programme in
particular at different levels and in a range of contexts. Use of a participatory methodology
for monitoring and evaluation (Ms::E) will arrow for continued application of the key
principle of process over input-output models. Through participatory M&E, a concern with
the counting of quantitative indicators by outsiders (numbers of community meetings held,
numbers of conservation contracts sigi'led, etc. ) is replaced by a higher priority given to the
qualitative evaluation of change by stakeholders themselves (legitimisirig local knowledge
and priorities), with outsiders playing only a facilitating role.

Participatory M&zE is an important knowledge management tool and is based on a key
principle of institutional learning. Thus, rather than concentrating on programme
inadequacies and weaknesses, stakeholders are an couraged to ask "What can we learn from
what we have already accomplished in order to improve the programme in the future?"

Prt"dpies ofp, Ifticip"toyyM&'E
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Hence a participatory M&E process can also play a vital role internally in TIC as the
implementing agency, contributing through staff participation andjoirtt reflection, to
stronger communication, to more relevant, effective and sustained action, and to improved

\ -.
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outcomes.

4.4.2

. ,

Participatory M&E uses a range of largely (but not exclusively) qualitative methods
(including open-ended interviews and focus group discussion) and a number of often visual
participatory tools (including mapping and diagramining) to facilitate local analysis of
change and translation of this analysis into futore action. It recognises that comintiriities and
institutions are not hornogenous, but instead mask competing interest groups and socially-
constructed power differences. The methodology purposiveIy seeks to analyse difference
rather than seek the norm. The main output from these methods is stakeholder consensus on
key indicators to be measured, frequency and means of verification, and identification of
groups to participate as information collectors (probably in this case the CEWs) or key
informants,

PRTticip"toyyM&'Einethodology
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rite methodology can and should be applied across a range of primary and secondary
stakeholders in the programme. Within the neighbouring Amerindian communities,
participatory M&cE will bund on the participatory learning and action instigated by the
pHRTAs and resource mapping. At the coriumunity level, the CEWs will play a vital role in
participatory M&E and already have considerable experience of working with participatory
methods through pHRIA. Uniquely, they are both insiders and outsiders, being a two-way
link between Amerindian communities and outside agencies,
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Beyond the community context, and in addition to the institutional context of TIC
programme staff, the methodology can be applied amongst other stakeholders in a range of
programme contexts. Most of these are likely to include community representatives
themselves, and the approach will build again on the methodological groundwork of
collaborative process and institutional networks laid through the first phase of the
programme. Such networks might include at appropriate points in time:
. NRDDB, local goverrunent and regional representatives of donor/NGO projects;
. stakeholders brought together for zoriirig and management PIarming purposes;
. MOH staff, Peace Corps volunteer, community-health specialists, and community

representatives;
. MOE staff, MRU representatives, local schoolteachers, linguists, and coriumunity

representatives;
. Timber industry; community forestry stakeholders including chartsaw loggers,

NTTP producers, and CFC; and
. Private enterprises involved in partrierships with Twokrama and local community

smallbusinesses.
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Facilitated by research teams, these stakeholders are encouraged to share their experience of
change, collect additional information and analyse the data collected and experiences
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described in order to fomitLlate conclusions about change and future action to improve
progress towards agreed outcomes39.

4.4.3

Below we suggested an indicative roH-out itinerary for participatory M&E. The process is
cyclical, with research teams facilitating re-evaluations during the programine.

rinj?lemont"tio, z

Activity

Scope for trainers in participatory M&E
methodolo Ies

Identify reseaTdi team members

Conduct training and participatory
development of indicators

Implement participatory M&E in a range
of institutional contexts

Time

(e. .)

May

May

Corrunent

Prioritise Guyanese (then regional) trainers

The training and development process outlined above would use the SL framework as an
organising framework for discussion. An advisory visit would facilitate the design and
implementation of the framework and would apply the latest M&E approaches generated
itIron h DFTD's e eriences. See Recommendation 28.

Prioritise CEWs,

Indride local social scientists and/or SSWG as
team leaders

Push for agency representatives as research
team members

June
(2 weeks)

.

., I

A further option to strengthen M&E capacity is to send a staff member with special interest
in the area to attend a UK-based training course, such as that offered by the Overseas
Development Group, University of East Anglia40,

Avoid making the training tool-driven.
Emphasise attitudes and behaviour.
Develop field guides with research questions
and methods,

Various Tailor research team composition to
irislitutional context,

Tailor methods to institutional context

In community context, feed M&E into
management plan process.
Conduct feedback sessions and agree
subse ttent action.

4.5
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Rapid progress on the broad range of fronts outlined above could not be expected to occur
without at least some late starts and gaps in programme coverage. These are few but
important, and include the following:

Remaining Weaknesses and Scope for Improvement
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. LRCk of nit tit-howse yesoi, rce economist, so that data and analyses to refine key
asstiTnptions in the Business Pmn are nitssing, the credibility of investinent

39 Key resources for parlidpalory M & E indude: (i) Gosling L & Edwards M (1999) Toolkits A Practical Guide to
Assessment, Monitoring, Realezt, rind Evaluation Deuslopment, Manual No. 5, Save the Children (inc); (it) PLA Notes
available from WWW. tied. org/bookshop; (in) WWW. mande. co. uk; and (Iv) WWW. bond. org. uk/guidancenotes.

40 00G runs a course on 'Monitoring and Evaluation of Development Activities, in August each year. See:
WWW. uea. ac. uk/odg/
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prospects and cash-flow projections are undermined, and the basis for
international furid raisin is weakened. See Recommendation 31.

o litere"sing iteedfo?'inn, ,rigemeiztiizf0,711"troll systems, to ensure fulll^lowledge
management support to the Management Coriumttee in making decisions and for
managing staff, money, materials and itLformation, including participatory
monitoring and evaluation systems to track inclusion and impact indicators
am on st local and other stakeholders. See Recommendation 32.

. Needjor IOC"I coinmz, ?lity represent, ,tmi, 0" the Bonr, I of Trustees, to ensure full
transparency and the responsive protection and advancement of local community
interests and to enhance the development and maintenance of effective
partrierships for rain forest conservation and development at Twokrama, by
ensuring that the Board has direct access to the communities' detaded local
knowledge of the Iwokrama Forest and surrounding environments and
conditions to inform its deliberations. See Recorrunei\dation 33.
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OPPortz, "ities to errcot, 748e the denelopme?It of " 11nti0,241 system of protected
"reas, particularly through influence on policy, and processes that involve
stakeholders in FA mama ement Iaririin . See Recommendation 34,
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. Needfor " cle, If sty"teg~yiol richietii?, giftstiti, tmit"I SIIst, nit, Ibility, including an
effective fund-raising system to meet the need for omanocated core funding to
support essential but not directly project-related work (such as convening
meetings of ttTe Board of Trustees), to capitalize a trust fund, to replace the
Director General when the incumbent leaves in inid-2001, and more generally to
ensure the continuity of staff and programmes through a funding crisis in 2002
when most donor-funded roects conclude, See Recommendation 35.
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. Need to styeizgthe, I coughor"tion ,It 4/1 let, els, to increase support for Iwokrama
and its programmes and to maxiinise stakeholder mowledge and application of
the lessons being learned. in this, the Centre should take particular advantage of
its maturing progrannnes in forest management and planriing to deepen
collaboration with national stakeholders, particularly in the Guyana Forestry
Commission and the forest sector.

. Need to strengthen errtiiro"ment, 11 edt!errtioi, 177'081'"mines, ensuring that they are
more systematically targeted and managed and to obtain maximum synergies
with other prograTmnes operating in Guyana. jin this, the 11C should give high
priority to recruiting an experienced environmental education specialist to
undertake Environmental Education Audience Assessments, plan and manage
the UC's environmental education and awareness progr^ne and build
collaborative linkages and partrierships to enhance programme effectiveness and
national ca aci in this ke area. See RecoTnmendation 36.
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The refinements and new opportunities listed as recommendations are seen here as measures
tofue-tune existing output-to-purpose linkages, and should not be seen as necessary
conditions for achieving the overall Iwokrama purpose, but rather as further contributory
elements.

Recommendations List
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Recommendation I. Twokrama should work with the CFC and other forest sector

stakeholders through their existing Technical Working Group on Forest Resource
h'IforirLation Management and Processing. This is to ensure that the ITFO Growth and Yield
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Assessment consultancies are undertaken in a manner that ensures the maxirniirrL feasible

integration between IwokraTna's growth and yield models and forest management
itroomatiorL systems and those systems used by the CFC and other forest sector
orgariizations and cornpariies.

Recoinme", 14tioi, 2, TwokraTna should collaborate with other private coriumerdal and
research organisations in a PTOgrarnrne to gonerate itormation on typical NTTP stock levels
in Twokrama and other forest areas nationally, potential harvest inter1stties and yields,
rotation lengths and other parameters that permit prediction of income per area.

Recommend"ti0?I3. Iwokrama should organise a national Techntcal Workshop on NTFPs to
deepen awareness and establish research priorities. These will include economic valuation
methods for NTFPs and NTTP market development issues amongst the national
development coinmuriity and rural producers. The workshop would be run to coincide with
the ITTO funded Forest Product Development consultancy. Prior coriumunity NTFP
workshops examining these themes could be carried out to generate a local process feeding
into the national workshop4i.

Recommend, Ition 4. Iwokrama should explore options with GFC and other relevant national
agencies and stakeholders to carry out the collaborative preparation of a draft Code of
Practice for NTFP management, drawing on international best-practice, which could be
debated in the proposed National Workshop. Arrangements to develop the Code could be
integrated within the InO consultancies and/or assigned to a Young Professional.

Rec07timeizd@ti0?I5. Iwokrama should review the option of carrying out harvesting trials to
research the feasibility and benefits of integrating NTFF harvests from within areas
designated for timber extraction, prior to logging, focussing on complete utilisation of
selected NTFPs from trees selected for felling, integration of climber cutting, timing of
operations/logistics, harvesting tritensities of NTFPs from trees to be left in the stand and the
overall costitnplications/benefits of integrated harvesting.

Recoini?lend"tioit 6, Due consideration should be given in the SUA PIarinirig process to the
establishment of extractive reserves in stands with high densities of NTTPs, and specific
management plans developed for these.

. I
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Recommend"ti0" 7.1wokrama should funy explore the establishment of active financing
mechanisms for NTFF, ecotourism, and timber-based enterprises within the communities
that live in or near the Twokrama Forest. Consultations should occur with the UNDP-

developed micro-credit scheme operating in the Rup unurii region or other interested
collaborators, in order to ensure that capital becomes available for sinaU business
development, timed to coincide with the start-up of Iwokrama business partner(s) operation
in the first half of 2002.

41'
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'' The workshop would be carried out in collaboration with Handicrafts Association(s) and with a dominant
presence of Amenndian representatives from around Iwokrama and nationally and would be of an operative,
planning character, focussed on inputs to Twokrama's NTFP work, with national stakeholders parlicipating in the
Iwokrama problem-solving process. Products from the Workshop would include a handicraft inventory,
economic studies of the sector (including chain analysis of marketing routes), social studies of the gender and
eqtiity aspects of the sector, review of harvesting and marketing options for a range of timber and NTTP-based
products and an emerging consensus on skills requirements and potential business financing partsierships.
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Recommendqtioii 8. 111 seeking commercial partners, Twokrama should make a deeper
examination of the opportunities and constraints associated with the different approaches to
timber management. in order to secure equitable outcomes, Iwokrama should review timber
harvesting and timber marketing strategies from the perspective of coinmuriity-based
management. This review is needed in order to ensure that local stakeholders are not
delivered relatively late and powerless into commercial ventures. To this end, DFTD forestry
advisers should supply IwokrarrLa with relevant documents from the Quititana Roo Project
and other relevant coriumunityr forestry experiences42.

Recommendation 9.1wokrama should explore the option of requesting ICRAF to station a
regional representative at Iwokrama, partly tasked with developing collaborative
agroforestry ontieadri programmes. Expressions of interest should be sought from
international NGOs that are interested to engage in coinmuriity agricultural development,
for example the Us NGO World Neighbours (which has recognised capacity in farmer"to-
farmer extension approaches), and Iwokrama should support fund-raising by potential
pariners.

L.
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Recommend, Itjolt 10. The terms of reference for the InO Business Management Adviser
should include the duty to develop analyses to support preparation of a Forest Business Pmn,
as distinct from the general rrC Business Plan. The aim should be to indicate clearly the
proportion of net income from extractive, local goods manufacturing and ecotourism that
might accrue directly to Twokrama, apart from income received by collaborating
communities and business partner(s).

r'.
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Recommend"tioi, IT. Twokrama should work with the CFC and other regional pariners to
ensure titat there is research and development support to improve chain-saw logging
operations in Guyana and the region. Policy development and other forest management
development processes for this sector would draw on experience gained in coriumunity
forestry around Iwokrama. A workshop for chainsaw associations and operators on
techniques to improve recovery rates could be carried out in liaison with equipment
suppliers, once initial results from Iwokrama trials of appropriate saw-imUing equipment are
available,

I,
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Recommendation 12. Iwokrama should seek to establish more explicit links with the DFTD
FRP, by placing itself as a competent intermediary between outside researchers and local
research participants, and as a partrier with resources to steer research results into national
and regional processes. A formal meeting between Twokrama and FRP wight pay attention
to additional protocols for generating proposals, in order to take advantage of Twokrarna's
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'' The review could involve the following steps: (i) a literature review of community rainforest management
experiences in South America and elsewhere, including the DFID-supported Quintana Roo project, to identify
lessons relevant to Iwokrama forest management systems; (ii) prepare a strategy paper to ourline approaches to
community forestry design, clarifying the integration between ITTO consultancy inputs, the SUA planning
process and business partner proposal development; flit) discuss with Amenndian stakeholders issues relating to
the design of future enterprises and community organizational arrangements; (Iv) identify knowledge gaps and
define strategies for meeting enterprise design requirements; (v) in consultation with the NRDDB, define
technical, institutional, social and economic aspects of Twokrama community forestry, including potential forms
of cooperative or other organisation, low-impact extraction and milling methods, equipment and management
skins requirements, benefit-sharing options, a business risk analysis and a menu of methods to add value to raw
timber; and (vi) consider carrying out a study visit with Amenndian leaders to Quintana Roo in late 2001 or early
2002.
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local stakeholder participation mechanisms, and to foster research partrierships with national
agencies such as the CFC and LAST.

Recommend, Itjolt 13, Twokrama should explore with CFC and the timber industry the
option of establishing a joint tree-spotter traitting programme, potentially based on the
ranger trait'ting module. This might be carried out as part of an FRP study seeking to
identify key complex species groupings and to develop a regional coinpendimn of common
names.

Recommendation 14. Twokrama should give priority to working with the GEC and other
partr'Iers to maintain a contemporary information profile of the forest sector in Guyana. This
would include a 'meta-analysis' of existing studies on the economics and trends within the
timber industry with a view to deterTriming precisely the magnitude of financial costs and
benefits and some estimation of the internal rates of return to operators. This review would
allow a further study of the magnitude and significance of the external costs and benefits of
SFM (to estimate economic rates of return).

Recommend, Itto 72 15.1wokrarria should review options to develop a forest management
consultancy business, possibly as a separate cost centre spun-off from the main rrC research
unit, to offer planting services to the national timber industry. This would draw on
Iwokrama's skills in interpretation of GIS information, remote imagery and Inventory data.
Former staff of tite Tropenbos Guyana programme and current staff of UG and other
institutions may be important business participants. An initial workshop with relevant
stakeholders should be held to ensure as full a consensus as possible on the menu of services,
structure, physical location and operation of this business.

Recommend, ,ti0?, 16. The positive and negative effects of the proposed Mahdia road link
should be reviewed by Twokrama in collaboration with the SUA Planning and Road
Management teams, in order to prepare a submission to the BOT in anticipation of a formal
proposal from mining interests and Coverrunent. A statement on whether or not tins road is
expected to proceed should be sought from Government in early 2001, in order to permit the
definitive zoriing of the SUA and WP and completion of management plans and business
plans.
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Recommendation 17. A realistic assessment should be made of information and knowledge
management needs associated with the biodiversity Inventory and bioprospecting sub-
programmes.

<1

Recommend"tioi, 18. Further effort should be directed to increasing the number and quality
of connections from other web-sites to Twokrama's own.

\-,,

Recommend, ,ti0?I 19, The feasibility should be considered of establishing a benefit-sharing
mechanism to react to shared physical ownership of the Iwokrama forest on the basis of
Amerindiarr ancestral domain.

Recoinme"d, Ittoll 20. Other bioprospecting concerns should be invited to participate with
Twokrama in a shared knowledge base on known or suspected biopirates. More generally,
Iwokrama should recognize that it is expected to take the lead in bioprospecting
development in Guyana, and should deliberately set high standards of innovation, local

...
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benefit promotion (such as inward technology transfer) and collaboration with other groups
in the same business to protect each other's interests.

Recoinme"d"troll 21. Participatory monitoring and evaluation processes should be
implemented with local stakeholders, with the CEWs playing a central role. Support from a
DFTD specialist should be sought to support implementation.

I__

I_,

Recoinme"d, ,ti0, I 22. An Iwokrarna staff member should be based at the Bina HiU institute,
assigned to the training institute as counterpart support for the NRDDB and working closely
with CEWs as their principle coinznuriity institutional contact.

11

Recommend"tioiz 23. A locally-sited "knowledge-bank" with open access and supported b
an upgraded Twokrama information and Communications Unit should be developed so that
communities living in and near the Twokrama Forest have access to information and
knowledge about development alternatives.

L_,
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Recommendation 24. Twokrarna should seek to maintain and further develop its capacity-
building activities giving priority to: (1) further ranger intake and training; (it) meeting the
needs of hinterland communities and other forest sector stakeholders; (tit) maintaining the
Young Professionals programme at both the PDF and 1<A levels; (iv) providing sabbatical
opportunities for staff from relevant national and regional institutions; (v) providing
scholarships and other programmes to enhance the capacity of Amerindian people to assume
senior operational posts at Iwokrama and in the broader natural resources sector and to fill
key gaps in national and regional capacity such as in the area of wildlife biology; and (vi)
providing business training for local people. The last should include legal, book-keeping,
reporting, taxation, shareholding, investment, profit-sharing, contractual and other issues
pertaining to all businesses, and related skins such as how to assess market opportunities
and the equity of proposed joint ventures. in parallel, consultations should occur with the
UNDP-developed rincro-credit scheme operating in the Rtipununi region, in order to ensure
that capital becomes available for small business development orientated to ecotourism,
NTFP and timber value-adding enterprises, timed to coincide with the start-up of Twokrama
business partner(s) operation in the first half of 2002,

I'~';
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<- Recommendation 25.1wokrama should take steps to develop certification of knowledge

inputs by local stakeholders to implement a policy of acknowledging named local experts in
scientific publications, and to develop with the NRDDB, Vinage Councils and the
Cove^nent of Guyana a policy on distribution of revenues from bioprospectirig.

Recoinme", I"ti0?I 26. A proposal for continued DFID support beyond 2001 should be
developed to address: (a) coriumunity-based forest management using low~impact, precision
harvesting of high-value timbers and NTFPs, with on-site processing and maximum local
value"adding, and business training for local people; (b) the design of a knowledge
management strategy, management information system and a linked participatory
monitoring and evaluation system and on-site kilowledge bank with free access; (c) the
future role of Twokrama in Guyanese forest research; (d) stakeholder perceptions of the best
role for an Iwokrama Headquarters building and (e) the need to ensure continuity of
employment and operational support for the core staff of the Management Committee.

Recommend, Itjolt 27. A proposal should be developed to seek GEF funding for an Twokrama
Trust Fund.
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Recommend, ,flow 28. DFTD and Twokrarna to co-ordinate an advisory consultancy to
supportlesson-Iearriirig in Sustairiable Livelihoods, carry out training and to develop
participatory M&E systems.

Recommend, Ittoll 29. The feasibility should be considered of appointing an international
fund-raising group to work on a coinimssion basis.

Recommendation 30. The commercial and non-commercial roles of the nC should be clearly
defined so that the two processes and their targets are clearly distinguished in the minds of
fund-raisers and potential donors.

Recommend, ,ti0, I 31. A full-time resource economist should be recruited to lead rrC research

on key issues such as certification, NTTP valuation and niche marketing, nori-market
valuation, optimal incentive structures, etc,

Recommend, ,tmit 32. A knowledge management strategy should be developed for the UC as
a whole, arrowing the design of a management information system to support the
Management Committee and a participatory momtoring and evaluation system to track
indicators of well-being among all stakeriolders.

Recoinme", I"ti0, I 33. A representative of the local communities living in or near the
Iwokrama forest and nominated by the NRDDB should be appointed to the Board of
Trustees to ensure full transparency and the responsive protection and advancement of local
community interests and to enhance the development and maintenance of effective
partr'Ierships for rain forest conservation and development at Twokrarna, by ensuring that the
Board has direct access to the communities' detailed local knowledge of the Twokrama Forest
and surrounding environments and conditions to informits deliberations.

Recoinme"d, Ittoll 34.1wokrama should work in parinership with Coverrunent agencies and
other stakeholders to support efforts to develop the national protected area system through
influence on policy and processes and involvement of stakeholders directed at itinovations in
collaborative FA management and PIarming.
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Recommend"tioit 35. A Donor Support Group meedrig should be held as soon as possible
and involve the participation of the outgoing Director General, Items to be discussed should
include the basis for and steps towards obtaining: (a) renewed global funding of the 11C and
associated activities; (b) capitalization of an Iwokrarria Trust Fund; (c) arrangements for
global non-governmental fund raising; and (d) arrangements for global marketing of
invesiment OPPorturitties.

Recommend"tioiz 36. To ensure that Iwokrama's Environmental Education and Awareness

Programirnes are more systematically targeted and managed and to obtain maximum
synergies with other prograinmes operating in Guyana, the UC should give high priority to
recruiting an experienced environmental education specialist to undertake ETLvirorimental
Education Audience Assessments, plan and manage the TIC's environmental education and
awareness programme and bulld collaborative linkages and partrierships to enhance
programme effectiveness and national capacity in tills key area.
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Annexes

Annex L: Terms of Reference for the MTR

r'

I ^

A1. I Objectives

t-,

The objectives of the review Thission are:
. to examine the progress the Centre has made with the implementation of its

Operational Plan (1998-2002) since the Donor's Round Table in Brussels in
January 1998; and

. to recommend changes that may be needed in the management and funding of
the Centre in the remainder of the first phase of operation,

I_..

I_,
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A1.2 T, Isks
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The mission members will undertake the foUowing tasks:
. Familiarize themselves with the Centre's Operational Plan, Business Plan (1998-

2007) and the Centre's individual funded project documents, focusing on
expected outputs and key performance indicators;

. Review the funding obtained to date compared with that envisaged under the
Operational Plan;

o Review progress to date with the implementation of projects for which funding
has been secured giving particular attention to progress with the DFID funded
Sustainable Human Development Project, the EC funded project on the
Conservation and the Sustainable and Equitable Utilization of Biodiversity, the
Trio Project on the development of a Sustainable Forest Management Model in
tite Twokrama Forest and the CmA funded Twokrama Support Project;

. Examine what financial audits have been undertaken for the Centre as a whole

and/or its component projects;
. Examine the knowledge, understanding, support and ownership of the Centre

and its programmes amongst key stakeholder groups including the local
communities living in or near the Iwokrama Forest, staff of relevant national
agencies and institutions (in particular the Forestry Corninission), civil society
groups and the private sector;

. Identify the key obstacles to the successful implementation of the Centre's
Operational Plan and what these mean in terms of the institutional sustainability
of the Centre, in this regard the Review Team should re-examine the assum tions
of the Centre's Operational Plan and Business Plan in the light of the progress
achieved to date and make suggestions for any needed modifications to these
documents for the consideration of the Centre's Board of Trustees;

. - Identity the priority actions and fund raising requirements that need to taken or
met to improve programme effectiveness and ensure the successful

implementation of the Operational Plan over the next two-three transitional years
before the Centre begins to generate substantial income from the Iwokrama Forest
and other sources; and,

. Make recommendations on the nature of an ongoing participatory monitoring
and evaluation programme to ensure the maximum feasible stakeholder
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involvement and ownership of the development and implementation of the
Centre's programrries.

A1.3 Filly%line"t o11he Tenjis of Reference

a. Review progress of the DFID, EC, ITTO and CIDA projects

This is addressed by the entirety of Section 2.

b. Examine/inarici"I audits.

This is addressed by Sections 2.1,2 and 3.2.

c. Examine knowledge, T!?Iderstnndi?18, support and ownership of 1000kmmn amongst key stakeholder
groups.

d. Ident#y key obstacles to successj^. titmplementnttbn of the Operational Plan,

This is addressed by Section 4.5.

This is addressed by Sections 2.4,3,2.4.4,2.4.5 and 4.3, and Annex 7.

e. Ident#y the priority actions grid. /i4rid raising requirements.

This is addressed by Sections 2.2.8,2.3,2(b), 2.3,3(b), 2.3.4(b), 2.3.6,2.3.8,2.4.2(b),
2.43(by, 2.4.4^), 3.3,3.4 and 4.6.

I MRke recommendations concerning a participntory monitoring grid goalttqtioiz programme.

This is addressed by Section 4.4,
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Annex 2: Purpose and outputs summary table

I'~I
\ --,

IWOKRAMA

PURPOSE

I~~ ~~
-.^,

I~~~\

OPERATIONAL PLAN

PROGRAMME

I__ . _ I

To promote the conservation and sustainable and equitable use of tropical
rain forests, in a manner that will lead to lasting ecological, economic and
social benefits to the people of Guyana and to the world in general, by
undertaking research, training and the development and dissemination of
technolo Ies.

SOURCE

,. ~--^
.--- -

PURPOSE

AT

PROGRAMME

OR PRO^CT
LEVEL

SUSTAINABLE FOREST

MANAGEMENT

, I~~~I

OFEl<,^. TICNAL

PLAN

;~~,
L_ _J

To demonstrate

how tropical rain
forests can be both

conserved and

equitably utilized,
yielding ecological,
economic and

social benefits to

the people of
Guyana and the
international

community.

r~~I
.

InO PROJECT

~--^.

Develop a
demonstration

model of

sustainable

commercial

management of
part of the
Iwokrama forest

to deliver

multiple
products and
services, which

fully integrates
research, training
and education

activities.

CONSERVATION AND

UTILIZATION OF BIODIVERSITY

I, I

OPERATIONAL

PLAN

.

To manage part
of the forest as a

wilderness

preserve and
systematically
prospect the rich
biodiversity for
new products
from the forest,

thereby
increasing local
scientific and

technical

capacity.

IWOKRAMA ACT

J

" To conserve biological diversity and to promote sustainable management and utilisation of
the Programme Site; and to study, develop and demonstrate methods and techniques for the
conservation and equitable and sustainable utilisation of tropical rain forests that will bring
lasting ecological, economic and social benefits to the people of Guyana and to contribute to the
world's knowled e of critical as ects of rain forest mana ement and develo merit".

r-'.

EC PROJECT

,^-~.

\ --- -,

To contribute

to the wider

programme of
the Iwokrama

Centre through
management

planning for
the Wilderness

Preserve,

development of
the knowledge
base for

effective

management
and

development of
natural

products for
Income

eneration

SUSTAINABLE HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT

- ^-.^

OPERATIONAL

PLAN

Drqft Final Report of theftookrqmq MM-Tenri Review

To help people
develop their
ability to benefit
from the rain

forest and to

address the

complex issues
related to its

sustainable

management.

~-~\ .^-- -\

DFTD SHDP

To contribute to
the wider

programme of
the Twokrama

Centre by
helping
stakeholders -

staff, local

people,
governmental
and non-

governmental
delivery
agendes - to
develop
capacity to
address

complex issues
related to forest

mana ement

r~l

FORESTRY

RESEARCH

OPERATIONA

L PLAN

I'~~
...- - -

To compile,
adapt, refine,
generate and
disseminate

knowledge and
technologies
needed to

improve the
conservation,

management,
and utilization

of the resources

of tropical rain
forests in order

to provide a
sustainable

basis for

human

development.

INFORMAnON AND

COMMUNICATION

OPERATIONAL PLAN

To establish an international information

and resource unit, which will serve as a

channel for dissemination of knowledge
gained from the Iwokrama programme,
will facilitate dialogue between
Iwokrama staff, local communities and
diverse regional andinternational
stakeholders and will support the
research activities of the programme.
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t. _, I~~!

PROGRAMME

SOURCE

OUTPUTS

r~'.
I. _ _. J

SUSTAINABLE FOREST

MANAGEMENT

,~*.

Ops PLAN

Research and

utilization planned
according to
baseline natural

Fir

resource

information, SOCio-
economic

characteris ation of

Amenndian

communities and

traditional forest

use after us

'~~I

InO PROJECT
A forest

management

plan to be used
by CFC and
others as a model

and training tool.

*~~~I

CONSERVATION AND USE OF
BIODIVERSITY

-.^-.-

A management
plan, which
integrates goods,
services and

scientific research

and training.

ops PLAN

Sampling
inventory of
Iwokrama

biodiversity

---.
.- --- .-

I~~',

EC PROJECT

Feasibility study
and business

strategy for
utilization of the

forest in

accordance with

InO guidelines
and CFC code of

practice.

Comprehensive
inventory used
for SFM and

offering
opportunities
for training,
capacity
building and
knowledge
dissemination

I. _.

SUSTAINABLE HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT

The forest in

sustainable use as

prescribed in the
management plan,
through operations
management
directly or in
business

comaborations with

rivate enter rise.

- ~~ ~*

Ops PLAN

Wilderness

Management
tools developed
and used to set

priorities and in
analysis of
strategies

reserve

adequately
protected

,- ^--.,

\__ I

86

Commercial

arrangements in
place for
sustainable

management and
harvest of the

Twokrama forest

DFID SHDP

I~~'~.

WP and road

corridor

managed
according to
participatively-
developed
plans. WP
given
international

status

Analytical tools
developed for
forest

management,
planning and
monitoring

,~-^.

FORESTRY

RESEARCH

Ops PLAN

Biodiversity
prospecting
programme
based on clear

legal foundations
and operating
through business
partnerships

Communities

developing in
harmony with
Twokrama and

receiving benefits

I'~~~I

Research policy
framework

established

as a

demonstration.

INFORMATION AND

COMMUNICATION

~----\

. -..- .

Ops PLAN

Systematic
bioprospecting
programme

operating
through
equitable
partnerships

Constructive dialogue maintained with
neighbouring communities and other
stakeholders

Systems and
processes for
sustainable

rural

livelihoods in

forest areas

developed and
tested in

communities in

and around

Iwokrama

Forest

T"I
- ..

r'~~'
.-- .-

Institutional

capacity
developed for
training in forest
management and
biodiversity
conservation.

Compilation
and evaluation

of IPR

regulations

Information services supporting results
dissemination

Iwokrama

stakeholder

capacity (skins)
developed

Compilation of
indigenous
forest

knowledge

Information networks link Twokrama

with collaborators
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PROGRAMME

I. ---.~

\--- -,

SOURCE

OUTPUTS

I'~

SUSTAINABLE FOREST

MANAGEMENT

r~~',

Ops PLAN

L

A positive impact
on national and

regional forest
policies and
practices through
demonstrations

and training using
Twokrama forest

operations, results
and facilities

r~~!
I~-.---.

InO PROJECT
Increased

availability of
sustainably
produced
tropical timber
and other forest

products and
services for both

national and

internal. markets.

I~~~I

CONSERVATION AND USE OF
BIODIVERSITY

I~~~ ' ~

ops PLAN

~~~'I

EC PROJECT

r-"". I~~~^

SUSTAINABLE HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT

*____ ..

Ops PLAN

Guyanese
including local
Amenndians to

the maximum

possible, carrying
out most

operational tasks.

r '~~\
.~

---\

DFTD SHDP

Understanding
developed for
sustainable

forest

management
tas a
contribution to

the Sustainable

Forest

Management
Pro rainmel

I'~*,,
. -.--,

FORESTRY

RESEARCH

F--\
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Greater

appreciation by
Guyanese public
of national forest

resources

ops PLAN

Identification of

promising
NTFPs and

value-adding
and marketing
options

I~~~~*
L -,

INFORMAUON AND

COMMUNICATION

I~~^
I- ,

Improved
international

scientific

understandin

Ops PLAN

Information

support
systems
developed for
stakeholders

Databases developed from Twokrama
research and other sources

CTi

Establish trials

and

demonstrations

for sustainable

timber

roduction

I'~~

GIS system in use covering bio-physical
and sodo-economic data

Studies on total

forest economic
value
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Annex 3: Key Issues in Developing Community Forestry in Iwokrama

A3. I Social a"dinstit"ti0"@I 45pects of commiti, ityforestry

The social and organisational aspects of forest management enterprises are as essential as the
hachiical aspects; success in each is interdependent. Organisational development will
require evolving decision-making capacity, efficient work organisation systems, a staff
human resource development strategy, successive professionalisatton of posts, appropriate
hierarchies and measures to ensure staff and skills continuity. Some key issues that could
usefulIy be addressed in the planning and early implementation stage of the forest
management operation are:

I_,

I~ '
I
\.,

. Organisational options. Advantages and disadvantages of option to constitute a
cooperative or society of the 13 coinmuriities with legal status permitting business
operation. Other organisational options. Establishing a Board of Directors
Control over leadership through shareholder councils.

. Planning the denelopment of o71 enterprise culture. Development of election systems
for managerial leaders. Business skills development and professional training for
more responsible positions. Training for community assodation strengthening,
administration and finance, marketing, and contract negotiation.

. Role of NRDDB. Separating out community and business administration.
Avoiding politicisation. Ensuring that political and coriumurrity representation
functions are kept separate from management and teclmical support functions.
Ensuring other community interest group representation,

. Definition of optimal siritct, ,res for successive business stages: (a) timber
harvesting and extraction; (b) NTFP harvesting and extraction; (c) value-adding
enterprises for timber and NTFPs; (d) marketing raw and processed materials.
Ensuring offrer community interest group representation.

. Phalliiing, monitoring rind cost control systems; traitorig of field supervisors. Control
over leadership through shareholder councils. Professional accounting systems;
budgeting and expenditure controls, information flows between management
and members.

. Organisation of the Inboxr roster. Personnel rotation in forest management
operations. Definition of tasks, staff specialisation for specific operations and
coordination mechanisms. Logistical aspects of worker movement and transport
to field camps,

. Anticipating rind monitoring the social impacts offhe forest inariqgement enterprise.
Compatibility of periods in forest management activities with the agricultural
seasons. Anticipating risks of reduced crop production as a timber-based cash
economy develops. Effects of labour influxes (should labour be required from
outside) as the economy develops, Monitoring the impact of improved incomes
on poverty levels and distribution. Anticipating social differentiation processes.

. Achieving women's participation in timber and NTTP extraction operations and
value"adding business.

. Ongoing provision of technical ridtiice. Formal linkages with CFC to ensure some
technical inputs, beyond approving permissions and monitoring. Avoiding
dependency on technical advisers.

Dr4j{ FilmlReport of thennoh, @inc Mid-Term Review
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,

A3.2 Economic gridfi", Inci"I uspects

Credrtjt, ?Ids to meetlong-term capital requirements. Exploring options to access international
fortds available for sustainable community forest management.

MR?148ing saoings. Use of revenues for reinvestinent. Avoiding pressure to excessively
distribute earnings to members. Mirinnising loans requirements to capitalise the business.

Meeting timber market standards, especially export quality. Ensuring rapid response to
demand. Production of stable volumes of demanded species. implementing a harvesting
plan despite demand fluctuations.

Establishing marketing tintts to ensure supply of reasonable volumes (species, products,
quality, price, supply). Promotion of parinerships between communities and outside private
investors

Reducing hnroesting costs of lesser-known species to ensure these remain competitive.

Definition of drying gild milling technologies. Links to timber technology institutions and
research. Anticipating problems of mass production.

Ensuring reasonable ingrgins as competition increases in the informal chainsaw sector,
potentially driving prices even lower.

A3.3 Forest ing"qgeme"t ,ISPects

Applying unitomn trioentory desigy'Is and data quality through adequate organisation, skills
and equipment. Formation of specialised groups to undertake inventories.

Adapting agricultural tractors for extraction.

r\

,-

integrating timber and NTTP extraction.

Developing low-impact road cottstrt!at^^It techrtiques, with attention to alignments, drainage
and borrow pit management. Identification of appropriate and cost-effective road widths for
each part of the extraction network.
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Annex 4: People met by the MTR team

I' '

. -.

Meetings during the Iwokrama inid-tenn review, Guyana 2000 - Julian Caldecott (Team Leader, Biodiversity)
and Torsten Kowal (Forestry), 23 Nov-12 Dec; Dominic Moran (Economics) and letemy Holland (Sodal
Develo merit) 03-12 Dec (meetin s urn ue to Holland rioted 'Holland' below),

r~ '

I__.!

I_-

Date

23 Nov

Names

David Cassells

c;

\. -.

David Hammond, David Hughell

Ca Huntiisett, Maksud Hoosain, Sh am Nokta

24 Nov

Sharon Ousman, Coletfe MCDermott, Shyam
Nokta, SImone Mangal, Raquel Thomas, Vijay
Datadin

L. :
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Janette Forte

F'

I__I

CTaham Walkins

^.

I_ '

Vanda Radzik

25 Nov

Simone Mangal

Iwokrama team

Location and Sub'eat

Jean La Rose, Tony MeIville, David, Kit Williams,
MarcLis Coldiester

Geor

26 Nov

I,

GT. Briefing: forest inventory and zoriirIg, CIS
and the transition to sustainabili

etown (GT). Briefin

CT. BTiefin

David CasselIs

CT. Briefing: the Young Professionals
programme.

David Hammond

L. ,

27 Nov

^

Ra Ltel Thomas

: human resource develo merit.

CT. Briefing: cultural/SOCioeconomicissues
and sustainable human develo merit,

David Cassells, Conette MCDermott

L.

27 Nov

Colin Edwards

: overview.

CT. Briefing: community-based wildlife

I'

resource inaria ement.

CT. Briefing: poverty, resource tenure and
sustainable human develo merit.

27 Nov-

01 Dec

L!

Captain (Errol MCBirney) and Community
Environmental Workers of Kurupakari-Fairview

CT. Briefing: stakeholder/benefidaries and
their roles.

f "^

\,

Rangers: Bradford Allicock, Ovid Allicod<, Ron
Am cod<, Vitus Anione, Edghill Bowen, Julian
Fraser, Colirilacobus, Zacharias Norman, Midiael
Patterson, Kathleen Prince, Dexler Torres, Faulette
Torres

CT. Discussion on matters arising from
briefin s.

28 Nov

I"'
.- J

CT. Perspectives on Iwokrama of the
Amerindian Peoples Association; potential
role in Iwokrama of the Region 8 Amerindian
communities.

28 Nov

29 Nov

Peter van der Hout, David Hammond, Francis
Kahembwe

29 Nov

-,

I,
I\

CT. Structure and content of the Mint re on

Rene van Don en

CT. Briefing: research, development,
conservation and use of biodiversi

29 Nov

Ga Hunnisett

I~~ ,

David Hammond, Francis Kahembwe

CT. Briefin : carbon se uestration research.

CT. Briefin : ecotourlsm.

Cary HUTmisett, Fred kiricod:, Calm Edwards
and others

Annai. Rock View Lodge as a tourism facility:
visitation patterns and synergy with
Iwokrama.

Field Station and vicinity (FS). Orientation on
Fairview, local perception of Iwokrama and
roles of CEWs and Junior Wildlife Club.
FS. Individual meetings and an inclusive
workshop on Ranger training, experience,
roles, duties, motivations, ambitions and
perceptions of Twokrama.

DTL concession. Design and significance of
the Reduced Im act Lo in (inL) stud .
FS. Coinmuni

FS. Maria erial and ecotourism issues.

FS. Analysis of stakeholder/beneficiaries in
the forest mana ement ro rainme,

North Rupuntini Savannah. Inspect Bina Hill
Institute for Education, Research and Training
Radio Paiwomak and general area. Observe
area launch of Guyana Action Party, Visits to
individual households in Sarama villa e.

resource ina In
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30 Nov Fred Allicod< (member, SUA planning team) and
Sidney Allicod< (Chair, NRDDB)

30 Nov

30 Nov

30 Nov

Loina Hall

01 Dec

Ga HUTmisett

Kirstin Wright and Barth Wright

01 Dec

Vibert Welch

01 Dec

02 Dec

All Rangers

03 Dec

03 Dec

Ga

David Cassells

Hunnisett, Francis Kahembwe

Team

National/local Amenndian representatives: Elvis
Joseph (CEW), Colin CIOki (GolP Committee),
Christin a Low (GolP Chief), Nachel Alexander
(CFW), MIChael DiMendozo (CEW), Fred Allicod<
(SUA planning Team), William Bremner
(NRDDB), ETol Madwami (Fairview Council
Chair), Paula Allicod< (MRU), William Andres
(NRDDB Vice-Chair), Terence Brash (teacher),
Sidney Allicod< (NRDDB Chair), Peter Persand
(Amenndian Action Movement of Guyana), plus
five others,

Surazna. Local perceptions of Iwokrama;
impact on gender equity, community
organization and environmental education;
options for community-based, multiple-output
forest mana ement.

Southern Iwokrama. Bam!" and other NTTP
research.

FS. ms ect Turtle Mountain ecotourism site.

04 Dec

FS, Non-human primate research programme;
role of field research in ecotourism.

FS, Development and administration of the
Iwokrama Field Station.

Sonia RODpnauth (Ministry of Trade, Tourism and
Industry); Paul Stephenson (Cara Hotels), lean
Guillaumot (Le Mendien, Pegasus), 01af Malver
(11C)

04 Dec

FS. Short workshop with rangers on role and
ers ectives.

04 Dec

Overland travel FS to CT,

Samantha James

CT. Fro ress to date and future ithera

04 Dec

CT. Team meetin ,

:
I

Minister Vibert de Souza (Mintster of Amerindian
Affairs)

I_!

F1.

CT. Airierindian perspectives on the strengths
and weaknesses of Iwokrama and suggestions
for action. invitation of representatives to
concluding dialogue of the MT team.

05 Dec

JanetLe Forte

Peter Wallon

05 Dec

In
U

CT. ECotourism development OPPorturiities
for Iwokrama in light of Coverrunent strategy
(in preparation) and private sector investment
attitudes.

05 Dec

Kamoji Wadiiira (CTDA representative)

,I-,
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Clayton Hall (Iwokrama Research Fenow and
Chair, Friends of Iwokrama), Patrid< (inVF
Guyana-Guiane-Sunname Forest and
Environmental Conservation Programme)

CT. Briefing: Information and
Communication Unit.

05 Dec

CT. Twokrama relationship with fumerindian
issues and interests

05 Dec

CT (Holland). Detailed briefing on SHD
To rainme and the role of the SSWG

James Singh (CFC), Cavin Nicol & Gary Clarke
(DFID-CFC su ort)

CT. Development of managerial systems:
organization and lines of accountability,
Management Committee as a mediantsm for
collective leadership and institutional memory
(members: David Cassells, David Harmnond,
Cary Hunnisett, Peter Wallon, Janette Forte,
David Hughell, Granam Watt:iris), and
knowled e mana ement issues.

Vibert WeIch
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GT. Perspectives on CIDA projects
sustainability and international fund raising;
relationshi to overnance issues

CT. Philosophy and practice of Iwokrama;
Amenndian cultural issues; national

perceptions of Iwokrama; forest resource
managernent strategies; implications of road
develo merits.

CT. Discussion of perceptiorrs and priorities of
Iwokrama and links with CFC notifies

FS (Holland). Institutional relations with local
stakeholders and HO.
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05 Dec

05 Dec

f~

I,

Iwokrama rangers

05 Dec

Residents of Fair View village Unduding the
villa e cowldllor)

I~~ '

06 Dec

. -.

Benita, MRU member

Per Berlinson (Director, EPA), Dentse Fraser
(Operations Director, EPA)

06 Dec

,*
I

-.-

John Caesar (Dean, Faculty of Life Sdences),
Marlene Cox (Deputy Vice-Chancellor), Philip Da
Silva (Head of Biology), Cyntitia Watson
(Sdentific Officer, Biodiversi Centre)

06 Dec

06 Dec

Drqft Final Rel?ort of the 13/10ktam@ Mid-Term Rane",

IOCelyn Dow, Liana Cane

06 Dec

Ms Torii William, FFA and Guyana Shield Forest
Resources

FS (Holland). Perceptions of Iwokrama and its
itin act,

07 Dec

FS (Holland). Fairview School han.
Perce tions of Iwokrama and its fun act.

Residents of Surama Village

07 Dec

FS (Holland). Perceptions of Iwokrama and its
itn act.

Lester Dookarn, Admirrtstrative CTedii Officer
(UNDP PAP microcredit roect)

L_ .

07 Dec

CT (UG campus). Mandate and role of
Environmental Protection Agency; links with
Iwokrama; development of EIA and
bioprospecting regulations; National
Biodiversi Action Plan

NRDDB and other local stakeholders (including
CEWs, MRUs and sewing group members, village
council members)

I ~;

,-,^
_!

11^
L_,

Richard 01ver (Resident Representative, UNDP
and donor coordinator), Denise desouza (Asst
ResRep, UNDP)

CT (UG campus), Iwokrama-DC links; plant
chemistry laboratory; biodiversity centre.

07 Dec

07 Dec

CT. Discussion of NTTP economic potential for
wider coinmerdalisation and value added

William CTissley (Interamencan Development
Bank)

CT. Discussion of Forest Producers'/industry
perspectives and the changing industrial
structure in Gu aria

Ben Ier Welle (CTZ) and Bernard De Souza
(Conservation International)

07 Dec

07 Dec

FS (Holland). Surama Village Hall.
Perce tions of Iwokrama and its jin act.

I.

Hans Bed:, MTS Donna (Ministry of Finance)

I. ,

07 Dec

Annai (Holland). CIDA project. Perceptions of
Iwokrama and its jin act.

Maria Persaud (Caribbean Resources Lintted)

08 Dec

Bina Hill Training Institute (Holland),
Perceptions of Twokrama and its impact.

I' I
\ ~ ,,

Maria Cox - Ministry of Agriculture

08 Dec

CT. Guyana political economy, donor
constraints and Iwokrama context; strengths
and weaknesses of Iwokrama; links with UG;
development of corporate coinmerdal
arrangements at Iwokrama (holding company
model); innovative finandn mechanisms.

Navin Chandarpal (Senior Scientific Adviser,
COG)

r'-

.^

I I

-_I

08 Dec

Sarah Barlow (DFTD Caribbean -Enterprise
Development) and Martin Webber (consultant to
DFID on enter rise develo merit in Gu aria)

10 Dec

Team

CT. Chain-saw logging; IDB as a GEF
jin Iementin a en

Janette Forte, Vanda Radzik

CT. Views on Iwokrama's research direction

post-Tropenbos and insights into the C. I.
concession lease arrangement for conservation
ain.

CT, Discussion of current national debt

structure, and o1ential for debt conversion.

CT. Discussion of industrial performance and
sector o eratin and rocessin costs,

Discussion of national agricultural structure
and erce tions of Twokrama

CT. Sustainability; fund-raising; sovereign
debt; local re resentation on BOT

CT. Discussion of market potential for NTFPs
and other forest goods and services. Business
develo merit strate ies related to Iwokrama.

CT. Team meetin

GT (Holland). Detailed briefing on SHD
To rainme and the role of the SSWG
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11 Dec David Cassells (TIC), David Hughell coC), David
Harmnond OTC), Kannon Wacliiira (CIDA),
Macarena Vergara (EC), Grabam Chaplin (DFID,
Barbados), Richard Dewdney (DFID, London),
Peter Walton qre), Angela Cropper (Chair, BOT),
Per Bertillson (EPA), Vibert de Souza (Minister of
Amenndian Affairs, COG)

12 Dec Dayid Cassells (nC), David Hughell roc), David
Harmnond (TIC), Macarena Vergara (EC), CTaham
Chaplin (DFID, Barbados), Richard Dewdney
(DEID, London), Peter Waiton (11C), ingela
CTo er (Chair, BOT), Ga Hunnisett (UC)

Before

or after

Min

Simon Armstrong (ECTF), Emily Fripp (ERM most recent ODI Fellow in CFC), Mary amie Crieg
Gran and Natasha Landell-Mills (both ITED), Bruce Aylward (World Commission on Dams,
formerly of TIC), Paul Van Cardingen (Univ, of Edinburgh), Mary Hobley (DFID consultant),
Howard Wright (OFl), Duncan MCQueen and John Palmer (FRP, NRl), Pat Hardcastle (DEID
consultant, FCSP Mir team) and Marcos Calchester {World Rainforest Movement)

CT. Team briefing on MTR findings and
discussion therof.

GT, Further briefing on MTR findings and
discussion filerof; Mahdia Toad issue and

impacts on planning and zoriing of the
Iwokrama forest; 'output to purpose' reviews
for DFID To'ects.
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Annex 5: Traditional Forest-Related Knowledge

I~
\,

Summarized below are the conclusions of a Report of the UN Secretary-General on
traditional forest-related knowledge that was coriumissioned by the intergovernmental Panel
on Forests in 199643:

Traditional forest-related knowledge (TFRlq is made up of the following linked features:

. infon""It o12 about the vanous physical, biological and social components of a
particular forested landscape;

. rules for using them without damaging them meparably;

. relationships among their users;

. technologies for using them to meet the subsistence, health, trade and ritual needs
of local people; and

, 41 Dietr? of the world that. incorporates and makes sense of an the above in the
context of a long-term and holistic perspective in decision-making.

These aspects of IFRK have various kinds of meaning and potential usefulness to global
society, but most of the. knowledge concerned caririot, and the rest should not, be taken from
its owners without their consent. It must therefore be accessed through negotiation and
parti\ership. Most TFRK will mean little outside the environment where it arose, however,
and is likely to be most valuable only as a means to achieve on-site sustainable forest
management. To do this requires that the owners of TFRK are involved in:

L.

.-. t

\-

I~'
I_,
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L. _

. off711ershij? PRrt"arships, in which local people and the state agree ownership
regimes for forest land;

. plainti"gj?attirerships, in which traditional and other forms of knowledge are
used together in making decisions on the use of forests; and

. miningemeitt p, ,rtizerships, in which the partriers collaborate to put their plans
into effect.

. -,

f ~:,
I_I

Stumbling-blocks here include misunderstandings arising from cultural differences, and
solutions include mutual respect and shared learning, aided by arbitration. The process
requires that certain kinds of authority over forest resources are re-distributed to allow local
participation, as is now happening in some countries,

F~I
I,

Some forms of TFRK have meaning outside t}Telr local context and can have a role in
COTrunercial biodiversity prospecting. They can be made available on a contract basis
between the owners and prospectors. National framework laws and international
agreements are required to render such contracts errorceable, and to establish fair and
equitable benefit-sharing arrangements. Patent laws can then continue to protect the
investments required to develop new products.

I',

I '
I__,

43 Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Panel on Forests, third session (9-20 September 1996): Implementation of
Forest-Related Decisions of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development at the National
and International Levels, Including an Examination of Sectoral and Cross-Sectoral Linkages, Programme Element
1.3: Traditional Forest-Related Knowledge (Report of the Secretary-General, drafted June1996 by Julian Caldecotr
for the World Conservation Monitoring Centre)
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Other fomts of TFRK, including plant varieties, planting and harvesting systems,
technologies and world-views have less or no coriumerdal potential but are nevertheless the
intenectual property of their originators and owners. To protect this interest, an holis tic
approach to triteUectual property is needed, the aim of which would be to ensure a fair
return rather than to exclude or monopolize. National framework laws and international
agreements are needed to establish the right of collective ownership of such knowledge.
Further study and consultation is needed to define the wording of such laws and
agreements, but once they are in place the owners of TFRK can then make their own choices
about whether, when and how to share it with others,

Since most TFRK carmot usefulIy be digitized, the role of computer database technology will
be hallted mainly to the sharing of anecdotal into mmation through the internet, and certain
specific tasks linked to biodiversity prospecting. in these cases, translation and data security
are respectively the main design issues. Digital mapping (using GIS and GPS) combined
with social mapping will have an important role in establishing forest ownership, planning
and management partrierships, and anecdotal information can be culturalIy and
geographicaly located in the same system to assist in forest management tasks. Precise
design specifications await further study and consultation with TFRK owners and potential
users,

It is suggested that governments give priority to finding ways to ensure:

. that groups possessing TFRK are recognized in law so that they can enter into
access agreements concerning TFRK;

. that the TFRK concerned is recognized in law as the common property of the
group entering into the access agreement;

. that all access to TFRK is tl'rough an access agreement with its owners, where
these can be identified;

. that access agreements define terms for the three main circumstances in which
access to TFRK might be sought, these being: (a) where the aim is to manage a
forest by partriership between the people who live there and the government; (b)
where the aim is to invent patentable products for commercial use; and (c) where
the aim is to share knowledge freely with others'

I I

U

r~

The main obstacle to achieving such settlements is likely to be a reluctance to recognize the
ownership of TFRK because of the need then to negotiate consensual agreements with its
owners. international fom, including the intergoverrunental Panel on Forests, provide an
opportunity for governments that have taken 11ns path to reassure others that TFRK is
indeed useful in managing forests sustainably and in locating valuable new products, and
that accessing it on fair and equitable terms can only benefit each country in its efforts to
achieve sustainable development.
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Annex 6: Examples of bioprospecting discoveries

I,

TYPE OF

MEDICINE

Reserpine

r
L. '

Tubocurarine

I

Vinca alkaloids

USE OF

MEDICINE

Diosgenin

Reduces

h ertension

Quinine family

Muscle relaxant

Cocaine farml

Drqft Final Report of the 11/10krnmn Mid-Term Reoiezt,

Einetine

Anti-cancer

a ents

.

Aspirin family

SOURCE SPECIES

Oral

contrace five

-- .,

ET Ihrom cm

Rauwolfia serpentina

Haemotoxins

Anti-malarial

a ents

GIIondrodendron

tomentosum

Taxol

Local anaesthetics

Gingko
navonglycocides &
ter enelactones

Cattiararathus roseus

Amoebicide

I~';
I:

Analgesic/anti-
fever

Dioscorea spp.

SOURCE SITE

Antibiotic

^.

.. ,

-.

Cinchona ledgeriana

rite following press release is provided as an example of errrent commercial thinking in
relation to bioprospecting:

Surgical anti-
Iantscoa

India

ET throx Ium coca

Anti-cancer

Brazil

Diversa Signs First Agreement Granting Legal Access to Biodiversity in Africa

"San Diego, CA, December 7,2000 - Diversa Corporation (Nasdaq: DVSA) today armounced
the signing of a biodiversity access agreement giving the company rights to obtain
environmental samples from South Africa, a region known for the diversity of its ecosytems.
This diversity is exemplified by the Cape FloristIC Region, which contains over 9,000 plant
species, 70% of which are endemic to that region, making it one of the world's most
biologically diverse environments. in addition, South Africa contains areas of extreme
climatic diversity, ranging from deserts to semi-tropical jungles. Within these diverse
regions, there are identified "hot spots", which are higl'I in species richness, have a high
concentration of endemic species and a high rate of habitat loss. By obtaining small samples
from these sites, Diversa is expanding its broad and diverse microbial genointc libraries for
the purpose of developing products for the pharmaceutical, agricultural, chemical
processing, and industrial markets.

Ce haelis i ecacuanha

Enhances blood

flow in the brain

SRIix spp.

Madagascar

Soil fun s

Mexico

Malayan Pit Viper

Peru

Taxus brevifolia

Gingko biloba

hades

Brazil

\

Europe

phili

Malaysia

mes

NW America

"This latest agreement is part of Diversa's global biodiversity access network, based on
pioneering research collaborations, which grant legal biodiversity access to regions such as
Alaska, Costa Rica, Bermuda, indonesia, Yellowstone National Park, and Russia. This
agreement gives Diversa the rights to discover genes and coinmerciahze products from

China
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enviro^lental salnples provided by CSn^ (Council for Scientific and industrial Research), a
research organization errrentty undertaking nearly 10% of all research and development
activities on the African Continent. in eXchange, Diversa will support the ongoing
bioprospecting activities of the CSIR organ^ation and its CODaborators and pay royalties on
Diversa's revenues from any products developed from samples provided.

"Diversa Corporation is a global leader in developing and applying proprietary technologies
to discover and evolve novel genes and gene pathways from diverse environmental sources.
Diversa is utilizing its fully integrated approach to develop novel enzymes and other
biologically active compounds, such as smallmolecule drugs. Diversa's proprietary
evolution technologies facilitate the opthriization of genes found in nature to enable product
solutions for the pharmaceutical, agricultural, chemical processing, and industrial markets.
Within these broad markets, Diversa is targeting key multi-billion dollar market segments
where the company believes its technologies and products will create high value and
competitive advantages for strategic partriers and customers. Diversa's strategic pariners are
market leaders and include The Dow Cherntcal Company, Novartis Seeds AC, Novartis
Agribusiness Biotedririology Research, inc. , Aventis minial Nutrition S. A. , Calanese Ltd. ,
invitrogen Corporation, and Damsco Cultor. "

@ 1999-2000 Diversa Corporation.
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Annex 7: Participation by stakeholder groups

I'~~-
\ --.

A7, I SIIst"ingble Harm, lit Dezieloj?meltt Stakeholder Impact M"tinc

I-~*.

Stakeholders

Amerindians

in and

around the

Twokrama

Forest

F I

Entr Points

r~'~~;

North Rtipununi
District Development
Board (NRDDB)

r--^

IT. ,

Related Activities

Facilitation of executive I action

committee planning & operations

'17/1

sessions

Implementation I operationalis atton
& monitoring of NRDDB
Institutional Strengthening Grant.
Implementation of Community
Radio Station project;
Implementation of Youth
Apprenticeship hands-on
construction skills training linked to
completion of Institute & Radio
station building.
Procurement, installation & testing
of four radiophones for distant
villages.
Fadlitation of community
consultations I workshops &
roundtable on Twokrama Forest

Zoriing re SUA & WP.

-^\
\- ^J CT~I I'~'\

,,--.- ,

Effects to date

Improved mechanisms
for communications,

consultations I

dedsion-making
between Iwokrama &

representatives of 13
constituent NRDDB

communities.

Improved
organisational
mechanisms in place at
NRDDB executive level

through hiring of
secretary & treasurer as
part- time employees at
NRDDB.

Increased ownership I
management of
NRDDB processes &
institutions in hands of

Village/Community
Councils of North

Rupununi

~-~

I, . _ J
,-----:
\ ---

Village/Coriumunity
Councils of North

Rupununi

Antid ated fin

12 Participatory Human Resource
Interaction Appraisal (pHRIA)
Maps and Reports produced
through a collaborative process in
1999, and returned to coriumunities
in 2000.

The NRDDB has established

viable institutions and

related bodies owned I

operated by itself.
Developed capacity for full
& equal parinerships Ijoint
ventures with Iwokrama and

collaborating development
agencies.

The NRDDB has developed
mechanisms for managing
conservation & development
programs.

I~~~^ 7171
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acts

Participatory Development of
Cartographic Maps for 12
communities

,^\^

Indicators

.,--*,

.- -,

Minutes I recorded
decisions of bi-

monthly NRDDB
statutory meetings.
Reports of executive
secretary & treasurer
Construction of Bina

Hill Institution for

Research, Training &
Education

Radio Palwomak

studio premises.
Daily community
broadcasts from

Radio Paiwomak.

Daily radio-phone
communications

between & amongst
communities.

SUA/ NRDDB sub-
committee formedCoinmLini

Key for identifying
trade-offs in uses.

'Entry point' at village
level are established

relationships and
understanding social
relationshi s.

rin
,-.--~

I___

Notes & Links

NRDDB serves as umbrella

organisation and inter"
agency link for 13
constituent communities.

Other key agendes
operating in district
include: CIDA, UNDP,
UNICEF, 11CA, Peace

Corps, YCl, VsO.
Links with IDCN

Netherlands re Bina Hill

Institute,

Links with UNESCO/ GBC

(state-owned radio
station).
Links with Twokrama

Forest Zoriing program

Mapping completed in
5 villages.

Engender sense of
connection & ownership.
Break down mistrust.

Understanding of resource
needs.

Base for: Conservation

Contracts; Land Title

Resolution; Resolving Trade-
offs to ensure effective

resource mana ement.
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Expanded into ground
truthing of I: 50,000 maps.
Also expanded into
Management Plan
Assessments.

Ground truthing of pHRIA
maps carried out by CEWs
and other villagers, under
general supervision and
direction b Iwokrama.
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Vinage/Community
Councils of North

Rupununi

I~'I
.--, ,~~I

Village/Community
Councils of North

Rupununi

Village Administrative Support
Fund for CEW programme
operative since Nov 1999
2 day Workshop on
Bookkeeping/Financial
Management held for 8 reps of
village councils GUIy 2627,1999).

r~~I IT. r~r^

Draft Needs Assessment prepared
in a conaborative way based on the
following sources: all consultations
since 1996; pHRIA; Pilot

Management Plan Assessments in 3
vinages; NRDDB bi-monthly
meetings; Village visits; CEW and
MRU research; Wildlife Research &

Monitoring.

--,

Facilitation of meetings
related to CEW

programme.

Capacity building in
financial management.
Templates used in
Workshop now in use
b communities.

Community
Environmental

Workers (CEW)

^
.- - -.

,--\

Critical Needs

identified: Capacity
Building; Management
Skills; Social Life Skills;

Strengthening
Institutions; Cultural

Affirmation;

Improving
communication;

Participatory decision
making; Links to
regulatory agencies;.
Villa e-s ecific needs.

On-going Training (practice and
theory) in Environmental
Education.

I CEW (along with NRDDB and
MRU reps) attended the Caribbean
Foresters Meeting erune 2000) and
the Forestry Expo 2000, adding to
their Environmental Education
base

if.

Deepening of collaborative
resource management
between NRDDB

communities and Iwokrama

Community
Environmental

Workers (CEW)

I~~~~'\
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I~~I
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Basis for collaborative

resource management with
Iwokrama and for

On-going Training (practice and in
workshops) in effective
communication.

2 CEWs made presentations at the
Amenndian Heritage Month
celebrations held in the Regional
centre, Lethem (Se tomber 2000).

F'~*

I. -,

Capacity and technical
skills of CEWs

increased.

(7) I~~~.

Recently completed
participatory evaluation of
CEW programme with
Village/Community
Councils.

r~~\
.-

CEWs transfer knowledge to
Wildlife Clubs and other

villagers.
Information will also

enhance practical village-
based work in

environmental education.

.I

Support for Twokrama
links with communities

in wildlife training and
management increased
among stakeholders
outside of immediate

tar at communities.

I~~'

.

Support for collaborative
management of resources
and working with local
communities at the regional
and national levels.

Linked to Wildlife Clubs,

bilingual booklets
produced by MRU, also
used

Training materials
published under joint
sponsorship with
interested national

agencies, etc. for wider
dissemination.

One area of CEW work is

to provide the link
between Iwokrama-

Village-NRDDB, and to be
the node for two"way
communication.
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Community
Environmental

Workers (CEW)

I r~~',

Community
Environmental

Workers (CEW)

.-^.

On-going training in Guyana and
Brazil in Research skills for wildlife

management.
2 CEWs (and a Ranger) attend one-
month fish workshop in Mainiraua,
Brazil.

"~I

Makushi Research

Unit (MRU)

r'^^
.. --.

On-going collaborative gathering of
information on locally-important
issues, like use areas within the

Twokrama Forest, potable water and
sanitation assessment in 12 villages,
etc.

,^^

7'1

Provision of logistical support for
implementation of CIDA supported
Maki^sipe Komanto Iseru phase IT
project - research I production of 3
bi-lingual EE booklets, I alcohol
abuse social sensitisation booklet &

I children's book: "Iwokrama

Stories".

Dissemination of MRU booklets I

holding of community- classes
conducted by MRU teams at
community for a and spedal events:
e. g. CTO Tourism promotion - May
2000, in Annai; National Forest

Exposition, June 2000.
Facilitation of MRU representation
at first Caribbean Regional Gender
& Environment Conference in

Tnnidad in February 2000
organised by PANOS.
Facilitation of MRU representation
in Caribbean Annual Forestsrs

Conference held in Guyana, June
2000.

Conducting of crab-oil survey in
collaboration with communities.

Local level awareness

and monitoring of
natural resources.

Wildlife surveys carried
out in 3 communities.

"!

.---. - .

., ^~

Information forms part of
data base used by
Management Team for
the Sustainable Use Area.

r'.
L.

Community Capacity for
Citizen Science and

Management built.

Increased recognition of
role of Makushi women

in establishing
traditional knowledge-
based industries.

Enhanced revitalisation

of use of native language
in recording
environmental education

information.

Increased income

through sales of products
that are copyrighted in
the name of MRU/
NRDDB,

Increased voices of

Makushi women

speaking in their own
right in local, national &
international fora

Increased contracts

awarded to MRL; for

reviewing I researching I
information gathering on
traditional knowledge.

,4-~.
--.- -,

Building partnerships.
Appreciation of value of
CEWs increased.

F'~~'~t
I ..
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Establishment of viable

Traditional Knowledge-
Based Industry built on the
pioneering work of the
MRU,

Establishment and

operationalis atton of MRU
Fund with management I
decision-making vested in
MRU.

Establishment of MRU as

independent Community
Based Organisation with
links to az representation
on NRDDB.

I~~'I I'~'~I

Collaboration with another

DEID-funded programme
in Mainiraua, Brazil.

F~~~'~

Number of books/

booklets produced
and disseminated by
MRU.

Number of contracts

awarded to MRU by
Twokrama and other

agencies.

Agreements with
other agencies such as
the Ministry of
Education in support
of use and application
of MRU products.
Alliances with other

Indigenous
communities in

Guyana and in Brazil
to promote
Indigenous language
and traditional

knowledge,
Number of MRU

members represented
on local decision-

makin bodies.

Establishinent of Makushi

Language and indigenous
Skills courses I workshops
at Bina Hill Institute

facilitated and I or

supported by MRU.

MRU grew out of the
Iwokrama project (GEF
funded) executed by
UNDP, conducted by the
Amerindian Research Unit

of UG.

Then supported by the
CTDA Gender Equity
Fund. Involved the

handing of copyright to the
NRDDB/ MRU
Iwokrama worked in

collaboration with CTDA

and in a successful

collaborative effort that

increasingly erupowered
the MRU

Contracts for the Malaria

Survey and Crab-oil
survey were directly
implemented through
DFID-Iwokrama support
for attending conferences
and for book sales.
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Review I Editing of Local Ecological
Knowledge booklet with

171

Women's Groups

communities.

Conducting of KAPB Malaria
Survey in 13 communities in
collaboration with CEWs.

Review & selection of Local

Indigenous Experts to conduct
Iwokrama Ranger Training

To ram in hidi enous Skills.

I~~~~ r~:;

On-going support for gender
equality I increased representation
of women on NRDDB

Facilitation of linkages between
MRU and Women's Groups
Through Iwokrama Institutional
Strengthening grant to NRDDB,
support provided for workshops for
women reps from 13 communities
to participate in capacity building &
training for financial management
and taking ownership of UNDP
sponsored "Women's Revolving
Fund"

Promotional support for sales of
Women Groups' embroideries on
traditional lifestyles scenes at
various Twokrama events.

22 sewers from 7 village sewing
groups contracted to make
Iwokrama bad co and armbands.

r~I
,.^-^ I~~I

A___ __ _I

.,..^

Tertiary level
educational support

Enhanced women's

representation on local
and national levels linked

to Twokrama sponsored
events.

,---..-
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Increased ownership I
access by women of
community development
funds and opportunities.

Twokrama staff and others jointly
fund a one' year scholarship for
Bertie Xavier to study in
Georgetown for a year in
preparation to study Wildlife
Biolo at UG

r'~.

Local decision-making
bodies enshrine gender
equality in keeping with
NRDDB Constitution

provisions; National
Constitution articles and

international conventions

such as CEDAW and

Agenda 21 conventions.
Women have established

viable development
organisations and finandal
mechanisms with capacity
to manage local
knowledge-based
industries and market

related products.

Increased exposure and
sales of embroidered

products that am Tm
Makushi traditions and

lifestyles.

.-^-^

,~~!
. - J

I~~,

Number and level of

women leaders and/

or representatives on
NRDDB and other

CBOs related to

Twokrama.

Since the start of

Twokrama, a growing
number of North

Rupununi students are
pursuing higher
education.

.^-^

Level of involvement

by women
representatives in

Iwokrama sponsored
projects and
programs

Women's Groups per co
have not, to date, benefited
greatly from the DFID I
Twokrama project. But,
longstanding links with the
Senior Social Scientist and

Community Development
Fellow and the women's

groups have been
maintained and enhanced.

Iwokrama has worked in

synergy through the SSU
personnel with other
agencies such as UNDP &
CIDA & Peace Corps to
support women's
participation in community
development.

Capacity building
enhanced.

More young people in the
North Rupununi will aim
for tertiary level education.

Number of women

benefiting directly
from Iwokrama

contracts and related

OPPOTttiriities.

Collaboration in fund

raising for scholarships
with 2 primatologists. Also
with the Jesuit Scholarship
Fund, Guyana.
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Amerindians in other areas of Gu aria

1.1

Tertiary level
educational support

r~~n
.-.- - I~~!

Gu anese ublic

,~'~~I
I_ _ ... ^

Socialscience Research Assistant,
Sabanto Tokoroho, Arawak from

Region 2, supported to attend classes at
DC

,r.

Guyana Forestry
Commission/PROFOR

r-- CTl

Active partidpation in weekly meetings
from July 2000 to present.
Chair of Rights Sub-Group in the
Elaboration of Critical Issues.

Tertiary level
educational support

r~-

Political

groups and
government
agencies

Twokrama's support of
Ms Tokoroho's pursuit
of a degree, and her
training while on the
job, is highly visible
and welcomed among
national Amenndian

stakeholders.

r---\
L-.. .-, ,7:1

Ministry of Housing &
Water

Sodal Science Unit members teach a

course titled 'Introduction to the

Indigenous Peoples of Guyana' to 70
UC students'

.-

Upon graduation, Ms
Tokoroho will increase

the small cadre of

Amenndians trained at

the tertiary level. She is
also adding to her
considerable experience
thru' on the job training
at Twokrama.

Draft Report of Rights
Sub-Group prepared and
disseminated among
group members.
Growing appreciation of
critical social issues

among diverse
stakeholders in the

Forest sector.

,:r.

Briefing Minister Baksh on critical
water issues in North Rupununi,
Briefings with and supply of
background documentation on
indigenous issues to WELL
Consultants to the Ministry of Housing
& Water

r.
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Classes held thrice

weekly; students from
Environmental Studies,

Tourism and Geograpl\y
programmes.
Students use Iwokrama

ICU facilities (web access
and libra holdin s) .

Greater appredation of
the need for

partidpatory processes
and partnerships in the
forestry sector.

-~~~!
J\- I-

Ms Tokohoro is linked to

GOLF, a national
Amenndian

organisation, and to the
Region 8 communities,
among which she
worked for some years'
Both are key Iwokrama
stakeholders.

Recommendations on the

way forward in interior
communities

incorporated in WELL
Environmental Sanitation

Report, sent to Twokrama
for comments

~----..

I. __,_

.

Building links between
key stakeholders
(relevant Ministry and
interior communities)
thru' fadlitatory role

Sub-group brought
together representatives
of indigenous
organisations, the CFC
and Iwokrama

Deepening awareness
of Iwokrama and

issues of environment

and conservation

among Guyanese
who will enter the job
market in a few years'
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Information on potable
water conditions in

North Rtipununi vinages
collected in pHRIA

Reports and further
elaborated in a Water

and Sanitation

Assessment carried out

b CEWs.
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Ministry of Health

cm 111.1 rill

Several meetings to establish Malaria
component of SHDP.

F~~~,
-- -.-

Ministry of Educaion

F~~'~.

L _ ___.' Frill

Meetings and exchange of
correspondence leading to agreement
to pilot the Makushi Research Unit's EE
bi-lingual booklets on Birds, Fishes and
Cassava in the 13 N. Rupununi primary
schools.

F~-^\

No agreement reached
on proposed Mini-
Malaria summit.

F~\
.

The Ministry of
Information I The

Guyana Broadcasting
Corporation (GBC)

j~~I --,
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I~~I
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Meetings and eXchange of
correspondence leading to the signing
of a Mou between Twokrama and the

GBC in order to implement the
UNESCO sponsored Community Radio
project.
Establishinent of Radio Patwomak

under the aegis of the NRDDB and
located in the Bina Hill Institute.

Formalismg of protocol and
partnership with GBC through the
chairman of GBC and PS in

Support guaranteed from
local NGO, the Guyana
Book Foundation to

purchase and transport
sample sets of booklets
(20 sets of each title) to
schools.

Commitment inked by
Brazilian-based Makushi

linguist to conduct
seminar with MRU

members and training
workshops.

r. ~--\ I~-
.--.

MRU booklets and

related school pilot will
serve as demonstration

I model for wider

program.

I~. r-!

Milestone achievement as

the first Hinterland I

Indigenous community
radio station in Guyana.
Radio Paiwomak

established and

operational with strong
community ownership
invested in it from

inception.
Information &

communications

Project has been
redesigned as a
community-based
Malaria I Environmental
Health initiative that will

produce and disseminate
popular education
messages through
booklets, cornmunity
radio programs, village
campaigns and

Indigenous culture and
knowledge amrined
and recognised
nationally.

r'

Level of participation
by schools in pilot
project;
Quality of
dissemination I

utilisation of texts by
teachers & fadlitators;
Feedback from and

level of participation
by school children;
Feedback from

parents and teachers
about project.

Basis established for

developing a model
communications node

with links to

Iwokrama's ICU,

Guyana's GBC and
other UNESCO

supported community
radio networks.

Establishment of

telenet centre with

internet I radio link.

incentives.

This project is planned to
come on stream in 2000.

Project will demonstrate
the value of the MRU

and its products, and will
be a significant milestone
at the national level for

the recognition of
Indigenous languages for
EE,

Articles and

promotions about
Radio Paiwomak in

national media.

Radio Palwomak log
book I records.
Utilisation of radio

service residents.

Level of participation
in programming by:
village leaders, school
children, women's

The Community Radio
project was sponsored by
UNESCO with IDRC and

implemented by
Iwokrama with some

finances from SHDP/

DFID. The project had a
long gestation period due
to sensitivity on part of
govt. Careful trust-
building and
ne otiations with
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Local and inte

^I

Ministry of Information.
Orientation and introductory training
session at GBC national studios held for

community radio operators.
Protocol for political campaigning for
upcoming elections signed by national
media and endorsed by GBC discussed
and made available to Radio
Paiwomak

rin

national NGOs

International

development
institutions

Guyana Marine Turtles
Conservation Society
(GMTCS)

rim FIT

13th Annual Caribbean

Foresters Meeting Gune
13-16,2000)

rill

Advisor during 2000 to GMTCS in their
education Quireach, development of
project proposals and interest in
fostering links between the North West
and Ru ununi District communities.

Guiana Shield

Workshop on the
Management of
Natural Sites, (Nov
2000) sponsored by the
Guyana National
Commission for

UNESCO, and WWF

(Guyana) - 50 regional
artici ants

in

improved and enhanced.

'Learning to Listen: Approaches to
Communication in Community
Forestry' made by I. Forte and S.
Man al.

.:I

'Methodologies for Involving
Indigenous Peoples and Local
Communities in Selecting Natural and
World Heritage Sites' I, Forte and S.
Mangal
Workshop groups fadlitated and
rapporteurs' reports submitted by 5
Twokrama staff

,::I

Education,
communications and

general level of
information increased

and improved through
Community Radio
Station programs.

F',

.--,

Capacity developed in
GMTCS regarding
project development, and
pathdpatory processes.

i^\.
.- - - -, I~~I
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groups, Twokrama
personnel,
other agendes, etc. ..
Number of radios

purchased by
residents.

Feedback from

communities and

related radio service
user Tou s.

,I'!

Ideas raised were

reflected in the

suggestions on the way
forward and will be

incorporated in the
Workshop Report.

Networking between
Twokrama and

conservation and

development NGOs.

r~-
I _I

Minister and GBC

personnel resulted in
Mou and successful

implementation of phase
I. Phase 11 planned with
NRDDB, UNESCO,
Twokrama & GBC

f~:I

Creater local

participation in and
appreciation of the
goals of GMTCS.

Awareness of the issues

around inclusion of

indigenous peoples in
the management of
natural sites deepened
among stakeholders,

-^.-.

.-. -

Deepening of links
between WWF, Guyana,
GMTCS, Twokrama and
local communities.

Copies of the
presentation
distributed to all

participants to form
the basis of reporting
back talks in their

respective
institutions

105

This presentation was
requested by the Guyana
National Commission for
UNESCO.
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IT.

Stakeholders

IT~:

Amerindians

in and

around the

Twokrama

Forest

r.

Entry Points

NRDDB

1.71 f'I

I_

Related Activities

F~71

Facilitation of wildlife management
process as a result of requests from
NRDDB

Village/Community
Coundls of North

Rupununi

17:11^ ,ri

Community
Environmental Workers

(cEw)

r'~,

3 Management plan assessments
completed in Surama, Fairview, and Toka

-J
:--\

Effects to date

Wildlife Clubs

Increased communication

between NRDDB,

government agencies and
other stakeholders
Plan of Twokrama

activities implemented
Educational visits to

communities and from

schools to field station

Research ro rain

r~~!

On-going training in Guyana and Brazil
in wildlife research skills

2 CEWs (and a Ranger) attend one-month
fish workshop in Mainiraua, Brazil.
CEWs involved in surveys in Toka,
Iwokrama Forest and River

~-~-.
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I~,,

Anticipated
Tin acts

Develop and support wildlife clubs in the
North Rupununi
Link clubs to other clubs in Guyana and
to zoos and schools in the USA

Training in:
Organization
Mapping and GPS
Biological monitoring
Proposal writing
Grant su ort

Wildlife

management
systems in place

Key information for
identifying tradeoffs and
conflict in uses,

Capacity assessments
Base for research planning
in villa es

F~:~I -I

Indicators

Local level awareness and

monitoring of natural
resources.

Preliminary wildlife
surveys carried out along
river, in the Twokrama

Forest, and in the
savannahs.

Reports and books
on community
based wildlife

management
Increased

abundance of

Arapaima gigas in
the North

Rupununi

I~'~~I I~~~I

Notes & Links

Twelve wildlife clubs

developed in the North
Rupununi with 320
members (To% of the
North Rupununi
population)
Clubs generating internal
funding for activities &
accessing external funding
from zoos

r'
I_ _

Driving process for
Iwokrama wildlife

programmes

Community
Capadty for
Citizen Science

and Management
built.

Capadty of young
people for
management
developed,

Basis for community based
research planning

Collaboration with another

DEID-funded programme
in Marniraua, Brazil.
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Community wildlife
experts

Gu anese ub

1'171 rill

ic

Tertiary level educational
support

I~~I

Involvement in gathering local
ecological knowledge

Tm

Research Assistants at

Iwokrama

F~71

Political

groups and
government
agencies

Teaching of courses at the University of
Guyana in wildlife management and
herpetalogy.
Two"month field opportunity for 14
University of Guyana students in the
Iwokrama Forest - training in wildlife
research techni ues

1171

Wildlife Traders

Environmental Protection

Agency
Fisheries Departtnent

-I

Opportunities for four biology
graduates from the University of
Guyana to develop field experience and
research skills. Four persons hired for
two-year contracts.

Local ecological
knowledge books to
be published under
NRDDB

Knowledge used in

Local and international NGOs

-~~I 171

mana ement

Links built to wildlife traders through
national wildlife surve s with the EPA

Members of American Zoo

and Aquarium
Association, San Diego,
Philadelphia and
Columbus Zoos,

Disney's Animal Kingdom,
National Audubon SOCie

Students also use ICU

fadlities (web access
and library holdings)
at Twokrama Centre.

Ongoing projects in collaboration with
EPA: National survey of the wildlife
trade

National guides to vertebrates (web
page and booklets) and educational
posters
National consultation with communities

on wildlife conservation re ulations

r- 1.1, -

Research assistants

completed research
and publications
Research assistants

completed parts of
ran er trainin course

FT~~I
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Direct communication NRDDB-AZA

institutions through attendance of AZA
annual meetings
Contribution systems to wildlife dubs
National workshop on giant otter
conservation

School ard EColo

F~T:I r~~~!

Capacity building in
participatory
methodologies
Communication

between wildlife

traders, middlemen

and govt agendes

Opportunities for
students to bridge the
gap between
University of Guyana
and Msc PhD level

courses

Deepening awareness
of Iwokrama and

issues of environment

and conservation

among Guyanese
who will enter the job
market.

171 1:7

ro ect

Building links
between key
stakeholders and

longer term effective
management
planning

Poster and paper
publications authored
by research assistants

Increased networking
betweenlwokrama

and other

conservation and

development NGOs.

107

Deepening of links
between NGOs,
Iwokrama and local

communities.




